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Editor’s Voice
Greetings on the occasion of 123rd Dr. Babasaheb
Ambedkar Jayanti –14th April, 2014.
Yes, we are back, after a gap of 5 months. On
account of few technical reasons, we could not
release Buddhist Voice since November 2013.

during last ten years as compared to Gujarat.
Modi’s role in the Gujarat riots or failure to control
the riots during his tenors as Chief Minister has
always been looked with suspicion. During Modi’s
interview with Mr. Karan Thaper3 for a TV Channel,
he avoided all the questions related to Gujarat Riots.
Therefore, in case Mr. Modi becomes Prime Minster
of India, the minorities in India fear that India may
not remain a true secular country during his tenor.
If Modi voted to 2/3rd majority in this election, there
might be considerable damage to the basic structure
of the Parliamentary Democracy in India. No doubt,
BJP or Mr. Modi will have to win at least 50% seats
so that Mr. Modi can become the Prime Minister of
India, else it will be difficult for BJP to garner any
support for Mr. Modi as PM from NDA partners or
even within BJP.

Its election time in India and the entire country is
witnessing an election wave. The general elections in
the country are being held in 10 phases. The
country has voted in first five phases and remaining
five phases are on the way. It appears that the
entire print, electronic, social and visual media is
promoting BJP, sorry, Mr. Narendra Damodardas
Modi, the Prime Ministerial candidate of BJP. The
world’s largest parliamentary democracy is in
danger as the right wing wants to convert it into
Presidential Form of Governance. It is, therefore, not
shocking that Mr. Modi is being projected as the Falling Vote Share of the Ruling Parties and
Prime Ministerial candidate and the votes are being Coalition
asked on Mr. Modi’s name. There is no talk about It can be observed from the past elections that the
party ideology. It is evident from BJP’s slogan “Ab ki winning party is slowly losing the actual vote base.
Baar Modi Sarkar” that it is all about Modi and It can be observed that, of late, the winning party is
nothing else. The entire election campaign is managing to get not more than 30% of the votes. In
focusing on one man and that is Modi. BJP’s the 15th Lok Sabha, the average vote received by the
campaign for election projecting Modi as Vikas MPs is about 25% . The 75% of the votes goes waste
Purush1 (Man of Development) is misleading. Most of resulting in 75% of the voters remaining
the reports, even published by biased media, clearly unrepresented in the Parliament. The following table
shows that all the tall claims about the development gives statistics as how the winning party over the
of Gujarat are not correct when we check the factual years is slowly losing their voter base.
position. Many other states are ahead in progress
No of
Winning
Seats
Single
% Seats
Lok Sabha
Year
Seats of
Party
Won
Largest Party
Won
LS
% Votes
1st Lok Sabha

1952

489

Congress

45.00%

364

74.44%

2nd Lok Sabha

1957

493

Congress

47.80%

371

75.25%

3rd Lok Sabha

1962

494

Congress

44.70%

361

73.08%

4th Lok Sabha

1967

520

Congress

40.80%

383

73.65%

5th Lok Sabha

1971

518

Congress

43.70%

352

67.95%

6th Lok Sabha

1977

542

Janata Party

41.30%

295

54.43%

7th Lok Sabha

1980

542

Congress

42.70%

353

65.13%

8th Lok Sabha

1984

542

Congress

49.10%

405

74.72%

9th Lok Sabha

1989

543

Congress

39.50%

197

36.28%

10th Lok Sabha

1991

543

Congress

36.50%

232

42.73%

11th Lok Sabha

1996

543

BJP

20.30%

161

29.65%

12th Lok Sabha

1998

543

BJP

25.60%

182

33.52%

13th Lok Sabha

1999

543

BJP

23.80%

182

33.52%

14th Lok Sabha

2004

543

Congress

26.50%

145

26.70%

15th Lok Sabha

2009

543

Congress

28.55%

206

37.94%

In India, it is governance by 25% vote based
party. This situation is likely to continue due to

emergence
politics.

of

regional

parties

and coalition
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Political Future of Ambedkarites
Let us talk about Ambedkarite leadership. Today,
the fragmentation of Dalit parties is the biggest
worry for the Ambedkarite people. After the
Mahaparinirvana of Dr Babasaheb Ambedkar, the
newly formed Republican Party of India (RPI) was
one of the significant opposition parties with good
voter base during Nehru Government. However,
over the period, the dominant caste people have
managed to successfully divide the selfish and
spineless Dalit leaders. Despite Dalits having
sizable numbers as percentage of populations;
Dalits parties are unable to win any seat on their
own due to division in their votes. In case of Dalit
dominated constituency, Congress, BJP / Shiv
Sena are fielding Dalit Candidates who are not
truly Ambedkarite and they are puppets in the
hands of their respective party high command.
Even the coalition partners are fully exploiting
Dalit Parties without offering any benefit worth
consideration. Divide and rule policy has been
adopted by the parties mainly dominated by the
Dominant castes towards the Dalits or
Ambedkarite Parties.
Let us have look at the some of the prominent
Dalit Leaders and Parties having some popularity.
Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP) led by Ms.
Mayawati
Once BSP appeared to be a big force and most of
the Ambedkarites felt that they have a strong
leader like Manyawar Kanshiramji and Ms
Mayawati who can lead the Ambedkarite
Movement.

After the death of Mr. Kanshiram in October
2006, Ms. Mayawati joined the hands with
dominant caste people in her experiment of social
reengineering to take advantage of caste
numbers. However, now it looks like she lost her
grip over the party and she also lacks clear vision
about the political future of BSP. Some of the
prominent leaders of BSP appear to be

unconcerned with the party cadres and give
signals of defiance to the people. During her tenor
as Chief Minister of the Uttar Pradesh, she
certainly lost touch with her real vote bank. It is
also reflected in the distribution of the seats
during current election. Although most of the
people from Uttar Pradesh do praise about the
law & order and quality of governance during her
tenor as Chief Minister, she created a wall of
people from dominant caste between herself and
the traditional voters of BSP. Due to political
compulsion, her second and third line of
leadership is yet to come up. Ms. Mayawati has
joined hands with Congress due to many reasons
best known to our readers.
Republican Party of India (A) led by Mr.
Ramdas Athawale
Mr. Ramdas Athawale, in the past, has been with
Congress and Nationalist Congress Party (NCP)
post Dalit Panther days. He was also minister
with blessings of Congress and NCP. However,
during the 2009 election, he lost due to reported
conspiracy by NCP and Shiv Sena against him.
Mr. Athawale, one of the leading activists during
the Namantar Andolan (fight for renaming
Marathwada University, Aurangabad after Dr.
Babasaheb Ambedkar), has some base at grass
root level and people still like him due to his
helpful nature. No doubt that he is an excellent
organiser. Although, he is actually an intelligent
person, he always gives impression of being a
funny character as a political gimmick.

During Dalit Panther days, he fought against the
communal forces including Shiv Sena. It is wellknown history that Shiv Sena was categorically
against the renaming of the Marathwada
University after Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar and
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Ambedkarites from Maharashtra have suffered
heavily due to Shiv Sena’s stand. One can dig
into the history of Namantar Andolan to
understand the damage done by Shiv Sena to
Ambedkarites in Maharashtra. In fact, the entire
generation was engaged in the Namantar Andolan
and no doubt it was a conspiracy of the Political
Parties and Dominant caste people to keep
Ambedkarites engaged on issues which will divert
their attention from real economical progress to
emotional issues. However, Mr. Ramdas Athawale
joining hands with ideologically opposite party
like Shiv Sena is beyond imagination of most of
the Ambedkarites. Although he has been given
the Rajya Sabha berth by Shiv Sena and BJP
alliances, it looks like that is all RPI (A) got in
return of becoming a part of NDA. Although, Mr
Athawale is now MP with Rajya Sabha for one
term, the dominant caste people have managed to
finish or dwarf the political career of Mr. Ramdas
Athawale.
Dr. Anand Teltumbde, in his latest column in
Economic & Political weekly said that “At one
level, seeing the lows to which Indian Democracy
has stooped, such opportunist acrobatics of Dalit
leaders would not surprise anyone. After all,
everyone has been doing it. Why then grudge if
Dalit Leaders do the same? After all, many of
them have so far been in Congress; what if now
they go over to BJP? Indeed, while there may be
little difference between BJP and the Congress,
the reason for the alarm stems from what they
have professed so far, and consequently, the
public perception about them. Unlike Congress,
BJP is an ideology-driven party. Its ideological
core of Hindutva, shorn of the verbiage
surrounding it, is the ideology fascism, which can
be clearly seen as antithetical to what Ambedkar
stood for. Although expediency demands their
allegiance to the Indian constitution, or wooing
Adivasis, Dalits and Muslims, their ideological
attitude is against them. One is therefore deeply
pained by the abominable demeanour of the Dalit
Leaders in betraying Ambedkar while singing
paeans to him.”
Bharipa Bahujan Mahasangh
Prakash Yashwant Ambedkar

led

by

chances that he will win from Akola
(Maharashtra) for Lok Sabha. However, due to his
interpersonal skills and behaviour pattern with
the Ambedkarites, there are many people who do
not like to join hands with Adv. Prakash
Ambedkar and therefore he lacks the mass base
support despite his status as grandson of Dr.
Babasaheb Ambedkar. In fact, Adv. Ambedkar
with little bit efforts in his PR can become an
absolute leader of Dalits and he can change the
whole scenario of Dalit leadership, if not in India,
atleast in Maharashtra within a short span.

Till date he is the one who appears to be honest
in his intentions for fighting for the rights of
Dalits. If he is prepared to assume the leadership
with right spirit, right attitude towards people
and right concern, there is no doubt that the all
the Ambedkarites will stand behind him.
Other significant leaders like Prof. Jogeendra
Kawade, Mr. R S Gawai, Dr Rajendra Gawai etc.
appear to have lost their fighting spirit and they
have joined hands with Congress without much
benefit to the community.

Adv.

Adv. Prakash Yashwant Ambedkar, the grandson
of Dr. Ambedkar, is another significant leader. He
is one of the most knowledgeable and intelligent
leader amongst all Dalit leaders in Maharashtra.
He has successfully managed to win the elections
at Municipal Nigam in Akola. Now he is
contesting from the same constituency for Lok
Sabha election. The party fights for the rights of
the Dalit bahujan community. There are great
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3.
4.
5.

Mr. Sunil Khobragade is one of the upcoming
Ambedkarite leaders who has high potential and
can lead the Dalits in Maharashtra State in
future but he is yet to establish himself as leader
of the masses. He may take some more time to
become a significant name in Dalit politics.

6.
7.

8.

We should not forget that in the past when all
dalit parties came together, they could get three
MPs elected from Maharashtra. If all the
Ambedkarite parties decide to be together and
form their own coalition, a remarkable success
can be achieved. Now the question is whether
BSP, RPI (all faction) and other Dalit parties will
ever join hands and fight together in at least next
elections?
References
1.
http://www.hindustantimes.com/election
s2014/election2014-placeholder/modi-ismisleading-people-about-gujarat-s-growth
-story-sharad-pawar/article11203955.aspx
2.

news/32281935_1_shankarsinh-vaghelamodi-government-misleading-people
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QHS_
eSoOBzg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8lwt
SIZzBfY
Crisis Of Ambedkarites And Future
Challenges by Dr Anand Teltumbde found
at
http://www.countercurrents.org/teltumb
de220411.htm Winning Percentages :
http://www.smetimes.in/smetimes/gener
al-elections2009/miscellaneous/2009/Mar/23/histo
ry-of-lok-sabha-elections5584.html#
Indian Democracy : https://www.asianstudies.org/eaa/Oldenburg-12-3.pdf
Election
Statistics
http://eci.nic.in/eci_main1/statistical_re
port.aspx
Three Dalit Rams Play Hanuman to BJP
by Dr Anand Teltumbde, Economic &
Political Weekly, Vol XLIX NO. 15, 12th
April, 2014

“I have fought against white
domination, and I have fought
against black domination. I have
cherished
the
ideal
of
a
democratic and free society in
which all persons live together in
harmony
and
with
equal
opportunities. It is an ideal,
which I hope to live for and to
achieve. But if needs be, it is an
ideal for which I am prepared to
die.”
…………….during Rivonia Trial
on 20 April 1964 – Nelson
Mandela

http://articles.economictimes.indiatimes.
com/2012-06-17/
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Critical Quest
Caste system, Communal Politics & Dalits and Adivasis
Goldy M George
If anyone not of our own
Happens to read this manuscript:
Heads will roll
Hearts will beat to death
Brains will curdle.
All that one has learned
Will be lost.
Now, I have placed curses
On my own words.
N. T. Rajkumar
(Translations from the Tamil Panirendhu Kavithaigal)
A lot of the media talks these days go around
Narendra Bhai Modi, the Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) Prime Ministerial candidate. Chosen by the
Rastriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) as the best
man in Indian polity, he has been in the media in
various controversial issues. Nevertheless for all
reasons around has already risen as a populist
leader among the communal fascist section who
has been consistently engaged in a number of
background campaign in his favour through social
media, print and electronic media, organising
charity meetings, business meets, academic
seminars,
public
meetings,
consultations,
conferences, etc.

There are critical ideological discussions on BJP
and RSS fronts, which essentially have a
communal colour. The recent communal riots
between the Hindus and Muslims in Muzaffar
Nagar have a lot to do with the communal frenzy
for a number of reasons. It would not be out of
place to state that these philosophical and
ideological postulations have not arisen from the
blue; rather it had a steady and thorough progress
in history. It is time to examine these ideological
positions, which essentially has a communal
colour. Examining it from the Dalit-Adivasi
viewpoint is crucial since it would unfold the
dynamics of the social, religious and political of
communal fascism to the lowest level.

In a broader perspective, communalism of polity is
preliminary to fascism of polity. In today’s context
what is going on in India it is not mere
communalism of polity; rather it is the politics of
fascism under the Hindutva brigade. Hence as a
critical outlook, I would like to emphasis some of
the major threats faced by the Dalits and Adivasis
or Indigenous People.

The Political Theology of Dominance
Before getting into a detailed discussion, let me
place what fascism is all about. Fascism is a
terrible political domination capable of infringing
any eligible rights of any communities to
unpredictable magnitude. Historically it took
different shapes and forms, depending upon the
particular social order. Although was coined as a
political ideology in 1919 with the Italian dictator
Benito Mussolini, it has much older roots in India
and other parts of world.
Fascism is a form of extreme right-wing ideology
that celebrates the nation or the race as an
organic community transcending all other
loyalties. It emphasises a myth of national or racial
or puritan rebirth after a period of decline or
destruction. To this end, fascism calls for a
"spiritual revolution" against signs of moral decay
such as individualism and materialism, and seeks
to purge "alien" forces and groups that threaten
the organic community. Fascism tends to celebrate
masculinity, youth, mystical unity, and the
regenerative power of violence. Often, but not
always, it promotes racial superiority doctrines,
ethnic persecution, imperialist expansion, and
genocide. At the same time, fascists may embrace
a form of internationalism based on either racial or
ideological solidarity across national boundaries.
Usually fascism espouses open male supremacy,
though sometimes it may also promote female
solidarity and new opportunities for women of the
privileged nation or race.
Fascism's approach to politics is both populist – in
that it seeks to activate "the people" as a whole
against perceived oppressors or enemies – and
elitist – in that it treats the people's will as
embodied in a select group, or often one supreme
leader, from whom authority proceeds downward.
Fascism seeks to organise a cadre-led mass
movement in a drive to seize state power. It seeks
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to forcibly subordinate all spheres of society to its
ideological vision of organic community, usually
through a totalitarian state. Both as a movement
and a regime, fascism uses mass organizations as
a system of integration and control, and uses
organised violence to suppress opposition,
although the scale of violence varies widely
(George: 2006).
Caste and the History of Fascist Regime in
Indian Perspective
In Indian context it could be widely observed in
caste domination and feudal relationship. The
mythical stories of killing of Shambhug by Ram,
denial of Eklavya of his right to education and his
subsequent assault, the assassination of Asur
King Ravana, the deceitful murder of Bali are only
some impulses of this trend of domination over
indigenous people.
Further these communities were addressed as
rakshashas, barbarian, wild, uncivilised, etc. Both
Vedic and Sanskrit texts have justified the
invasion and exploitation of Aryans and explicitly
support the superiority of Aryan race and Vedic
philosophy to the extent that their fate of being in
the lower social strata is god given.
The present phase of fascism is a more organised
and systematic attempt to continue the caste-class
legacy. In modern times it started with the
emergence of Hindu Chauvinism and Cultural
Nationalism under the leadership of RSS led camp.
This camp learnt various things from different
sectors. They learnt the skills in organising and
mobilising from Communist parties, mastered the
management techniques from Churches &
Christian institutions, the one-man dictator model
of Adolph Hitler and the also the methods of
maintaining private militia. In nutshell, the
wholesome exercise was to sustain and strengthen
the same old ideology of purity of the three upper
varnas and Shudras and Panchamas as impure
and pollutants. A twin strategy of dictating the
Dalits and non-Hindu communities is the present
form of communal fascism in India. The current
mode of communal polity coupled with sustained
casteism apparently speaks of this truth (George:
2006).

The legacy of Hindutva Ideological
In modern times this ideological upsurge of
Hindutva has got a definite periodicity and it could
be traced from nineteenth century. It arouse as a
system to put a break on the increasing reforms
within Hindu religion. These reforms could be
listed as advocating freedom to women through
abolition of Sati, child marriage, opening the

boundaries of educational institutions to women
and to certain opening up educational space for
the Dalits.
However, since the Muslims constituted a sizeable
population, they were considered as a big threat to
the Hindu society. Christian who opened health
and educational institutions for all, particularly in
Dalit and Adivasi areas, thus threatened the social
fabric of caste at one end and on the other
Christianity was accepted as the mainstream faith
line by these oppressed groups. Thus Christian
conversion turned to be a major threat to thwart
away the Brahimincal social order of caste. Hence
a counter ideology was obligatory for the
sustenance
of
Hindutva.
The
ideological
formulation in the Indian context could be seen in
three different phases – first is the sowing of seeds
in modern India, second the consolidation of
Hindutva as an ideological and third is the delving
and devising of programmatic programmes of this
agenda (George: 2006).
To my understanding the seeds of communalism
were first sown by Bankim Chandra Chaterjee
through his novel ‘Anand Math’. This novel could
be said as the foundational text of the current
Indian Nationalism, which in fact was Hindu
Nationalism. The establishment of British rule in
India was a prolonged process involving piecemeal
conquest and consolidation. Needless to say this
process produced discontent, resentment and
resistance at every stage.
Disposed Rajas, Nawabs or uprooted Zamindars
and landlords often led a series of rebellions
during the first hundred years of British rule.
Peasants, ruined artisans, demobilised soldiers
and discontented people formed the backbone of
the rebellion. These rebellions were generally
localised involving armed bands of a few hundreds
to several thousands. The civil rebellions grew in
Bengal and Bihar as British rule was gradually
consolidated and further spread to other places.
There was hardly any year without an armed
rebellion in some part of the country. From 1763
to 1856 there were more than forty major and
hundreds of minor rebellions. Dispossessed
peasants and demobilised soldiers of Bengal were
the first to rise.
One of the major rebellions was the Sanyasi
Rebellion of Bengal, which was depicted in Anand
Math. This is the background from where a clear
divide between the Hindus and Muslims in Bengal
began. It is in this novel the song Vande Mataram
surfaced first, which the Indian nationalists chose
to sing in praise. It comes from a tradition of
mythologising a fictive imagined nation personified
as a goddess. In the novel, the context of the
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anthem was overtly anti-Muslim and treated them
as a separate nation. Invocation of the deities like
Durga, Kali and Lakshmi all runs counter to the
secular credentials. This was basically meant to
instil inspiration among the Hindus to work for the
destruction of the Muslim rule in Bengal.
The hero of the novel, Bhawananda is an ascetic.
He recruits men for his mission. He meets a youth,
Mahender. He then tries to explain him the
meaning of Vande Mataram and warns him that
unless the Muslims are banished from the Indian
soil, his faith shall be in constant danger.
Mahender asks him if he would face the Muslims
alone. Bhanwanand replies asking would not the
30 crore voices with 60 crore swords in both their
arms be enough for the mission. (Vide the third
stanza of Vande Mataram) When Mahender is not
satisfied even then, Bhawanand takes him to
Anand Math (the title of the novel). The
Brahmachari of the Math takes Mahender inside
the Math. The Math is half- illuminated with a
narrow entrance. He enters the Math where he
sees a big idol of Vishnu flanked by Lakshmi and
Saraswati on either side. The Brahmachari
introduces it to Mahender as the Mata and asks
him to say Vande Mataram. He then takes him to
another room where a magnificent idol of goddess
Durga is kept. Here the Brahmachari prays the
goddess chanting: “we worship ye, O Mata Durga,
who posses ten hands. Ye are the Lakshmi whose
abode is lotus. Ye are the bestower of knowledge.”
(Vide the fourth stanza) Now Mahender receives
the inspiration and takes a pledge (Islamic Voice:
1998).
The eighth chapter in the third part contains
incidents of arson and bloodshed, which inspires
the Hindus to turn the lives of the Muslims
difficult. Voices are being raised to loot the
Muslims and kill them. The atmosphere is filled
with Vande Mataram. As a result, the Muslims try
to take shelter far and near. The devotees of the
Mata ask: “When would the time come when we
would destroy the mosques and construct the
temples of Radhi and Mahadev? To this the hero of
the novel replies: “Now the English have arrived
who will protect our life and property” (Islamic
Voice: 1998). Thus, in Anand Math the Muslims
are the villains, the Hindus the victims of Muslims
aggression and the British the saviour of the
Hindus. Indeed this instigative novel had sown the
seeds for the division of Bengal as East and West.
Yet! Hindutva was not established as a political
ideology neither in theory nor in practice. Vinayak
Damodar Savarkar carried strings from Bankim
Chandra. Hindutva became an ideology through
his writings when his book “Essentials of
Hindutva” had come into the public in 1924. V D
Savarkar, writing in the 1920s, stated that an

Indian could be only that person who could claim
his fatherland [pitribhumi], and who addresses this
land of his religion as Holyland [punyabhumi] both
lay within the territorial boundaries of British
India. These are the essentials of Hindutva—a
common nation (Rashtra) a common race (Jati)
and a common civilization (Sanskriti) (Savarkar
1924: 43-44). Furthermore, there had to be a
commitment to a common Indian culture,
inevitably defined by Hindutva (ibid. 33-37). These
qualifications automatically led to regard Muslims
and Christians as foreigners. Subsequently
Golwalkar (1939: 89) added Communists to this
list! Both introduced race and language as
qualifiers of supremacy (Savarkar 1924; Golwalkar
1939).These were the contemporary symbols that
dominated European fascist movements. And, as
we know, in periods of confusing change, the
preference is for a theory that simplifies the social
world into ëusí and ëthemí (Thapar 2004).
Savarkar along with Golwalkar was the early
ideologue of the entire thesis of Hindutva.
It is with this intention that the Hindu Mahasabha
was also formed in 1914. Further Savarkar was
the inspiration behind the formation of Rashtriya
Swamyamsevak Sangh. Hedgewar, an Andhra
Brahmin settled in Maharashtra, a discipline of
Balkrishna Shivram Moonje and a close friend of
Savarkar,
established
the
Rashtriya
Swamyamsevak Singh in 1925 in Nagpur.
Hedgewar was sent to Kolkata by Moonje in 1910
to pursue his medical studies and unofficially
learn the techniques of terror from the secret
revolutionary organisations like the Anushilan
Samiti and Jugantar in Bengal. He became a part
of the inner circle of the Anushilan Samiti to which
very few had access. In 1915, after returning to
Nagpur he joined the Indian National Congress
and engaged in anti-British activities through the
Kranti Dal. He was also a member of the Hindu
Mahasabha till 1929 (Ramaswami 2003).
Although, Hedgewar established RSS, Golwalkar
was the man behind the entire growth of RSS. Like
Savarkar he took this idea of Hindutva further to
write a small book, ‘We or our Nationhood
Defined', which gives an outline of his ideology and
later his articles were published as a compilation,
'Bunch of Thoughts'. In both these books
(Golwalkar 1939; 2000) and also in various other
outpourings of his, he denigrates democracy and
pluralism on one hand and upholds fascist
concept of nationhood and sectarian version of
culture on the other. His writing is most
intimidating to the minorities in particular. He was
the chief of RSS for 33 long years and was
instrumental in giving RSS a direction, which
assumed menacing proportions in times to come,
and strengthening the foundations of the 'hate
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minorities' ideology resulting in the consequent
waves of violence, undermining the democratic
norms in the society. He can also be 'credited' with
giving the sharp formulations, which laid the
ideological foundation of different carnages in the
country (Puniyani: 2006).
Golwalkar praises Lord Manu as the greatest
lawgiver mankind ever had (Golwalkar 1939: 117118; 2000; 239, 258, 264). It was the same law
giver Manu's book, which was burnt by Dr.
Ambedkar in his pursuit of getting justice for the
Dalits. In current times, Golwalkars' successor
also demanded a throwing away of Indian
constitution, to be replaced by the one which is
based on Hindu holy books, implying Manusmriti,
of course (Puniyani: 2006).
Golwalkar’s formulation of Hindutva fascism is so
blatant that even his followers struggle hard to
cover many of ostensive judgments. He portrays an
ornate love of caste, naked hatred for minorities
and eulogise the Nazi Germany. The current RSSBJP leadership including Narendra Modi avoid
owning these ideas. Curran (1979: 39) in his
classic study says that the ideology of Sangh is
based upon principles formulated by its founder,
Hedgewar.
These
principles
have
been
consolidated and amplified by the Golwalkar
through critical indoctrination of Sangh volunteers
(Puniyani: 2006). What does Golwalkar say in this
book?
He rejects the notions of Indian nationhood, India
as a Nation in the making. He rejects the idea that
all the citizens will be equal. He goes on to harp
the notions of nationhood borrowed from Hitler's
Nazi movement. He rejects that India is a secular
nation and posits that it is a Hindu Rashtra. He
rejects
the
territorial-political
concept
of
nationhood and puts forward the concept of
cultural nationalism, which was the foundation of
Nazi ideology. He admires Hitler's ideology and
politics of puritan nationalism and takes
inspiration from the massive holocaust, which
decimated millions of people in Germany. He uses
this as a shield to propagate his political ideology.
It is this ideology, which formed the base of
communal common sense amongst a section of the
population (Puniyani: 2006).
He builds a parallel between Hinduism and
Nazism. "German national pride has now become
the topic of the day. To keep up purity of the nation
and its culture, Germany shocked the world by her
purging the country of the Semitic races– the Jews.
National pride at its highest has been manifested
here. Germany has also shown how well-nigh
impossible it is for races and cultures having
differences going to the root, to be assimilated into a

united whole, a good lesson for us in Hindustan to
learn and profit by”(Golwalkar 1939: 87-88).
Today the Modis and Togadias brought up on
these lines, do believe in all these ideological
propositions, but the language of expression is
being made more polished so that the poison is
coated with honey and administered with ease.
Golwalkar (1939: 104-105) goes on to assert, "from
the standpoint sanctioned by the experience of
shrewd nations, the non-Hindu people in Hindustan
must either adopt the Hindu culture and language,
must learn to respect and revere Hindu religion,
must entertain no idea but the glorification of Hindu
nation i.e. they must not only give up their attitude
of intolerance and ingratitude towards this land
and its age long traditions, but must also cultivate
the positive attitude of love and devotion instead; in
one word, they must cease to be foreigners or may
stay in the country wholly subordinated to the
Hindu nation, claiming nothing, deserving no
privileges, for less any preferential treatment, not
even the citizen's rights.”
Interestingly,
these
fascist
Hindus
never
participated in the national movement. As matter
of fact, RSS and Golwalkar were very
contemptuous towards the anti-British movement.
There is no mention of presence of RSS in the antiBritish movement even in most of the sympathetic
accounts written about it. Since Golwalkar
propounded religion-based nationalism, there was
no place for anti-British stance. "The theories of
territorial nationalism and of common danger,
which formed the basis of our concept of nation,
had deprived us of the positive and inspiring
content of our real Hindu Nationhood and made
many of the 'freedom movements' virtually antiBritish movements. Anti Britishism was equated
with patriotism and nationalism. This reactionary
view has had disastrous effects upon the entire
course of freedom struggle, its leaders and common
people (Golwalkar 2000: 120-121)".
No wonder the British ever repressed RSS. Also
the collusion between religion based nationalism
and colonialism can be understood from such
statements. Later the World saw that in tune with
this pro imperialist ideology, Golwalkar was to
support the US aggression on Vietnam and his
successor Sudarshan defended the US aggression
against Iraq while Modi is the champion of
communal genocide.
Domineering Indigenous Life
Controlling all life at large is the general strategy of
RSS and this is part of the larger design through
Cultural nationalism to the extent of power
domain through political life. In the present time
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the most crucial aspect of the fascist agenda is to
control the wholesome dynamics of indigenous life
and its systems. The strategy of taking over all the
possible institutions of civil society, right from the
electronic media to primary schools, were applied
by the champions of Hindutva to create a
sensation of inferiority and thus to manipulate the
masses.
Among the indigenous people, two processes went
in parallel. One was the deliberate formation of
institutions such as Vanvasi Kalyan Ashram, Ekal
Vidyalaya, Bal Bharti, Saraswati Sishu Mandir
and Dalit and Adivasi Sanghs at the lowest level to
train-up children and youth cadres and thus to
inculcate a feeling that indigenous tradition and
culture is inferior to that of Hindu religion and
thereby follow the mainstream Hindu religion as
their lone religion. Secondly, the open support to
capitalist forces through corporates thereby
inducing the consumeristic culture in such areas.
Both these process went in parallel and are interrelated and empowers the coexistence. One of the
outcomes of these trends is the crucial osmosis of
Hindu strings and civilisation with all its flaws
among the indigenous people plus a bonus of
corrupting them as units of consumer market
(George: 2006).
Nevertheless,
this
fondness
of
controlling
indigenous people has two basic reasons. One was
to perpetuate social and cultural slavery along
with the clear establishment of political power and
right over their life though legitimised the social
mechanics
and
second
to
establish
an
unquestioned command over the resource zones of
the country. Therefore, a complete slavery of
social, cultural, political and economic remained
the overall design. This could easily evade the
precipitate of egocentricity of the thithertountouchable strata. Another vital part of the
process
is
the
development
of
internal
colonisation. This is a vicious conspiracy to cohere
the Dalits into their fold in order to continue the
historical mode of oppression in new forms and
incarnations.
Contrary to this situation, Adivasis were never
part of Varnashram. Adivasis live a wonderful
model of egalitarianism and naturocentricity, who
had a lively past of living in proximity and
harmony with nature are being on target of the
principles of development. Unlike Dalits, they have
hardly experienced the life of slavery. Uprooting
them off their nature and culture was and is part
and parcel of this concoct design. In the result
they have been transformed into an exploited
class. Jharkhand, Odisha and Bastar are the best
examples to check the impact of such trends and

processes. Thus, both Dalits and Adivasis have
been placed in the category of exploited class.
Earlier these aspects were efficiently engineered
through the socio-religious structures, but today it
is taking a political shape too, which in fact is
communalisation of polity or inculcating the
culture of fascism among the indigenous masses.
Dalits & Adivasis - the Logical Targets
Communal-fascism is exploring its way to
elaborate its base and activities and action. It
appears that building of philanthropic and
religious institutions other than mentioned above
like Deen Dayal Shodh Sansthan, Sanskriti Bihar,
Vikas Bharit, Gayatri Pariwar, Brahmakumari
Samaj, etc. are some of the strategies adopted to
create inroads among the Dalits & Adivasis.
Recruitment
of
young
boys
from
these
communities into the cadre of RSS, VHP, Bajrang
Dal and arming them with hatred and intolerance
against minorities remained part of this process.
Another strategy applied is the steady and
systematic
capturing
of
the
community
panchayats and organisations. Modi’s Gujarat is
the best example where the communal fascists
have got their stranglehold by adopting these.
Such undercurrents are also active in states like
Chhattisgarh and Odisha, where the undercurrent
of ‘mission re-conversion’ is on a mass scale.
All these have added impelling force to the
Hindutva card among Dalits and Adivasis. By and
large this consists of concepts like de-Dalitisation
and de-Adivasisation. Eventually this tendency
empowers the fascist forces and broadens its
space. Expansion of fascism has so far and is
disintegrating the Dalit-Adivasi ideology, theology,
and identity and intimidated their very existence.
Apparently
this
ruptures
the
community,
deteriorates the noble notions of sharing, caring
and co-operation, expansion of patriarchy and
battered the inkling of community ownership over
resources and every single aspect of common
property.
The Vicious Bond
One cannot say that the caste-communal fascism
is independently functional. While going into
further analysis, fascism is closely knit with the
ideology of capitalism. In modern times it is
globalisation. Both these are two inter-dependent
and inter-linked facets of power and domination.
While globalisation is supposed to capture the
global economic and political power by cutting the
national boundaries and establishing/capturing
the market, fascist forces acts as their operational
agents in its approaches and attitudes through
suppressive
sociocultural
and
religious
domination.
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The ideology of capitalism assumes absoluteness
only through fascism. In India, Washington has
taken a lenient view to prop up the communal
fascist government of the BJP’s nationalism. The
global governance can afford to accommodate and
promote religious fundamentalist regimes as long
as they are useful weapons in their hand because
they have several things in common. Propping up
the conflict between India and Pakistan is a useful
mechanism applied by the US governance, which
would have an easy counter-reaction on Indian
soil through the sustained undercurrents between
the Hindus and Muslims. That is why despite the
State’s crucial role in the Gujarat genocide,
Washington never intervened with any principle
disagreement or strong opposition. Rather it had
shown a new path to the Indian fascist the way
they handled it Afghanistan and Iraq.
The political segments in India, by and large, strive
and thrive to cater the global and national
capitalistic market. As a part of this practice, there
is an invisible ‘safety net’ around the capitalist
camp. Having nothing to do with the people, the
resources are rapidly being opened for the neocolonisers to be explored and exploited. This great
surrender before the global capital market
implicates the momentum by which the fascistcapitalist nexus is plundering the resources.
Targeting the resources is directly an assault on
indigenous Dalits and Adivasis. Since their land,
property, forest and other resources are the
pastureland for any sort of investment, strategies
and planning are formulated in such a way to
allure them so that they get entangled in the web
and are unable to break it. This eventually
culminates into large scale of displacement and
migration, heavy loss of land and resources, robs
them of their rich tradition and culture, and leads
to the irreversible and perpetual loss of livelihood
source. Therefore, fascism is utmost visible in the
market.
To Conclude…
This, in fact, is
the
best
method of
disempowerment. Never before in the history have
we witnessed such a period of deliberate drift of
further confusing and disempowerment of Dalits
and Adivasis. It has constantly succeeded in
gearing up its organisational tactics and
mobilisation methods to subtly crush the energy of
people, and divert it; thus draining off their
capacity to fight for their rights and their ability to
resist injustice. It is sucking them like a vampire
day by day.

norms and values are degenerating and the
indigenous people stand at the receiving end, is it
possible for us to go back to these communities
and unveil the wolf inside the goat’s skin? Can we
stand with the Dalits and Adivasis in developing a
counter movement to combat the divinity of Manu?
Dr. Ambedkar had shown the way by burning
Manusmruti. Do we have the courage to engage in
such a process? Can we intentionally foster the
indigenous people towards a socialist, secular,
democratic and decentralised polity? This is the
biggest challenge before us, or else the story will
remain the same.
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Note to Contributors
We welcome your research articles / essays / intimation for the events / news / book reviews /
photos / cartoons / paintings relevant to our subject matter related to Buddhism and Buddhist
people in the world. Contributors are requested to send their articles / essays in word format
latest by 15 days before the full moon day of the month so that it can be published in the same
month if space is available. The publishers reserve the right to publish the article within six
months from the receipt of your articles / essays etc. Writers are requested to provide full details
for correspondence, postal address, day-time phone numbers and email address. Our email
address for correspondence is indian.buddhistvoice@gmail.com. All the material published in this
e-magazine will be posted on http://www.buddhistvoice.com and will form the part of archives
for future reference. We encourage you to send original research material with list of references
used for preparation of the material for publication. We prefer the articles / essays / news
within 1000 words.
Discussions and Letters
We encourage you to comment on the articles published in Buddhist Voice. Your comments /
letters should be restricted to 300 words. If found suitable, we will publish your comments /
letters in our e-magazine.
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Conscience Speaks
Class in Caste
Vivek Sakpal
Siddharth Gautama, The Buddha, spoke and
taught in the interest of “People”. His teachings
mainly follow the principles of self understanding
and questioning. Any rational mind which follows
them shall surely land up with the teachings on
Liberty, Equality and Justice. Dr. Ambedkar who
also framed the Indian Constitution on the same
principles spoke and worked in the direction of a
Casteless and a Classless society.
Today, the entire depressed class, as defined by Dr
Ambedkar, which mainly constitutes the Scheduled
Caste, defined in Indian laws, has been divided into
classes. The progress of division into classes of
these castes is on a higher rate. Fueling the
progression itself are the torch bearers from the
same caste/community. These torch bearers are
not just regarded as role models but project
themselves as leaders, which is a signal to worry.
Why and how should economically-uplifted
individuals be regarded as Leaders? The entire
foundation and objective of Dr. Ambedkar’s work as
well as writings were towards Equality and not just
economic empowerment. The vision as well as path
is lost in the glory of economic development and
upliftment only.
One cannot be, should not be and will not be
against upliftment and empowerment in economic
aspect but when that is the only focus, there seems
something is surely missing.
Post 1991, thanks to World Bank, the then finance
minister, and economic lobbies around the world,
India embraced GPL, (Globalisation, Privatisation,
Liberalisation). The effects of these, mainly on the
economic aspect are seen today. Government jobs
have been dried up, outsourcing is in fashion,
contract
labours
are
welcomed
and
so
on. Naturally the worst hit and affected of this
entire
game
is
the
poor,
which
mainly constitutes the scheduled caste as well as
tribe along with nomadic tribes. So now, a certain
section from this community has woken up, and
has taken business as a way to earn their living.
Business and self employment are different aspects.
Of the total Indian population around 51% of
workers are self employed, mainly from rural area.
Business is institutionalising the same with
employed workforce which can be scaled to new
heights. It should be welcomed that such moves are
happening and they should also be appreciated and
supported.

My personal point of worry is that many of these
“Businessmen” deal only into their own particular
community and do not venture out to expand their
wings for growth. These businessmen plan business
model only for their community. It comes out of love
and solidarity they posses for their communities. It
also has a social view point, as mainly they do serve
certain aspects of social development. It may also
be due to a fear or a phobia that they may not be in
a position to venture out. It may also be the fear of
not being able to grow at par with others that they
limit
their
audience
to
only
their
own
brother/sisterhood.
Some exceptions to this model may be tolerated.
But when these Social entrepreneurs, who have
grown economically, making their community as
audience/consumers, are now regarded as leaders
is a cause to worry. There also seems an intensified
competition among them to compete with their own
community social entrepreneurs for the same slice
of audience, where as they should be looking
towards expansion, but their focus is resulting in
fragmentation of a society which is in dire need for
unity.
Institutions formed for entrepreneurship, should
encourage
self-employed individuals
towards
forming their own ventures and fund them at early
stages, whereas these institutions are only focusing
on the cream of the already established “class” and
terming them as visionaries, leaders, achievers etc.
One may see a lot of media houses being formed on
the same pattern. Media does hold the key to a good
democracy. But Media also influences mindset of
society; Media feeds and installs ideologies into the
mindset of the audience. Media, if not handled with
care, can and will lead to grave situations. The
prime most aspect of Media is to be non-biased and
speak truth. Where as media houses born form
social entrepreneurship model serving the same
community has resulted in competition which has
turned biased, corrupt and highly sensational. The
audience stands to loose, sensational media will
always be short lived. It should be prime objective
of the media houses to instill confidence and self
respect in an audience which has been
systematically excluded, where as the media is
fueling anger, hatred, and such other negative
forces within the people. In doing so, they stand to
loose their own audience which could and should
have been from other communities, which they do
not wish to serve, for reasons best known to them.
A limited media is no media. A limited consumer is
never in favor of a business.
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It has been told to me by a good friend, who is also
a well read person, that Dr. Ambedkar has loaned /
financed few individuals to set-up the businesses.
He had also set up a stock trading company. He
was a true “Fabian” and not a “Capitalist”. Today
these self entrepreneurs are only creating a
capitalist within a caste. A caste that is in dire need
of unity should not be heavily fragmented on the
basis of classes.
It is wise and good to start a business, but it is also
stupid and insane to focus on audience/consumers
from a limited spectrum. India is a nation of
1.3+Billion people. Possibility of any to every
business exists.

But when “Social work” is combined with
“Business” it may lead to class problems which will
have to be addressed again at later stage. It would
be best not to combine them and focus only on one
of them.
Dr. Ambedkar, a Fabian, was surely fond of
socialist economy. His followers have a duty and
responsibility to extend this ideology to others and
not adapt the “capitalist” ideology from others and
implement and propagate it. He did write about the
“Problem of Rupee” but we are far away from the
solutions for the same, not just for the people but
in the interest of the entire nation.
▲▲▲

Tribute

Late Yadavrao Sadaram Gaikwad
3rd September 1934 – 15th April, 1993
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Motivational Guru says…
14th April! What is our Birthday gift to Dr.Babasheb Ambedkar?
Life Coach Mahendra Ingle
Self analytical personal leadership development series.
Dear brothers and sisters, continuing with our
previous articles on personal leadership grooming
series we have arrived in the historic month of
April. Where spiritually connected “Mentor and
Disciple” birthday fall in same week. 14th April is
Birth anniversary of Hon Dr Babasaheb Ambedkar
and on 11th April, 2014 is Birth anniversary of
father of revolutionary movement Mahatma Jyotiba
Phule. Even though Dr Babasaheb could not meet
Mahatma Phule in real life, series of research books
written by Mahatma Phule guided Dr Babasaheb
throughout life. Hence, he accepted and declared
Mahatma Phule as his guru.
Since it’s a birthday time and throughout world it’s
a huge celebrations with great pride, this month’s
article on Self analytical personal leadership
development series has analogy and base of
birthday and birthday gifts. Every one of us
celebrate birthdays of our dear and near ones.
If it’s child’s birthday, parents arrange for all food
and fun party for kids’ friends and relatives. If it’s
birthday of adults, there’s emphatic urge and rush
to give surprise gifts to birthday boys/girls and gifts
are strategically selected keeping in mind likings
and nature of birthday boy/girl. The person whose
birthday is being celebrated in return makes sure
that guest get delicious food and ensure that party
atmosphere is created.
From today this year onwards let’s say and we all
also strongly believe that Dr Babasaheb, Mahatma
Phule, Lord Buddha, Sant Kabir all are alive within
us through their wisdom and thoughts. Since great
men are immortal also their birthday party is
immortal.

ensured that all backwards get jobs in government
organization. Dr Babasaheb knew that his followers
will celebrate his birthday every year so he made
provision for return birthday gifts in the form
government job reservations, scholarships and
facilities for all through Indian Constitution. If you
want to sense the gravity and precious value of Dr
Babasaheb return birthday gift to you in advance
even before you were born. Every Indian is enjoying
return gift of Dr Babasaheb’s Birthday celebrations
in the form of Parliamentary Democracy.
The introspective question to every individual is
that do we give birthday gift to Dr Babasaheb on his
birthday 14th April every year? If the answer is YES,
then you are true. Whenever you purchase gifts on
any birthday you think of nature and likings of
person to whom gift is purchased. You don’t give
same gift to your spouse, parents, children and
close friends and keep reminding them of the old
gift given on previous birthday. Every year there
has to be new and innovative gift. This dimension
of Buddhist Ambedkarite leadership is the new
measuring scale of pay back to society. Anybody
who is claiming to be follower of Dr Babasaheb is
eligible to purchase birthday gift for Babasaheb and
distribute
amongst
various
socially
under
privileged.
When I am celebrating Dr Babasaheb Ambedkar
Jayanti, I will first answer myself and will ask this
question to you on 14th April! What is our Birthday
gift to Dr. Babasheb Ambedkar?
Life Coach Mahendra Ingle /
Email: lifecoach.mahendra@gmail.com
www.goldculture.in

Dr Babasaheb by his birth made sure all poor
underprivileged society gets food every day, he also
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This E-Magazine is for free distribution. You are encouraged to forward it to all your Friends,
aquenteances and known people in the world. There is no commercial interest by the editorial
team. However, still we have some office expesnes to meet. If you wish to support this publication
kindly send your donations. You can send Cheque or use netbanking to transfer money to our
account. The account details are as follows :
Anil Yadavrao Gaikwad.
SB Account No. 09580110008486
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The Buddha’s Teaching Encourages & Strengthens Nationalism
Prof. Sudhakar Arjun Pawar
The critical in-depth study of the Buddha’s
philosophy and his Eight Fold Noble Path clearly
indicate that the Buddha’s doctrine encourages &
strengthens the feeling of Nationalism. The study
further indicates that only when the people have
the feeling of nationalism in them it can results in
peace and harmony amongst the people, within the
nation and throughout the world. It therefore
follows that we must get to know about the
Nationalism, the resultant peace and harmony and
the doctrine of dhamma as preached by the
Buddha.
Nationalism: means the “feeling that people have of
being loyal to and proud of their country often with
the belief that it is better and more important than
other
countries.
(www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/nationalism)
I personally feel that besides the loyalty and pride of
the country and the belief and the feeling, that my
country is better and more important than other
countries, the feeling of ‘Nationalism’ implies the
love for the country and for its people leaving aside
the conflict and the hatred. The Buddha’s teaching
also aims at removing the impurities from mind and
purify it. A purified mind, as everybody knows
creates an environment which generates love,
friendship and compassion. The phenomenon as
this lays a solid foundation for people to get along
together and thereby establishes the peace and
harmony throughout the country. It is however
necessary to undertake certain obligations vis-à-vis
responsibilities in order that the above said
environment
is
generated.
Few
important
obligations are as follows:
1.
Every citizen of this country must value and
respect the provisions of our Constitution, in
specific reference to the principle of Social
Equality which denotes the absence of
discrimination on the grounds of caste,
colour, creed, sex, religion, or language.
AND the principle of Secularism which
provides that every citizen has complete
freedom to follow any religion of his/her
choice.
2.
Every citizen must also value and respect
and practice the principle of Liberty,
Equality and Brotherhoodness, and
3.
Every citizen must be away from the
clutches of caste, colour, creed, sex, religion,
or language and act and behave on the
principle of oneness which will drive out the
attitude of generating the conflict and the

feeling of hatred attitude amongst the fellow
beings around him.
It is generally experienced that when people have
feeling of love, friendship and compassion towards
the fellow beings around them, they practice the
principle of Liberty, Equality and Brotherhoodness
and are free of hatred and conflict. In the simplest
words, in order to have the feeling of Nationalism,
and thereby to establish the peace and harmony, it
is necessary to aim at what is known as the
National integration. On the other hand, the spirit
and feeling of National Integration can only be
enriched and accomplished by a person by strictly
adhering to the principle of Social Equality and
secularism, the main objectives of our Constitution.
In fact, these are the fundamental factors on which
the Unity & Integrity of the Nation is based.
Unity & Integrity of the Nation:
The unity and the integrity of the nation
presuppose the love, friendship and compassion
amongst the people of the country, which is
achieved by imbibing and practicing the four
important values e.g.
i. Social, Economic and political JUSTICE;
ii. LIBERTY of thought, expression, belief, faith
and worship;
iii. EQUALITY of status and of opportunity and
iv. FRATERNITY among them all.
These above said fundamental rights are necessary
to be bestowed upon every citizen irrespective of
caste, colour, creed, sex, religion, or language.
In my opinion, when such environment exists, and
it must exist, it will foster love, friendship and
compassion amongst the people throughout the
country.
Need for Buddha’s Doctrine:
The objective of the Constitution of India aims in
establishing the peaceful coexistence. In order that
this objective is fulfilled, it is obligatory on each of
us to value and respect the objectives and the
provisions of our constitution. To achieve this goal
it is necessary and binding upon each of us to
sincerely follow and practice the principles of
Justice, Liberty, Equality and Fraternity. However,
as has been indicated earlier, these principles can
be valued, respected and practiced only if people
have developed in themselves the love, friendship
and compassion for others and amongst
themselves. This is the point, in my opinion, where
it is necessary for us to understand the teachings of
the Buddha.
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The characteristic of the Buddha’s teaching is that
it is directed towards the purification of mind i.e. to
wipe out the total impurities from mind. When the
impurities or the defilements are removed from the
mind what the mind reflects is the strong desire for
the well being of the people around and the love
and the pride for the country. The Buddha’s
teachings are also very easy to follow and practiced.
Therefore, a person with little amount of prudence,
can follow it however educated he may be.
Moreover, besides using a very simple language,
most of his sermons are explained giving the
instances pertaining to day to day happenings in
life. Furthermore, the Buddha talks about morality,
working for the wellbeing of the people, to be away
from the blind belief and avoid performing of
rituals. I am sure, all these foregoing principles will
never be objected to by any person. The other
unique characteristic of the teaching of the Buddha
is that he never compels anyone to accept the
doctrine of his dhamma. On the other hand, the
Buddha willfully allows one to select the doctrine of
his choice, even if after pariyatti, patipatti and
pativedan, the process of learning the doctrine of
the Buddha, one is not comfortable.
The path of Buddha’s dhamma (the doctrine) can be
learned by three ways.
1. Pariyatti i.e. educating oneself by acquiring
knowledge about the teaching of the Buddha
either from scriptures or lectures from
dhamma gurus;
2. Pattipatti i.e. applying tests to ensure that
what has been read or heard from whatever
sources is logical, scientific and judicious
and
3. Pativedan i.e. actually experiencing the
truth as regards the pariyatti and pattipatti.
The path of dhamma learned as above i.e. with the
process of three ways explained above, allows the
people to understand and experience in depth, the
knowledge of the path, and thereby remove
ignorance from the mind of people and purifies it.
This, in turn, develops love, friendship and
compassion. Further, this activates and prepares
the mind to think only of those deeds or projects
which are fully meant for the wellbeing of the
people. The doctrine learned as above lays a strong
foundation and the basis for generating the feeling
of nationalism and aims at national integration as
also results in unity and integrity of nation..
Overview of the Teachings of the Buddha:
The main features of the Buddha’s Teachings are:
(a) Mind is the centre point of all your deeds.
(b) Mind directly controls all deeds via
sensations. So one must take cognizance of

the sensations which constantly arise and
affect the mind.
(c) All things, good or bad arise only from the mind.
Therefore, the Buddha says avoid bad deeds, and
(d) The doctrines of dhamma cannot only be learnt
from scriptures or from lectures from dhamma
gurus, but these needs to be actually experienced
and practiced. It is very clearly explained by the
Buddha in Dhamma Pada as follows:
“Sabba papassa akaranam, kusalassa
upasampada I
Sachittapariyodapanam, etam buddhanam
sasanam II”
The meaning of the above verse in the simplest
words is:
a.
b.
c.

Don’t do evil deeds,
Keep performing as much good deeds and
virtues as possible; and
Purify mind by driving out (destroying) the
total impurities.

This is the teaching of the Buddha. In short, it
means, when the defilements or the impurities are
totally wiped out from the mind, it reflects love,
friendship, compassion and joy at others success,
and directly contributes to the feeling of
nationalism and the resultant peace and the
harmony.
It must be noted that all the 84,000 (eighty four
thousands) sermons of Buddha directly or indirectly
help to generate the spirit of nationalism and
establishes peace and harmony. It is therefore
morally binding on each one of us to learn few
sermons on test basis.
Dhammachakkapawattana at Sarnath:
After the enlightenment, the Buddha, based on his
own experience, realized that it is only through the
“pariyatti, patipatti and pativedan” of “the eight fold
noble path”, one can wipe off the impurities of mind
and can overcome the miseries or the sufferings of
life. At “Isipatan Migidaya, in Sarnath, the Buddha
while explaining the above to “panch vaggiya
bhikkhu” (five ascetics) therefore declared “ekayano
ayam maggo bhikkhave” meaning “Oh monks, this
is the only path for liberation from miseries of life”.
The total sermon at Sarnath is commonly known as
‘patham dhammachakkapawattana”. The salient
features of dhammachakkapawattana were:
a. The man and the relationship amongst men in
this world is the basis of my dhamma.
b. Neither get excessively entangled in the luxuries
of life, nor observe the penance. Follow the
middle path.
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c. By way of the theory of ‘paticchasamudaya’, the
Buddha taught that “Every happening in the
world has a cause behind it.”
d. The three main features of the “Eight Fold Noble
Path”, were told to be:

well beings of all. Each one goes on different
route. Teach the doctrine which is beneficial
in the beginning (Sila), beneficial in the
middle (Samadhi) and beneficial in the last
(panna ). While explaining the teachings
please exhibit your purity of character, your
utmost moral behavior, so that people will
have faith in you.

1. Panna (wisdom);
2. Sila (morality), and
3. Samadhi (concentration).
Panna, he told, comprises of samma ditthi i.e. right
understanding; and samma sankappa i.e. the right
thoughts.
Sila constitutes of samma vaca i.e. right speech or
purity of vocal action; samma kammanta comprises
right action or purity of physical action and samma
ajivika constitutes right livelihood or means of
livelihood which by no means are harmful either to
oneself or to others.
Samadhi comprises of Samma vayama i.e. right
efforts or right exercise; samma sati means right
awareness and samma sammadhi means right
concentration. These eight feathers (two of panna,
three each of sila and Samadhi) are commonly
known as “Astangika Marga”.
It is experienced by many that “pariyatti, patipatti
and pativedan” of “the eight fold noble path”,
gradually start destroying the defilements and
thereby begins the purification of mind. It also
simultaneously starts reducing the miseries of life
which ultimately result in generating love,
friendship, compassion and pride for the country
i.e. the feeling of nationalism.
Few unique Sermons of the Buddha directly
contributing to Nationalism:
The critical study of the Buddha’s philosophy or the
doctrine of dhamma reveals that there are many
unique advises which directly contribute to build
the feeling of Nationalism and thereby establishes
peace and harmony amongst people and the
country and the world at large. These are as below:
a. For the spread of his doctrine the Buddha
advised to his first sixty monks as follows:
“Charath bhikkhave charikam, bahujan
hitaya bahujan sukhaya, athaya hitaya deva
manussanam (I)
Desetha bhikkhave dhammam adi kalyanam
majja kalyanam pariyosanam kalyanam
sattha
sabba
janam,
parisuddha
bramhacharyam pakasitam” (II)
“Ma eken dwe agamitha” MEANING “Oh
monks! Keep moving for the benefit and the

b.

“Namo Tassa Bhagavato Arhato Samma
Sama Budhhassa”. Meaning Worship only
those who have destroyed all their
defilements and impurities from the mind.
This sermon presupposes that one has done
renunciation.

c. The Buddha made it obligatory to all his
disciples/devotees to take vows/pledges for
not to kill, not to steal, not to lie, not to do
sexual misconduct and not to have
intoxicant. i.e. vows regarding “Panch
silani”, whenever they recite “dhamma
vandana”, which generally is at least once a
day as well as on all occasions, whether
household, public ceremonies or in Buddha
viharas.
d. Buddha and now all monks or anybody
whenever finishes the discourses on
dhamma concludes by saying “Bhawatu
sabba mangalam”. Meaning I wish for the
well being and the happiness of all.
e. Devotees present on the occasion respond
“Sadhu, Sadhu, Sadhu” i.e. Amen /Aham
Bhante, meaning we all subscribe to your
wish.
f. The principles of moralities or the virtues
are actually imbibed. It is not merely
understood at intelligent level.
g. The Buddha actually attacked the root of
sorrow
and
miseries
and
resultant
tendencies AND showed the way to
overcome it, thereby to have happiness.
h. The Buddha formed an organization of
monks & nuns (sangh) for spread of
doctrine, and laid down strict rules for
administration. (Vinaya Pitaka). For monks
227 and for nuns 331. Rules were also
made for lay devotees.
i. Complaint received either from monks or lay
devotees were promptly acted upon by
Buddha, thereby himself exhibiting the
spirit of equality.
j. The doctrine preached “Atta Hi Attanano
Natho, Atta Hi Attano Gati” Means One Is
One’s Own Master, And Works Out One’s
Salvation with One’s Own Efforts. In other
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words don’t depend upon anybody and work
for your salvation.
k. The Buddha made it compulsory even to his
caring mother Mahaprajapati Gautami to
observe the principles of Equality, Liberty
and Brotherhood.
l. The scrutiny of entire “eighty-four thousand
dhamma-desana”
(preachings)
of
the
Buddha contained only morality, good
behaviour,
good
conduct
and
good
relationship with all.
m. The Buddha’s teaching “Yecha Buddha
atitacha,
yecha
Buddha
anagatha,
pachuppannacha
ye
Buddha,
aham
vandami sabbada”. Meaning the teaching
make it obligatory on every body to respects
all intellects, whether past, future or
present.
n. “Yen kinchi ratnam loke vejjhati vividha
puthu, ratnam buddham samam natthi
tasma sotthi bhawantu mem” Meaning
Intellect is the supreme (prime) jewel. In
view of this the Buddha advised “atta deep
bhava”, means one can attain any growth in
life with the help of education and efforts.
From the few examples explained above, it is
evident that the Buddha has directly contributed to
the Nationalism and thereby for peace and the
harmony of the nation and of the world at large.
Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar, the architect of Indian
Constitution, also has contributed to the peace and
happiness of the country in various ways. For
illustrating the same, one example is sufficient. On
14th October, 1956, when accepting Buddha’s
dhamma and spreading it to amongst Crores of his
followers, Dr. Babasaheb, who had utmost pride of
country in his mind i.e. nationalism, managed the
dhamma conversion of crores of people with the
strict discipline and utmost peace although the said
conversion was the biggest in the world, and the
unique, i.e. the only one of its kind.
Relevance and practicability of Buddha’s Doctrine
in modern days:
The Globalization, Liberalization, the Technical
advancement and the privatization in all the

spheres of activities has immensely increased the
expectations about life style. Those who have
nothing aspire for the same. However, those who
have it aspire for more and more. This has
substantially increased the craving and the
aversion and has added lot of tension.
Consequently, many diseases like heart-attacks,
hypertensions, diabetics and other tension related
diseases are seen to have been the by-product of
this tension.
The normal habit pattern of a person is to generate
craving & aversion and is difficult to stop it
suddenly. However, one can change it by pariyatti,
patipatti and pativedan. of eight fold noble path by
learning the same from Vipassana Meditation
Centers. These centres impart knoweledge as to
how one can be away from attachment (raga in Pali)
hatred (dosa) and illusions (moha). The attachment,
hatred and illusion are the three sensations, which
give rise to all the other defilements. By
systematically learning the required technique one
can comfortably drive out mental stress, tension
and worries etc. and live every moment of his life
peacefully, happily and productively.
Conclusion:
The personality of each individual depends on mind
(nama) & matter (rupa). The nama consists of
consciousness (vinnana), sensation (vedana),
perception (sanna) and formation (sankhara). With
the help of eight fold noble path one learns to
understand the three characteristics of buddha’s
dhamma i.e. anicca (impermanence), dukkha
(suffering) and anatta (no “I”, no ‘Mine”). These
three does not allow the craving or aversion to be
generated and thereby the person becomes free
from suffering and tensions and as a result
generates love, friendship and compassion.
It is important to note that the doctrine of dhamma
taught by the Buddha two thousand six hundred
years ago to develop the humanitarian traits i.e.
love, friendship, compassion which in short means
to develop a feeling of nationalism and thereby to
establish the peace and harmony amongst the
people of the country, is still relevant and valid and
applies in modern days also.

Author: Prof. Sudhakar Arjun Pawar, M.A. (Pali), Cell No. 9819933692.
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The Top Ten Mistakes made by Buddhist Meditation Practitioners
Ven Edo Shonin, Ven William Van Gordon, and Prof Mark D. Griffiths
Division of Psychology, Nottingham Trent University, UK
Corresponding Author: Edo Shonin; Email: meditation@ntu.ac.uk
There are many excellent Buddhist texts that focus
on how we should practice meditation – but it’s not
always easy to come across material that
specifically points out where meditation can go
wrong. Based on a review of both the scientific and
Buddhist literature, and on observations from our
own research and practice of meditation, this article
considers what we believe to be the top ten
mistakes
made
by
Buddhist
meditation
practitioners:
1. Not starting to meditate: Although not taking up
the practice of meditation can’t really be said to be
a mistake made by people who meditate, we decided
to include this because there are clearly people that
are interested in practicing meditation but never
actually get round to doing so. For example, a
recent survey by the UK’s Mental Health Foundation
found that more than half of British adults would
like to practice meditation, but only a quarter
actually do so. Despite our best intentions and no
matter how many meditation books we might read,
if we never actually get around to practicing
meditation, then the fruits of meditation practice
will never develop.
2. Giving-up once started: As with many things in
life, it is not uncommon for people to begin
practicing meditation enthusiastically, but then give
up as soon as they encounter a minor difficulty.
One reason why many Buddhists don’t keep up
their meditation practice is because they have
unrealistic expectations as to what meditation
entails. Meditation is not a quick-fix solution. Longlasting spiritual growth requires perseverance and a
great deal of practice. Thinking that meditation can
immediately solve all of our problems or change our
life overnight is a mistake. However, just as all
effects follow a cause, the day-in day-out infusing of
all aspects of our life with meditative awareness
gradually begins to soften the conditioned mind and
– over time – allows rays of tranquillity and insight
to slowly break through. When correctly practiced,
meditation can be extremely hard work and
requires us to be patient and compassionate with
ourselves. However, meditation also requires us to
thoroughly enjoy life, no matter what situation we
find ourselves in. Meditation isn’t easy, but it can –
and should – be fun!
3. Not finding a teacher: An accomplished spiritual
guide is necessary for effective meditative and
spiritual development. Many people underestimate

the importance of this point, and misunderstand
the role of the spiritual guide more generally. From
the Buddhist perspective, the role of the spiritual
guide is not so much about transmitting extensive
volumes of teachings, but more about removing
obstacles that cloud the mind and prevent its true
nature from shining through. In other words, the
teacher’s role is about removing confusion from the
mind rather than cluttering it up with more
concepts and theories. The spiritual guide has been
likened to a skilful surgeon that carefully cuts away
infected or damaged tissue. This can be a painful
process, but it is necessary to make a full recovery.
In a research paper that we recently published in
the Journal of Religion and Health, we showed that
meditation practitioners made better progress
where they felt they were guided by an experienced
meditation teacher. Given that most people’s minds
have had many years to become highly
accomplished in the practices of mindlessness and
self-centredness, a skilful guide is required to help
undo this deep-rooted conditioning.
4. Finding an unsuitable teacher: Worse than not
finding a spiritual guide, is following one who is
inappropriately skilled and qualified. People can
spend many years practicing ineffective meditation
techniques and achieve little more than bolstering
the ego (and bank account) of their chosen guide.
Meditation teachers who offer palm readings in
exchange for money and/or that (try to) predict
lottery numbers are quite easy to identify as frauds.
But things can get a little trickier when, for
example, a teacher without authentic spiritual
realization happens to be a holder of an established
lineage, has extensive scholarly training, and/or is
a ‘recognised’ reincarnate lama. With such
credentials, it can be very difficult for people to
discern whether or not they are being led astray. To
perform the role effectively, the spiritual teacher
must be highly skilled in understanding and
guiding people’s minds. According to the
15th century Tibetan Buddhist saint Tsong-kha-pa,
a suitable spiritual guide is one who is “thoroughly
pacified”, “serene” and “disciplined”. So as Buddhist
practitioners, we should ask lots of questions and
take time to get to know our prospective meditation
teacher. However, at the same time, we should
avoid having too many preconceived ideas and
should try not to listen to other people’s opinions.
Realized spiritual guides can take various guises
and may not always fit what we deem to be the
‘perfect mould’. A good question to ask ourselves is:
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‘Do I feel enriched physically, mentally, and
spiritually when in this person’s presence’? Try to
allow your intuitive mind to answer this question
rather than taking an overly-analytical approach.
5. Trying too hard: Trying too hard to make
progress meditatively and/or spiritually can often
lead to extreme behaviors. Extreme behaviors can
cause life to become unbalanced and invariably give
rise to unhealthy consequences. We discussed this
in a recent issue of the Australian and New Zealand
Journal of Psychiatry in which we highlighted the
scientific evidence showing that over-intensive
meditation practice can actually induce psychotic
episodes. Therefore, what we should really be
aiming to do is to implement the Buddhist
teachings of adopting a ‘middle-way philosophy’
towards our meditation practice (i.e., between toolittle and too-much meditation). An approach of
‘short sessions, many times’ is generally preferred
by Buddhist teachers – but the most important
thing is to adopt a meditation routine that works for
the individual.
6. Not trying hard enough: Meditative development
requires us to make the ‘right effort’ at all times.
Sometimes people try to cram in their meditation
practice with all of the other activities of their lives
and then make the excuse that they don’t have time
to practice. However, this approach often leads to a
stressful attitude towards meditation and for some
people the practice may quickly start to become a
chore. Therefore, the trick is to not create a
separation between your meditation practice and
the rest of your life. In fact, it’s when you blow out
your candles and stand up from your meditation
cushion (or chair) that the practice really begins.
While sitting at the computer, cooking the dinner,
doing the weekly food shop, or even when going to
the toilet, do your best to do so meditatively. Real
meditators are those that can practice ‘on the job’.
Try not to battle with yourself – make the present
moment your home and simply bring your
awareness to whatever you are doing.
7. Forgetting about death: One of the main
reasons why people’s meditative practice goes
astray is because they forget about death. We only
have to look in the mirror to be reminded that from
the moment we are born, every single day of our
lives that goes by brings us closer to our death. We
can’t hide from death nor can we predict when we
will die. In fact, at any one time, the only thing that
separates us from death is a single breath in or out.
In general, people are complacent about death and
continue to immerse themselves in totally
meaningless activities. However, such complacency
quickly disappears when people find themselves at
death’s door. The Buddhist teachings explain that if

we haven’t made our human rebirth into a precious
one (i.e., by infusing our life with spiritual
awareness), then at the time of death we will be
totally confused and tormented by regret and fear.
At this time, family, friends, possessions, and
reputation count for absolutely nothing. Our life
will have been wasted and we will be leaving an
island of jewels (i.e., the human rebirth) emptyhanded. So there really isn’t any time to delay our
spiritual practice because all we can take with us
when we die is that which we have accomplished
spiritually – everyone and everything else must stay
behind. So a good Buddhist practitioner is someone
who, in every single breath and every single
heartbeat, is deeply aware of the uncertainty of the
time of death as well as its inevitability. From this
perspective, perhaps death might even be thought
of as the meditation practitioner’s best friend.
8. Letting doubt overrun the mind: If death is
arguably the meditation practitioner’s best friend,
then doubt is probably their worst enemy. Having
met a suitable spiritual guide, doubt is what causes
people to begin to find ‘faults’ in their teacher’s
character and break their sacred connection to the
Buddha-Dhamma. Unfortunately, just as a branch
withers and dries up when it falls from the tree, the
same happens when the connection with the
spiritual teachings is severed. It’s not that doubt
should be feared or run away from because it is a
necessary part of spiritual growth. However, what
we need to do is to know how to deal with doubt
when it arises. In general, the reason why doubt
arises has less to do with people becoming
suspicious of the teachings or teacher, and more to
do with them becoming suspicious of themselves
and their own experiences. So when doubts arise,
take a few deep breaths and centre yourself in the
present moment. Give yourself plenty of time to
examine your doubts and use them as a means of
becoming a stronger practitioner. Rather than a
blind conviction in the teachings or teacher, the
best antidote to doubt is logical reasoning and
reflection from a centred and stable mind-state.
Actively reason things through but most
importantly, rely on your own experiences. In short,
if you are confused, then enjoy being confused!
9. Becoming dependent on meditation: In papers
that we recently published in the British Journal of
General Practice and the Journal of Behavioural
Addictions, we referred to the risk of people actually
becoming addicted to meditation. This is consistent
with the Buddhist classical literature that contains
cautionary notes regarding practitioners becoming
overly attached to meditative bliss. Indeed, it seems
that some people can even confuse meditative bliss
(Sanskrit: prīti) with the state of enlightenment.
Getting ‘stuck’ in states of meditative bliss (e.g., by
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exclusively practicing shamatha meditation) is a bit
like taking painkillers when what’s really needed is
an appendicitis. In other words, meditative bliss
helps to calm the mind but it doesn’t remove
mental afflictions at their roots – that’s why a
combined approach of shamatha with vipashyana
meditation is generally preferred. Also, the idea is
not to use meditation to escape from the world and
its problems, but as a tool for developing and
engaging a compassionate heart.
10. Being a ‘meditation practitioner’: When, after
many years of meditation practice, we eventually
begin to experience some of the fruits of meditation
that we have worked so hard for, it’s easy to start to
think we have become a highly-accomplished
meditation practitioner. We might think that there
is no longer any clinging to a sense of self, and that
we have finally conquered the ego. Indeed, it’s
unfortunately not uncommon for meditation
practitioners to do a good job in uprooting large
portions of their ego-clinging, only to become
attached to the idea that they are somebody that
has defeated the ego. Of course, this situation is
simply another example of the ego reclaiming its
territory and of us deceiving ourselves once again.
Therefore, from the outset, what we should be
aiming to do is to completely let go of the concept of
‘being a meditator’ and even of ‘being a good
Buddhist’. In fact, if a person is in any way caught
up in regarding themselves as a ‘meditation
practitioner’, then they’ve totally missed the point!
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Buddha OR Karl Marx
Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar
……continued from October 2013 Issue
VII
WHOSE MEANS ARE MORE EFFICACIOUS
We must now consider whose means are more
lasting. One has to choose between Government by
force and Government by moral disposition.
As Burke has said force cannot be a lasting means.
In his speech on conciliation with America he
uttered this memorable warning:
“First, Sir, permit me to observe, that the use of
force alone is but temporary. It may subdue for a
moment; but it does not remove the necessity of
subduing again; and a nation is not governed which
is perpetually to be conquered.”
“My next objection is its uncertainty. Terror is not
always the effect of force, and an armament is not a
victory. If you do not succeed, you are without
resource, for, conciliation failing, force remains; but
force failing, no further hope of reconciliation is left.
Power and authority are sometimes bought by
kindness; but they can never be begged as alms by
an impoverished and defeated violence.
A further objection to force is, that you impair the
object by your very endeavours to preserve it. The
thing you fought for is the thing, which you recover,
but depreciated, sunk, wasted and consumed in the
contest.”
In a sermon addressed to the Bhikkus the Buddha
has shown the difference between the rule by
Righteousness and Rule by law i.e. force.
Addressing the Brethren he said:
2.
Long long ago, brethren, there was
Sovereign overlord named Strongtyre, a king ruling
in righteousness, lord of the four quarters of the
earth, conqueror, the protector of his people. He
was the possessor of the celestial wheel. He lived in
supremacy over this earth to its ocean bounds,
having conquered it, not by the courage, not by the
sword, but by righteousness.
3.
Now, brethren, after many years, after many
hundred years, after many thousand years, King
Strongtyre commanded a certain man, saying:
“Thou shouldest see, Sir, the Celestial Wheel has
sunk a little, has slipped down from its place, bring
me word.”
Now after many many hundred years it had slipped
down from its place. On seeing this he went to King
Strongtyre and said: “Know, sir, for a truth that the
Celestial Wheel has sunk, has slipped down from
its place.”
The King Strongtyre, brethren, let the prince his

eldest son be sent for and spake thus:
‘Behold, dear boy, my Celestial Wheel has sunk a
little, has slipped down from its place. Now it has
been told to me; If the Celestial Wheel of a wheel
turning King shall sink down, shall slip down from
its place, that king has not much longer to live. I
have had my fill of human pleasures; ‘It's time to
seek after divine joys, Come, dear boy, take thou
charge over this earth bounded by the ocean. But I,
shaving hair and beard, and donning yellow robes,
will go forth from home into the homeless state.’
So brethren, King Strongtyre, having in due form
established his eldest son on the throne, shaved
hair and bearded, donned yellow robes and went
forth from home into homeless state. But on the
seventh day after the royal hermit had gone forth,
the Celestial Wheel disappeared.
4.
Then a certain man went to the King, and
told him, saying: Know, O King, for a truth, that the
Celestial Wheel has disappeared!
Then that King, brethren, was grieved thereat and
afflicted with sorrow. And he went to the royal
hermit, and told him, saying, Know, sir, for a truth,
that the Celestial Wheel has disappeared.
And the anointed king so saying, the royal hermit
made reply. Grieve thou not, dear son, that the
Celestial Wheel has disappeared, nor be afflicted
that the Celestial Wheel has disappeared. For no
paternal heritage of thine, dear son, is the Celestial
Wheel. But verily, dear son, turn thou in the Ariyan
turning of the Wheel-turners. (Act up to the noble
ideal of duty set before themselves by the true
sovereigns of the world). Then it may well be that if
thou carry out the Ariyan duty of a Wheel-turning
Monarch, and on the feast of the moon thou wilt
for, with bathed head to keep the feast on the chief
upper terrace, to the Celestial Wheel will manifest,
itself with its thousand spokes its tyre, navel and
all its part complete.
5.
‘Put what, sire is this Ariya duty of a Wheelturning Monarch?' This, dear son, that thou,
leaning on the Norm (the law of truth and
righteousness) honouring, respecting and revering
it, doing homage to it, hallowing it, being thyself a
Norm-banner, a Norm-signal, having the Norm as
thy master, shouldest provide the right watch,
ward, and protection for thine own folk, for the
army, for the nobles, for vassals, for brahmins and
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house holders, for town and country dwellers, for
the religious world, and for beasts and birds.
Throughout thy kingdom let no wrongdoing prevail.
And whosoever in thy kingdom is poor, to him let
wealth be given.
‘And when dear son, in thy kingdom men of
religious life, renouncing the carelessness arising
from intoxication of the senses, and devoted to
forbearance and sympathy, each mastering self,
each claiming self, each protecting self, shall come
to thee from time to time, and question thee
concerning what is good and what is bad, what is
criminal and what is not, what is to be done and
what is to be left undone, what line of action will in
the long run work for weal or for woe, thou
shouldest hear what they have to say and thou
shouldest deter them from evil, and bid them take
up what is good. This, dear son, is the Ariyan duty
of a sovereign of the world.'
'Even so’, sire, answered the anointed king, and
obeying, and carried out the Ariyan duty of a
sovereign lord. To him, thus behaving, when on the
feast of the full moon he had gone in the
observance with bathed head to the chief upper
Terrance the Celestial Wheel revealed itself, with its
thousand spokes, its tyre, its naval, and all its part
complete. And seeing this it occurred to the king: 'It
has been told to me that a king to whom on such
an occasion the Celestial Wheel reveals itself
completely, becomes a Wheel-turning monarch.
May I even I also become a sovereign of the world.’
6.
Then brethren, the King arose from his seat
and uncovering his robe from one shoulder, took in
his left hand a pitcher, and with his right hand
sprinkled up over the Celestial Wheel, saying: 'Roll
onward, O Lord Wheel! Go forth and overcome, O
Lord Wheel!'
Then, brethren, the Celestial Wheel rolled onwards
towards the region of the East, and after it went the
Wheel-turning king, and with him his army, horses
and chariots and elephants and men. And in
whatever place, brethren, the wheel stopped, there
the King, the victorious war-lord, took up his abode,
and with him his fourfold army. Then the all, the
rival kings in the region of the East came to the
sovereign king and said ‘Come, O mighty king!
Welcome, O mighty king! All is thine, O mighty
King! Teach us, O mighty King!’
The King, the sovereign war-lord, spake thus: ‘Ye
shall slay no living thing. Ye shall not take that
which has not been given. Ye shall not act wrongly
touching bodily desires. Ye shall speak no lie. Ye
shall drink no maddening drink. Enjoy your
possessions as you have been wont to do.’

7.
Then, brethren, the Celestial Wheel,
plunging down to the Eastern ocean, rose up out
again, and rolled onwards to the region of the
south.... (and there all happened as had happened
in the East). And in like manner the Celestial
Wheel, plunging into Southern ocean, rose up out
again and rolled onward to the region of the West. .
. and of the North; and there too happened as had
happened in the Southern and West.
Then when the Celestial Wheel had gone forth
conquering over the whole earth to its ocean
boundary, it returned to the royal city, and stood,
so that one might think it fixed, in front of the
judgement hall at entrance to the inner apartments
of the King, the Wheel-turner, lighting up with its
glory the facade of the inner apartments of the king,
the sovereign of the world.
8.
And a second King, brethern, also a Wheelturning monarch,. . . and a third. . . and a fourth. .
. and a fifth. . . and a sixth. . . and a seventh king, a
victorious war-lord, after many years, after many
hundred years, after many thousand years,
command a certain man, saying:
‘If thou shouldest see, sirrah, that the Celestial
Wheel has sunk down, has slid from its place, bring
me word.’ ‘Even so, sire.’ replied the man.
So after many years, after many hundred years,
after many thousand years, that man saw that the
Celestial Wheel had sunk down, had become
dislodged from its place. And so seeing he went to
the king, the warlord, and told him.
Then that King did (even as Strongtyre had done).
And on the seventh day after the royal hermit had
gone forth the Celestial Wheel disappeared.
Then a certain man went and told the King. Then
the King was grieved at the disappearance of the
wheel, and afflicted with grief. But he did not go to
the hermit-king to ask concerning, the Ariyan Duty
of sovereign war-lord. But his own ideas, forsooth,
he governed his people; and they so governed
differently from what they had been, did not
prosper as they used to do under former kings who
had carried out the Ariyan duty of a sovereign King.
Then, brethren, the ministers and courtiers, the
finance officials, the guards and door keepers and
they who lived by sacred verses came to the King
and speak thus:
‘Thy people, O King. whilst thou governest them by
thine own ideas, differently from the way to which
they were used when former kings were carrying
out the Ariyan Duty prosper not. Now there are in
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thy kingdom ministers and courtiers, finance
officers, guards and custodians, and they who live
by sacred verses—both all of us and others—who
keep the knowledge of the Ariyan duty of the
sovereign king. Lo ! O King, do thou ask us
concerning it: to thee thus asking will we declare it.’

Then the king thought: If I bestow wealth on anyone
so ever who has taken by theft what was not given
him, there will be hereby and increase of this
stealing. Let me now put final stop to this and
inflict condign punishment on him, have his head
cut off!

9.
Then, brethren, the King, having made the
ministers and all the rest sit down together, asked
them about the Ariyan duty of Sovereign war-lord.
And they declared it unto him. And when he had
heard them, he did provide the due watch and ward
protection, but on the destitute he bestowed no
wealth and because this was not done, poverty
became widespread.

So he bade his man saying: ‘now look ye! bind this
man's arms behind him with a strong rope and
tight knot, shave his head bald, lead him around
with a harsh sounding drum, from road to road,
from cross ways to cross ways, take him out by the
southern gate and to the south of the town, put a
final stop to this, inflict on him uttermost penalty,
cut of his head.’

When poverty was thus become rife, a certain man
took that which others had not given him, what
people call by theft. Him they caught, and brought
before the King, saying: “This man, O King has
taken that which was not given to him and that is
theft!’

‘Even so, O King’ answered the men, and carried
out his commands.

Thereupon the king speak thus to the man. 'Is it
true sirrah, that thou hast taken what no man gave
thee, hast committed what men call theft.'

12.
Now men heard, brethren, that they who
took by theft what was not given them were thus
put to death. And hearing they thought: Let us also
now have sharp swords made ready for themselves,
and them from whom we take what is not given
us—what they call them— let us put a final stop to
them, inflict on them uttermost penalty, and their
heads off.

It is true, O king.
‘But why?'
'O king, I have nothing to keep me alive.’ Then the
king bestowed wealth on that man, saying: 'With
this wealth sir, do thou both keep thyself alive,
maintain thy parents, maintain children and wife,
carry on thy business.'
'Even so, O king,' replied the man.
10.
Now another man, brethren, took by theft
what was not given him. Him they caught and
brought before the king and told him, saying: ‘this
man, O King, hath taken by theft what was not
given him’.
And the king (spoke and did even as he had spoken
and done to the former man.)
11.
Now men heard brethren, that to them who
had taken by theft what was not given them, the
King was giving wealth. And hearing they thought,
let us then take by theft what has not been given
us.
Now a certain man did so. And him they caught and
charged before the King who (as before) asked him
why he had stolen.
‘Because, O king I cannot maintain myself.’

And they got themselves sharp swords, and came
forth to sack village and town and city, and to work
highway robbery. And then whom they robbed they
made an end of, cutting off their heads.
13.
Thus, brethren, from goods not being
bestowed on the destitute poverty grieve rife; from
poverty growing rife stealing increased, from the
spread of stealing violence grew space, from the
growth of violence the destruction of life common,
from the frequency of murder both the span of life
in those beings and their comeliness also
(diminished).
Now among humans of latter span of life, brethren,
a certain took by theft what was not given him and
even as those others was accused before the King
and questioned if it was true that he had stolen.
‘Nay, O king,' he replied, 'they are deliberately
telling lies.’
14.
Thus from goods not being bestowed on the
destitute, poverty grew rife... stealing... violence...
murder... until lying grew common.
Again a certain man reported to the King, saying:
‘such and such a man, O King! has taken by theft
what was not given him’ — thus speaking evil of
him.
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15.
And so, brethren, from goods not being
bestowed on the destitute poverty grew rife...
stealing... violence... murder... lying... evil speaking
grew abundant.
16.

From lying there grew adultery.

17.
Thus from goods not being bestowed on the
destitute, poverty...
stealing...
violence...
murder...
lying...
evil speaking. . . immorality
grew rife.
18.
Among (them) brethren, three things grew
space incest, wanton greed and perverted lust.
Then these things grew apace lack of filial piety to
mother and father, lack of religious piety to holy
men, lack of regard for the head of the clan.
19.
There will come a time, brethren, when the
descendants of those humans will have a life-span
of ten years. Among humans of this life span,
maidens of five years will be of a marriageable age.
Among such humans these kinds of tastes
(savours) will disappear; ghee, butter, oil of tila,
sugar, salt. Among such humans kudrusa grain will
be the highest kind of food. Even as to-day rice and
curry is the highest kind of food, so will kudrusa
grain will be then. Among such humans the ten
moral courses of conduct will altogether disappear,
the ten immoral courses of action will flourish
excessively; there will be no word for moral among
such humans, the ten moral courses of conduct will
altogether disappear, the ten immoral courses of
action will flourish excessively, there will be no
word for moral among such humans—far less any
moral agent. Among such humans, brethren, they
who lack filian and religious piety, and show no
respect for the Head of the clan—'tis they to whom
homage and praise will be given, just as to-day
homage and praise are given to the filial minded, to
the pious and to them who respect the heads of
their clans.
20.
Among such humans, brethren, there will be
no (such thoughts of reverence as are a bar to
intermarriage with) mother, or mother's sister, or
mother's sister-in-law, or teacher's wife, or father's
sister-in-law. The world will fall into promiscuity,
like goats and sheep, fowls and swine, dogs and
jackals.
Among such humans, brethren keen mutual enmity
will become the rule, keen ill-will, keen animosity,
passionate thoughts even of killing, in a mother
towards her child, in a child towards its father, in
brother to brother, in brother to sister, in sister to
brother. Just a sportsman feels towards the game
that he sees, so will they feel.

This is probably the finest picture of what happens
when moral force fails and brutal force takes its
place. What the Buddha wanted was that each
man should be morally so trained that he may
himself become a sentinel for the kingdom of
righteousness.
VIII
WITHERING AWAY OF THE STATE
The Communists themselves admit that their
theory of the State as a permanent dictatorship is a
weakness in their political philosophy. They take
shelter under the plea that the State will ultimately
wither away. There are two questions, which they
have to answer. When will it wither away? What will
take the place of the State when it withers away? To
the first question they can give no definite time.
Dictatorship for a short period may be good and a
welcome thing even for making Democracy safe.
Why should not Dictatorship liquidate itself after it
has done its work, after it has removed all the
obstacles and boulders in the way of democracy
and has made the path of Democracy safe. Did not
Asoka set an example? He practised violence
against the Kalingas. But thereafter he renounced
violence completely. If our victor’s to-day not only
disarm their victims but also disarm themselves
there would be peace all over the world.
The Communists have given no answer. At any rate
no satisfactory answer to the question what would
take the place of the State when it withers away,
though this question is more important than the
question when the State will wither away. Will it be
succeeded by Anarchy? If so the building up of the
Communist State is an useless effort. If it cannot be
sustained except by force and if it results in
anarchy when the force holding it together is
withdraws what good is the Communist State.
The only thing, which could sustain it after force is
withdrawn, is Religion. But to the Communists
Religion is anathema. Their hatred to Religion is so
deep seated that they will not even discriminate
between religions which are helpful to Communism
and religions which are not; The Communists have
carried their hatred of Christianity to Buddhism
without waiting to examine the difference between
the two. The charge against Christianity levelled by
the Communists was two fold. Their first charge
against Christianity was that they made people
other worldliness and made them suffer poverty in
this world. As can be seen from quotations from
Buddhism in the earlier part of this tract such a
charge cannot be levelled against Buddhism.
The second charge levelled by the Communists
against Christianity cannot be levelled against
Buddhism. This charge is summed up in the
statement that Religion is the opium of the people.
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This charge is based upon the Sermon on the
Mount which is to be found in the Bible. The
Sermon on the Mount sublimates poverty and
weakness. It promises heaven to the poor and the
weak. There is no Sermon on the Mount to be found
in the Buddha's teachings. His teaching is to
acquire wealth. I give below his Sermon on the
subject to Anathapindika one of his disciples.
Once Anathapindika came to where the Exalted
One was staying. Having come he made obeisance
to the Exalted One and took a seat at one side and
asked ‘Will the Enlightened One tell what things are
welcome, pleasant, agreeable, to the householder
but which are hard to gain.’
The Enlightened One having heard the question put
to him said ‘Of such things the first is to acquire
wealth lawfully.’
‘The second is to see that your relations also get
their wealth lawfully.’
‘The third is to live long and reach great age.’
‘Of a truth, householder, for the attainment of these
four things, which in the world are welcomed,
pleasant agreeable but hard to gain, there are also
four conditions precedent. They are the blessing of
faith, the blessing of virtuous conduct, the blessing
of liberality and the blessing of wisdom.’
The Blessing of virtuous conduct which abstains
From taking life, thieving, unchastely, lying and
partaking of fermented liquor.
The blessing of liberality consists in the
householder living with mind freed from the taint of
avarice, generous, open-handed, delighting in gifts,
a good one to be asked and devoted to the
distribution of gifts.
Wherein consists the blessing of Wisdom? He know
that an householder who dwells with mind
overcome by greed, avarice, ill-will, sloth,
drowsiness, distraction and flurry, and also about,
commits wrongful deeds and neglects that which
ought to be done, and by so doing deprived of
happiness and honour.
Greed, avarice, ill will, sloth and drowsiness,
distraction and flurry and doubt are stains of the
mind. A householder who gets rid of such stains of
the mind acquires great wisdom, abundant wisdom,
clear vision and perfect wisdom.
Thus to acquire wealth legitimately and justly, earn
by great industry, amassed by strength of the arm
and gained by sweat of the brow is a great blessing.
The householder makes himself happy and cheerful
and preserves himself full of happiness; also makes
his parents, wife, and children, servants, and
labourers, friends and companions happy and
cheerful, and preserves them full of happiness. The

Russians do not seem to be paying any attention to
Buddhism as an ultimate aid to sustain
Communism when force is withdrawn.
The Russians are proud of their Communism. But
they forget that the wonder of all wonders is that
the Buddha established Communism so far as the
Sangh was concerned without dictatorship. It may
be that it was a communism on a very small scale
but it was communism I without dictatorship a
miracle which Lenin failed to do.
The Buddha's method was different. His method
was to change the mind of man: to alter his
disposition: so that whatever man does, he does it
voluntarily without the use of force or compulsion.
His main means to alter the disposition of men was
his Dhamma and the constant preaching of his
Dhamma. The Buddhas way was not to force people
to do what they did not like to do although it was
good for them. His way was to alter the disposition
of men so that they would do voluntarily what they
would not otherwise to do.
It has been claimed that the Communist
Dictatorship in Russia has wonderful achievements
to its credit. There can be no denial of it. That is
why I say that a Russian Dictatorship would be
good for all backward countries. But this is no
argument for permanent Dictatorship. Humanity
does not only want economic values, it also wants
spiritual values to be retained. Permanent
Dictatorship has paid no attention to spiritual
values and does not seem to intend to. Carlyle
called Political Economy a Pig Philosophy. Carlyle
was of course wrong. For man needs material
comforts.
But the Communist Philosophy seems to be equally
wrong for the aim of their philosophy seems to be
fatten pigs as though men are no better than pigs.
Man must grow materially as well as spiritually.
Society has been aiming to lay a new foundation
was summarised by the French Revolution in three
words, Fraternity, Liberty and Equality. The French
Revolution was welcomed because of this slogan. It
failed to produce equality. We welcome the Russian
Revolution because it aims to produce equality. But
it cannot be too much emphasised that in
producing equality society cannot afford to sacrifice
fraternity or liberty. Equality will be of no value
without fraternity or liberty. It seems that the three
can coexist only if one follows the way of the
Buddha. Communism can give one but not all.
… Concluded
(Reproduced from Dr Babasaheb Ambedkar Writing and
Speeches Vol. 3, Page No. from 439 to 462 in the interest of
our readers)

▲▲▲
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Dalits and Buddhism
-Pratap Tambay
The key problems of the Dalits are caused by the
exploitative thought, speech and action structures
common to the social life of communities in India.
These structures are expressions of the exploitative
social grammar embedded in the Hindu scriptures.
This grammar looks logical and harmless if
interpreted in its descriptive sense. But it has over
time morphed into a prescriptive grammar, gained
unprecedented legitimacy and drives social life of
Indian communities hidden under the camouflage of
an insidious value system. This value system is
based around the concept that the value of the life of
the tiniest animal to the universe is equal to the
value of the life of the largest animal in the universe.
Here again, this seems consonant with modern
views of the structure of the universe and seems
logical and harmless, since it adequately describes
reality. The problem again is that over time, this
value system morphed into a prescriptive value
system, whereby individual's social mobility is
limited and constrained by birth and death. Due to
the above nature of the Hindu scriptures, the Dalits
at the bottom of the structure continue to suffer and
those above them manage not to feel guilty about it.
It is clearly in the interest of the non Dalits to
perpetuate the structure. There is little incentive for
them to support rebellion by Dalits against the
structure. Many of them are unable to see the
complete unfairness of the system at all times, since
it’s not their problem. Non Dalits do not have the
looted (by birth) destinies which typifies the Dalits.
Most have not seen the pain, hunger and
powerlessness without recourse which is a
permanent feature of Dalit lives. Finally, the
structure has so much legitimacy now that most
non Dalits may never be able to rid themselves of
the unfairness of it all. And since they are not too
unhappy with it, their efforts to modify it are always
going to be tentative. They are unlikely to initiate a
cleanup of their own scriptures in a hurry. But
liberation of the Dalit community requires breaking
free of the stranglehold of Hindu scriptures. In fact it
is mandatory. Burning copies of these scriptures is
only symbolic liberation. The root cause of the
problems of the Dalits are the very core nature of
the Hindu religion. So liberation for Dalits requires
complete abandonment of that religion. It requires
burning away all the impurity in ones mind caused
by these scriptures. But this is only the first step.
The important next step is to imbibe something
which will provide adequate structure for ones
personal and social life. Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar
investigated many such alternatives and chose
Buddhism. Most people, who sincerely walk on the
path that Dr. Ambedkar walked in investigating
alternatives to Buddhism and choosing among

them, are unlikely to arrive at any other choice.
Buddhism is a very good alternative, especially in
the Theravada version, which retains the words of
the Buddha in their pristine purity. The message of
the Buddha is simple, clear and complete. Dalits are
anyway moving towards it. Any other choice will
create problems for the Dalits. But that part of the
story of the relevance of Buddhism to Dalits is well
documented and I will not repeat that history here.
Till date, the Dalit movement has been past focused
and limited to symbolic battles and victories, due to
the very stage of the struggle. But, with the erosion
of state power (and reservations) in the 90's, along
with the increase in informedness and increasing
political awareness of the masses, the Dalits are now
ready for an acceleration in the Dalit movement. In
fact, if the movement does not accelerate, then the
Dalit masses, which had started stirring a little, may
go back to sleep. And Dalit elite, falling prey to the
propaganda of the hindutva brigade may betray the
Dalit movement. The risk of failure may be high, but
the risk of inaction is certainly higher. The opening
provided by the current break from the onslaught of
the hindutva brigade must be capitalized on. We
must initiate strategies to prevent the hindutva
brigade from gaining strength. The social, political
and economic focus of the Dalit movement will never
fully solve the problems of the Dalits completely due
to reasons discussed above. This is becoming more
and more obvious day by day. Dalits need to break
from the past and create their selves anew.
Buddhism is the direct way of doing this. Building
self-respect without building other-hatred and yet
building a self-sufficient and independent way-of-life
is possible easily through full-fledged option of the
Buddhist religion. I would exhort all Dalits to
convert to Buddhism if they haven’t already. If they
have, I would request them to re-dedicate
themselves to becoming better Buddhists in all
aspects of their lives. One of the good ways of doing
this would be to do a 10 day course at various
centres of the Vipassana Research Institute
(www.dhamma.org). As per Gail Omvedt's
biography, Dr Ambedkar travelled to Burma and
requested the monks there to come and preach in
India. They did not come at that time. But the
Vipassana Research Institute owes its origin to the
monks of Burma. They came late. Perhaps they
should have come earlier. But that is less relevant.
They are now here. Dalits should queue and benefit
from the dhamma in its purest form. Dr. Ambedkar
would have certainly wanted it to be that way. After
all the most direct resistance against the hindutva
brigade is to move away from their core - i.e. the
Hindu religion. With love towards all and malice
towards none.
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A Silent Coup against Indian Constitution
- Vidya Bhushan Rawat
India is passing through one of the most crucial
phases of its political life. As the exercise of the
‘democracy’ begins, the future of the country would
also be locked and will be opened on May 16th 2014
only. It is important to understand the dangers of
what has happened so far. The results will be out in
a month but it is for the first time in our history
that ‘someone’ has already ‘declared’ himself as the
prime minister of the country. Things are not
simple. Today, the ‘man’ is already declared as the
‘most powerful’ person of the country and every
other questioning him has been made as person
against ‘development’ and pseudo secular. It is not
easy for a person who is main accused for
instigating violence against Muslims in Gujarat and
kept conspicuously silent when people were crying
for help such as fellow politician Ehsaan Jafari who
was burnt to death by the barbaric anarchists mob
which was allowed to do things at their whims by
the state administration and who was admonished
by his own prime minister, to be ‘anointed’ as a
‘national icon’. Witness the systematic campaign,
rumors, fudging of data and then controlling the
entire communication through a fictitious army of
‘devotees’ on social media and enforce ‘curfew’ in
the news rooms which is worse than what
Doordarshan and Aakashwani did in 1975. Today
the role being played by embedded media is
perhaps much disturbing and scornful to
opponents and dissenting view point. If one has to
see the replica of dirty tricks that Sanjay Gandhi
played during emergency, these elections and the
campaign management by the likes of Amit Shah
are the best example.
We know media is Modified and at the moment not
ready to listen to anything which can suggest that
India had lot of achievements during the past 60
years. It seems that India got freedom by the
freedom fighters owning their allegiance to
Hindutva and after that everything that the Gandhi
family did was simply to destroy India. In critiquing
Sonia, Rahul and Indira, they have also made
mockery of Nehru without any respect to either
history or his contribution which political
opponents are supposed to do even if they disagree.
That started last year on October 31st 2013 in
Ahemdabad when Chief Minister of state made
political speech to denigrate the first prime minister
of India just to score a political point about Sardar
Patel.
Yes, Congress is guilty of one hundred things. It
demolished democratic values such as happened in
1975. Congress promoted cronyism. It promoted
‘chamchagiri’. It converted governors to agent of the

congress
party.
It
denigrated
autonomous
institutions
like
National
Human
Rights
Commission, National Women’s Commission and
other such autonomous bodies by picking up
absolutely political chamchas to head those bodies
which have responsibilities to provide justice to the
people. It was the party that imposed Emergency in
1975 and anti-Sikh violence in 1984 in the
aftermath of the assassination of Indira Gandhi are
some of the darkest chapters of Congress Party’s
life which are hard to erase as there is no remorse
in ‘real’ sense. There were communal riots in the
country and the government really did not take
actions strongly. Meerut, Maliana, Bhagalpur,
Nellie, Bombay, Malegaon and many more
disturbances
saw
communalization
of
administration and police force. Today, there are
talks of failures of dealing with these riots but it is
also need to understand as who are the forces
which speak language of hatred and retribution,
who communalise the administration and used
such symbols in public life and political speeches
which unambiguously put the minorities make feel
as ‘secondary’ citizens of the country?
There is no doubt that Congress has been a party of
the brahmanical elite whose main interest was to
maintain status quo through ‘liberal democratic’
face. But definitely you cannot blame Nehru for
this. At least Congress remained much more
democratic during his regime and despite all his
weaknesses Nehru never ever courted the religious
thugs, Gurus and communal forces. The down fall
of Congress began in the post 1980s with return of
Indira Gandhi who created a Bhindarwalen and
then appeased Hindus in Punjab. The same things
happened in Jammu and Kashmir where Indira
Gandhi sought votes for the protection of Hindus.
Sanjay Gandhi was known to flirt with religious
fundamentalists. Rajiv followed Indira’s legacy and
actually did the same tricks though he was
definitely much bold and wiser in many senses. He
signed Punjab and Assam accord even at the cost of
his own party government but his own cousin Arun
Nehru was flirting with Hindu Gurus and Babas
and got opened the locks of disputed ‘structure’ in
Ayodhya. Later, Rajiv started with Ramrajya and
lost the elections.
The biggest damage done to Congress was by P.V.
Narsimharao who was basically influenced with the
Sangh philosophy and had a number of friends.
Rao believed in Vajpayee more than in his Congress
colleagues. The demolition of Babari Masjid in
December 1992 was a well-planned strategy of
Sangh Parivar and definitely Narsimha Rao had
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knowledge about it. There is nothing new of these
‘expose’ now as two veteran journalists late Nikhil
Chakrawarty and Prabhash Joshi were known to
some of these deliberations between various groups.
It was only after that ‘break’ of promise that
Prabhash Joshi started writing to Hindutva goons
as ‘terrorists’ otherwise he was always considered to
be an insider.
Narsimha Rao depended on notorious babas like
Chandra Swamy and others who were actually
‘secular’ mascot of Hindutva. There were other
‘Shankaracharyas’ too who might condemn BJP for
political reasons but never really were different from
them. All this only helped the Hindutvaisation of
Congress Party.
The last ten years of Manmohan Singh regime were
different. Congress, for the first time, accepted that
coalition era has arrived in India and had to provide
political space to maneuver for smaller political
parties. UPA-I started with great promises and
government listened to civil society voices too. There
was no hope for the government’s return to power
but it returned. UPA two started in the ‘whims’ that
there is no opposition to it now. It started with
vigorous ‘corportisation’ by Manmohan Singh and
his close associates like P. Chidambaram and
Montek Singh Ahaluwalia. The unrest caused in the
states like Chhattishgarh, West Bengal and
elsewhere added with growing corruption in fixing
up the amount of coal block build up the
perception. The UPA did not take things seriously
and played game. The anti corruption plank was
hijacked by the same forces who are actually the
counterparts of Manmohan Singh and his team in
the Hindutva organization.
The government never came out openly against
Hindu fundamentalists. It played tricks and today
we are in a condition where the government is ready
to go out but people are really terrified and
disturbed when the option and opportunities for a
possible new regime are provided to us. We have no
problem if those claiming to be ‘new’ and
‘alternative’ provide alternative to Chidambaram,
Montek, Manmohan economics or give us an
inclusive government. The problem is that the new
entrants are more ‘nationalistic’ and jingoistic in
their approach whose different ‘senas’ will be ready
to beat up the people for their dissent like the goons
of Sanjay Gandhi during emergency.
Hence India faces the biggest challenge to its very
idea and concept. The secular socialist democratic
republic is under the threat from those whose heart
lies in big corporations of America and Europe and
who want to sell the public land and resources to
those looters within India or outside it for a throw

away price in the name of ‘growth’. That is not
alone; the very premise of our nationhood is now
under ‘arrest’ by those who have no history of
fighting for the country and those who are actually
replicas of Talibans and separatists Muslim League
which sought Pakistan with an idea that Hindus
and Muslims cannot live together despite the
known history of people in India living together
despite all kind of differences and fights.
Frankly speaking, these forces are not fighting to
eliminate a Secular Congress but to replace a
brahmanical government which has become totally
discredited. So, it is nothing but an attempt to
retain the hegemony of miniscule minority which
has been marginalized politically though their
control over politics, bureaucracy, media and our
national life remains uninterrupted. The fight of the
Sangh Parivar is against a Congress which would
be lead by Gandhi family and which is attempting
to return to its secular socialist roots.
Congress lost the plot because its brahmanical
government wanted to appease all by doing nothing.
It played tricks rather than taking strong action on
issues like corruption and then wrongful arrests of
Muslim youths. It failed to bring the issues of
minorities, Dalits and OBCs to the fore and fight for
them with ideological clarity. The whole issue of
food security, and natural resources was dealt with
more symbolism and less in seriousness which
resulted in their move backfiring.
We also know there was a communication gap
between the government and the party. The party
was moving towards a different direction while the
Ministers in the government were in different.
Leaders like Kapil Sibal, Chidambaram, Moily,
Pawan Bansal, Ashwini Kumar, Rajiv Shukla, Shree
Prakash Jaiswal, Rita Bahuguna and Shinde would
take congress nowhere as there is not much
perceptional difference between their thought and
Hindutva and we can always find them in the other
camp if things do not materialize here. The
perception that Congress is corrupt went beyond
the roof top. Now, this perception would not have
worked easily if the Congress had done something
good for Muslims, OBCs, Dalits and Adivasis except
for some constitutional provisions in technical
sense. The dole out packages would not really work
as people want participation in power. MNREGA
and Mid Day meal would not work if they remain
symbolic when the school education is privatized
and people are still not able to get work more than
40 days a year.
Yet, a secular Congress remained the best bet for
India despite all these hick ups. I have no issue
even if a so called third front come with a clear
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commitment to secular socialist republican ideals of
the country. We have no issue whether Mayawati
becomes Prime Minister or any other Dalit Bahujan
leader or our friends from the left as India need to
be governed by political class, those who worked for
the people and not paratroopers who have been let
loose on people from the above. We believe the
people of India and have faith in them yet we have
to understand now the enormity of this elections
and why the saffron forces must be defeated at all
cost who have unashamedly connived with
corporate media and administration at one hand
while hoodwinking people in the name of social
engineering in the villages. A careful image has
been crafted of Narendra Modi as a ‘tea seller’ who
was ‘humiliated’ in his child hood. His macho
images are also being projected and promoted
actively everywhere including social media.
The last six months campaigning pattern can be
seen, which has silently upstaged and pulled the
rug from the parliamentary system. In the system,
we elect our members of Parliament and they elect
a prime minister. Today, our democratic module
has been carefully converted into a US style poll
where we ‘need’ experts and therefore we have
bureaucrats,
army
commanders,
policemen,
businessmen joining politics. There is no bar on
any one’s contesting elections but attempt to
subvert public opinion through embedded media
has to be condemned. India will have to see these
general elections in a different way. Yes, for the first
time, we are witnessing the open defiance to norms
and decency. Despite all our aversion to the Modi
brand of politics and that of the Hindutva, the
elections this time have crossed that limit. The
corporate houses have cleverly done a coup against
Indian democracy. First they manipulated a protest
in the name of ‘fight against corruption’ and
through Kejriwal and Anna attempted to discredit
every institution we build up through hard work of
our political forefathers. Now, the entire team
Anna’s political ambitions have come out in open
and Kejriwal has formed the party, the media had
no option but to openly wage a war against him.
The reason for a war against Kejriwal is because the
media felt that a highly demoralised Congress Party
would not be able to take on Modi and AAP is
becoming the ‘biggest’ hurdle to Modi on his way to
7 Race Course.
The media has already made Modi as Prime
Minister and Modi is behaving as a prime minister
of India. His body language, contempt for his
predecessors and all other opponents looks as if he
would be able to run the government without any
opposition. The Hindutva ‘event managers’ are
targeting political leadership and trying to eliminate
them following example of Israel which have used

the same methodology to eliminate the genuine
Palestine leadership. As more intelligence, military
and policemen are joining the team. It seems they
are following the same tricks as they did in their
duties.
Where are the common men and women in it?
Celebrities are being appointed and we are
informed, none less than Amit Shah that it is time
for ‘expert’ to be brought in. What is the expertise of
Hema Malini, Smriti Irani, Paresh Rawal, Kiron
Kher and Meenakshi Lekhi? Yes, shouting at others
on the prime time and using the worst kind of
language towards your opponents. The system of
nurturing a constituency and leaders interacting
with their people has been done away with. Why
should Rajnath Singh leave Ghaziabad constituency
for Lucknow? Why we fight in two constituencies? I
think Mayawati does the best. She does not need a
certificate whether she can win an election or not.
She rarely contested and that gives her strength to
campaign for her candidates.
Despite Supreme Court warning, we have seen
those who are accused were given tickets by BJP.
And now we have seen the fulmination and vitriol
by Amit Shah, Modi’s notorious but trusted
colleague to ‘manage’ things in Uttar-Pradesh.
Already vicious atmosphere has been created. But
the most damaging thing to Indian democracy has
been in the way of hiding facts from the people and
absolute capitulation by the media which always
claimed how it fought the tyranny of Indira Gandhi
in 1975. The tyrant today is much more dangerous
and fascist in attitude than Indira Gandhi. For all
her shortcomings, Indira Gandhi had in her heart
the socialist tendencies and she would never ever
surrender to these crony thugs even when she
might have sat with them.
Today, the entire agenda is being framed by the
charlatans of these corporate thugs. They have
turned out to be propaganda machinery of a man
called Narendra Modi. Even within the BJP, if any
one raises question, the ‘forward defense’ shouts at
others. The nation wanted to know as why a
devotee named as ‘Madhu Kishwar’ was granted
interview by her God Narendra Modi? And one
should know that a political opponent as media
would try to pin down a simple young boy like
Rahul Gandhi. Arnab tried to humiliate him
without knowing the fact that the man Arnab
Goswami and his Times Now team feel the ‘Bhagya
Vidhata’ of India is a plain criminal and outright
fascist who would not allow him to be scrutinized to
public. None in the media ever questioned why he is
not talking to media? Yes, the focus was on others
and of course the PR agencies working overtime to
give us ‘shining Gujrat’ feel all the time where just
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in two days three people were killed in a manhole
cleaning the human excreta.
Why we are not informed that Modi and his
government handed over in platter the precious
communal land. Today, village Panchayats in
Gujarat do not have land. The success of a few
powerful Gujratis is being presented as a great
‘revolution’ done there. Thankfully, India is not
Gujarat. It is much more vibrant and colourful than
a state where money matters more than anything
else.
So the fight of people of India is not against a tyrant
but also against the corporate media which has
made itself more powerful than anything else. It is
package news to sell its own interest. The time has
come to expose the activities inside the newsrooms.
The immunity that they have got in the name of
‘media’, ‘writer’ and ‘journalists’ must be done away
with. It is time to have a press council which can
have the power of derecognizing them. After all,
media is not above Indian law. If they claim to
unbiased and committed to news then it is time to
ask question a how much space they have given to
political parties other than the saffron. During
emergency we used to call Aakashwani as
‘Indirawani’ but today with hundreds of channels,
all of them have been ‘fixed’ by the ‘Hindutva’
‘managers’.
Just a few days back we got the news that in one
EVM in Assam the authorities found that pressing
any button would only stamp Lotus. It is time to
put a break on it as things are moving dangerously
and with entire administration now polarized and
communalized we are heading towards anarchy and
chaos. Democracy is not a guarantee to peace
building alone. Democracy has been hijacked by the
corporate and manuwadis who are now using all
their tricks to deny others a right. How can we
succeed as a democracy when it become symbolic
and provide legitimacy to all illegitimate acts? Can
any democracy allow an individual to snoop? Will
any democracy allow its leaders to speak the
language of retribution, hatred and murder? For a
pluralistic society with so much of diversity, the
corporate honchos added with their admen
masquerading as journalists and opinion makers
have converted it into a ‘Americanised’ debate
where an entire country of over one billion people
are being asked to decide between three choices.
This game of first converting a non entity into a
brand and then discrediting democratic institutions
to dislodge a democratically elected government was
unheard of, at least in India. But corporate did it.
And now they are not even giving us an alternative.
They have already declared Modi as prime minister
through their ‘surveys’ which they carry on so
vigorously to manipulate public opinion.

All the right thinking people are worried about the
non representation of minorities as well as
numerous minorities even among Dalit Bahujan
and Adivasis. They are worried about as why people
are not included in decision making. With every
election, the number of these segments in our
parliament is reducing and we have no way to
increase their fair representation. How can the
demand for a fair representation of 15-20% of its
Muslim population in our power structure be
termed as ‘communal’. It is a fact that it is not
communal when Ramdev, Ravi Shankar and other
‘bhudevtas’ seek vote for Modi but when Shahi
Imam speak not to vote to BJP that is termed as
communal. You bring out hate speech of Iqbal
Masood some six month back and send him to Jail
but have no action against either Amit Shah or
Vasundhara Raje who is holding a ‘responsible’
position. If past speeches have to be found and
people banned on those lines then Advani, Uma
Bharati, Modi and others will only find their place
in Jails but then the ‘movement’ for ‘Ram
janambhoomi’ was the ‘biggest’ movement of his life
which Advani termed as bigger than the ‘quit India’
movement of 1942. Nothing is communal when
Vijay Kumar Malhotra says Okhla and Jamia Nagar
areas in Delhi are den of ‘terrorists’. We know what
hate speeches mean. Those who have seen the role
played by Hindi media as well as the political class
of the Hindutva, just search for
videos of
1989,1991, 1992 in Uttar-Pradesh, Bihar and
elsewhere of speeches of all these gentlemen and
women.
Already those who fought against this tyranny are
being targeted. They are being abused and if they
are invited to media discussions they are being
lynched. Anchors have already decided who to
provide space and who to demolish. Indian
parliament seems to be made virtually a non entity
in front of these larger than life anchors. They have
created situations which need to be defeated now.
The war is on the people of India. It is the war of
lies, deceit, calumny, distortion, falsification and
glorification of information to deny people their
legitimate right in the democracy. We elect our
leaders to work for us but leaders are being
imposed from the above. Celebrity culture is being
developed to dupe people.
Socialism is the dirty word for media and corporate
but that is the part of our preamble. They hate
secularism too and that is why it is the biggest
challenge today. Will India remain the same after
May 16th? Will hate mongers be there to decide our
destiny? Will those who are ready to sell our
resources to crony and corrupt corporate be our
‘decision makers’? How can anyone be our leader
whose name creates fear and hatred among 20
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percent of its population which is in real sense
around Twenty Crore, a number which is much
bigger than combine population of France,
Germany, UK, Switzerland, Italy and perhaps a few
other European countries.
When India was moving ahead and polity was
becoming more decentralized, the threat has
emerged in the form of a ‘cult’ revolving around a
person. The important part of parliamentary system
is that it provides opportunity to all and that is why
people like Mayawati, Lalu Yadav, Mulayam Singh
Yadav, Phoolan Devi and many others could make
it to Parliament and became leaders of their state. If
we are unable to preserve our democratic system,

these thugs will only force us leaders from the
above to lead the nation. It is that danger lurking
over our head which we have to demolish in these
elections. It is time we ask for a change in our
political system and make it more proportionate to
provide opportunity and space to all the
marginalized sections of society. Our political
system also needs changes and that too effectively
such as Germany did in the aftermath of Hitler who
also came through ‘popular mandate’. When the
system converts to proportionate arrangements,
there is little chance of a fascist takeover of the
state. We hope that the people of India will not
allow the constitution to be defeated in these
elections.

www.jaibheem.net
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“The Hindus - An Alternative History” Banned in India
- Ram Puniyani
Banning or attacking the books in current times
has been aplenty. There have been many reasons
given for this intolerant attitude by different socialpolitical groups. The cases of Satanic Verses by
Salman Rushdie, Taslima Nasreen’s Lajja, book on
Sonia Gandhi Red Saree, A.K. Ramanujan’s Three
Hundred Ramayans are some of the major
examples. There is a tight rope walk between
freedom of expression and hurting ‘others’
sensibilities, which keeps fluctuating for same
political groups. Those from Hindu right will talk of
freedom of expression for Salman Rushdie or
Taslima Nasreen, while the Muslim fundamentalists
will talk of ‘Hurting religious sensibilities’ at the
same time. In case of ‘The Hindus - An Alternative
History’ by Wendy Donigar or ‘Three Hundred
Ramayanas’ the same Hindu right will assert the
religious
sensibility
argument
to
get
the
uncomfortable things banished away. The overall
victim of this intolerant attitude is freedom of
expression and it also shows the ascendance of
‘Taliban’ elements in the social political sphere.

The ‘out of court settlement’ reached by Penguin to
pulp its stock of ‘The Hindus - An alternative
History’ is a very condemnable move from one of the
most powerful publishers, who could have taken
the matters further to the highest legal battles and
preserved the right of a scholar to disseminate her
views, and the right of readers to have access to it.
It is in the fitness of things that well known
Penguin authors Jyotirmaya Sharma and Siddharth
Varadrajan have written to Penguin to pulp their
books and cancel their agreements. The case
against The Hindus… was filed by one Dinanath
Batra of Shiksha Bachao Andolan Samiti (SBAS)1.

In his petition to the court, the book is described as
“shallow, distorted...a haphazard presentation
riddled with heresies and factual inaccuracies”, and
…that Doniger herself is driven by a “Christian
Missionary Zeal and hidden agenda to denigrate
Hindus and show their religion in poor light”.
Interestingly, Doniger is no Christian, she is
Jewish. In her preface, she writes “Part of my
agenda in writing an alternative history is to show
how much the groups that conventional wisdom
says were oppressed and silenced and played no
part in the development of the tradition—women,
Pariahs (oppressed castes, sometimes called
Untouchables)—did
actually
contribute
to
Hinduism…to tell a story of Hinduism that’s been
suppressed and was increasingly hard to find in the
media and textbooks…It’s not about philosophy, it’s
not about meditation, it’s about stories, about
animals and untouchables and women. It’s the way
that Hinduism has dealt with pluralism.”
The two central aspects of the book are, one a
presentation of the matters related to sex, which
has become a taboo for the self proclaimed
custodians of Hinduism. One knows the great
creations like Khajuraho and Konark and the
depiction of matters related to sex, that’s how it was
looked at as and that’s how it prevails in society,
before the Victorian prudishness took over. One
recalls the classic of Kalidas; ‘Kumar Sambhav’,
canto 8, which gives the erotic episode of Shankar
and Parvati. And same way Adi Shankaracharya’s,
Saundarya Lahiri, which gives graphic descriptions
of the goddess, sholaka 78-79 being two examples.
As far as attack on Doniger’s book is concerned it is
part of the long sequence of the agenda of SBAS
and the other Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS)
affiliates like VHP, Bajrang Dal etc, who became
more assertive after the decade of 1980s. This is
also the period when the touchiness about religious
sensibilities and suppression of the freedom of
expression became a phenomenon of regular
occurrence. It is interesting to note that the
paintings of M.F. Husain drawn in the decades of
1960s and 1970s came under attack much later,
during the 1980s with the rise of the aggressive
presence of politics, which began around the Ram
Temple issue.
Batra, who filed the suit, is the head of the Vidya
Bharati’s Akhil Bharatiya Shiksha Sansthan, the
educational arm of the Rashtriya Swayamsevak
Sangh, the patriarch of the Hindu right. The earlier
major book under its attack was A.K. Ramanujan’s
classic essay ‘Three Hundred Ramayanas’, which
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was part of the syllabus in Delhi University. This
essay shows the wide prevalence of diverse telling of
story of Lord Ram. These diverse versions are not in
conformity with the version of Ram story which gels
with the Ram Temple campaign. Even before the
attack on this book, the RSS supporters had
attacked an exhibition of many tellings of Ram story
by Sahmat. In a similar vein, RSS’s political wing
BJP’s political and ideological partner Shiv Sena in
Maharashtra had opposed the publication of the
book ‘Riddles of Ram and Krishna’ as in this book
Dr. Ambedkar, apart from other things, says that
he will not regard Ram or Krishna as Gods and nor
will worship them.
Doniger has been a Professor at School of Oriental
and African Studies in University of London. She
has two doctorates in Sanskrit and Indian studies
and has written several works of scholarship on
Hinduism. She says that Sanskrit and vernacular
sources are rich in knowledge of compassion for
deprived sections of society, women and pariahs as
well. An example of this is in order, she is critical of
Manu Smiriti2 as it denigrates the women, at the
same time she appreciates the sensitivity with
which Vatsayanan’s Kam Sutra deals with women.
The tirade of SBAS and other RSS progeny against
differing versions of Hinduism, and iconography is a
part of its political agenda. It harps on the
Brahamanical version of Hinduism bypassing and
undermining the other Hindu traditions, Nath,
Tantra,
Bhakti,
Shaiva,
Siddha
etc.
The
construction of RSS brand of Hinduism is a part of
its Hindutva project, which took place during
colonial period. Hindutva is the political ideology of
this supra political organization, RSS. Hindutva
picks up its version of Hinduism from the
elaboration of European Orientalist interpretation of
Hindu traditions. Orientalist scholars were in tune
with the monotheistic worldview and that was
reflected in their reading of Hinduism. In their
rendering, Hinduism got straight jacketed into
monotheistic, monistic one and this puritan
monolithic notion of Hinduism came to be
presented as the Hinduism. The Colonial powers’
monotheistic worldview could not fathom the
diverse richness of Hinduism’s philosophical,
spiritual, religious and aesthetic expressions. Their
understanding of religion revolves around a single
Prophet. Hinduism as a religion as such is a
conglomeration of multiple traditions which were
prevalent here. Brahmanism was just one of them.
During the colonial period by selectively projecting
Brahmanical texts and values as Hinduism, the
Orientalist scholars and British rulers gave
legitimacy to caste and gender based Brahiminical
tendency as ‘The Hinduism’. Brahmanism started
becoming projected as the Hinduism. It is due to

this that Dr. Ambedkar went on to say that
‘Hinduism is Brahmanic theology’. He was
criticizing the social inequality prevalent in the
name of Hinduism. Opposed to Brahmanical stream
was the Shramnanic traditions of Hinduism, which
by that time were out of the horizon of scholarship
of Westerners and the British policy makers. In due
course, the declining sections of Hindu Landlords
and upper caste resorted to the politics of Hindutva,
which in the name of glorious Hindu traditions
wanted to uphold the status quo of caste and
gender, wanted to retain its hegemony in social and
economic sphere. The freedom movement and its
leader Gandhi’s Hinduism was away from this
Brahmanical-Hindutva stream. It was more in
continuation with liberal Hindu belonging to
Shramanic tradition. It is the Hinduism with which
the large sections of Hindus could identify.
Hindu Mahasabha and RSS brand of Hindutva was
a marginal phenomenon as it was elite Brahamnical
and harped on the values which were at deeper
level undermining the status and dignity of women
and dalits. That’s how RSS and the elite supporting
them kept aloof from the social changes of caste
and gender during this period, and stuck to their
agenda of Hindu nation based on their own
sectarian interpretation of Hinduism. The RSS, in
pursuance of its agenda floated SBAS, which was
the
one
which
was
instrumental
in
communalization of the history text books during
the NDA regime3, led by BJP-Atal Bihari Vajpayee.
The same organization is the one which is at the
back of the multitude of educational endeavors and
promotes the divisive-sectarian history through
many Sarswati Shishu Mandirs, Ekal Vidyalayas
amongst others. So, for them Doniger’s book is a
red rag as it talks of rich diverse traditions of the
people and is not prude enough to suppress the
narrations related to sex. Doniger talks of liberal
Hinduism while RSS wants sectarian Hindutva
imposed on the society. The struggle between liberal
Hinduism and sectarian Hindutva is in full flow
around the debate on this book.
1.
2.

SBAS
: Shiksha Bacho Andolan Samiti.
Manu Smiriti : The Manu Smriti or "Laws of Manu" is
treated as the most important law book of Hindus. This
law is the basis for creation of four classes divided into
castes as presented in the Laws of Manu: the
Brahmana or priest, Kshatriya or warrior and
administrator, Vaisya or merchant, and Shudra or
agriculturalist and servant. This is the main reason for
creation of graded inequality in Indian Society.

3.

NDA:
National Democratic Alliances. It is a political
alliances lead by Bhartiya Janata Party (BJP).
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Mandelaism and Gandhism: Other side of the South African legacy
- Suraj Yengde
This article reports the event of the Mandela’s death
and his surviving legacy in South Africa. The
memorial service which was expected to be the
biggest memorial service on earth was turned
somewhat failure with a limited presence of South
Africans. This article investigates and asks the
question what failed people from attending the
memorial service and paying a last tribute to the
father of their nation? Was it the harsh rain, or a
distant venue or losing faith in the ruling ANC party
or Mandela himself? Moving further it takes an
overview of Mohandas Gandhi, then leader of Indian
Congress in South Africa who fought for the Indian
rights leaving aside key players of the South African
politics. And finally, this article asks, is Mandela a
revered figure in South African politics or a political
coin sold in the International political market for
personal gains. This article attempts to introduce
other side of the South African legacy of two
prominent and well-known leaders of age who are
admired in the world as much as in their own
country.

Congress (ANC) party clouded over the issues of
corruption, presidential palace 250 million rand
scam and the e-tolling were few issues that flamed
the agitation within the still alive masses of the new
democracy. Apart from the political glimpses,
weather conditions added the taste of absents to
the masses. As the world was watching the
“Mandela Magic” and his memorial service attended
by over hundred heads of the states and South
African government officials; the orange seats in the
front of the FNB were still vacant, which could have
occupied few thousands. Sadly the rain drama just
washed off the expectation. Additionally, in other
stadiums such as Ellis Park Stadium where I
attended and in the Pretoria Stadium there was
turn out of around 200 and 10 attendees
respectively. The reason behind this was,
unexpectedly, a hover of judgments passed by the
political analysts. However, the debate is not
whether people attended in thousands or not but
the real issue lies over losing trust in the Mandela
spirits, or the “tainted” ANC. The South African
state honoured Mandela by having a long mourning
period during which every state party and the nonstate entities lauded their voice to celebrate
Mandela’s life. Leading newspapers and media
outlets were busy with long page advertisements of
thanks giving to the great leader. In a deliberative
attempt to “boo” the President of the South African
Republic, Jacob Zuma, in the guise of International
community, this article attempts to examine the
negativities surrounding the Mandela legacy and
probing cases of overemphasised judgment over the
political factions. Analysing why does Gandhi stand
unilaterally to the achievements of historic
personalities like Dr. Martin Luther King and
Mandela.
Mandela Breath Last

As the world bids farewell to Nelson Rohilala
Mandela, one of the greatest leaders of the world
and South Africa (SA), there remains few contested
topics of his life and legacy. His achievement in the
form of political freedom is always a footnote to the
great debates of world leaders. Mandela is
mentioned in the speeches in an admiration to
recognise his great political struggle. Over the
cruising debates on the Mandela legacy, his
memorial service was attended by thousands
despite the heavy torrential rain that came
unexpectedly in Johannesburg. Mandela’s memorial
service was expected to be the biggest ever attended
by people on earth, after Winston Churchill’s, but to
the fate it appeared different. The calamities within
the political spheres of the ruling African National

It was Friday when I was awakened by a
message from a friend who stays opposite to
Mandela’s
house
in
Houghton
area
in
Johannesburg. She said, “police blockade, women
crying loud. It is such a sad morning” I was not
sure of her uncompleted text, so I enquired again
and she confirmed that Mandela has passed away.
Reading this, I wanted to see the glimpse of the
outside world, the working class who were rushing
to their offices in the early hours of the day. There
was no sense of excitement but also there was no
serious grief. People were walking in the normal
pace without losing the control of the sad news.
Mandela died, and it was now the celebration of his
life and legacy. I went to attend the university
memorial service that conferred Doctorate to Nelson
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Rohilala Mandela. The following day I attended the
inter-faith memorial service at the Nelson Mandela
Foundation and visited his home in the Soweto area
(predominantly
“blacks
only”
area
during
Apartheid), his ‘Mandela House’ at Vilakazi Street. I
then attended the memorial service at the Ellis Park
Stadium. Based on the observations of these visits I
will paint the scenario of the happenings and in the
final part analyse Mandela’s unappreciated legacy
by the South African youth.
Nelson Mandela Foundation
It being Sunday, the inter-faith council founded by
Nelson Mandela organised an inter-faith prayer
memorial. Rabbi’s, Maulana’s, Pandits and Bishop’s
garnered the ceremony encouraging the people of
the South Africa to unite and conquer the dreams
of TATA Madiba, as they call him in love and
appreciation. TATA means father in Xhosa
language, and Madiba is his Xhosa clan name.
People referred him variously, but TATA meant a
great deal to the South Africans. Nelson Mandela is
the father of the nation and a founding father of the
democratic South Africa. During the inter-faith
offerings, I was joined by my South African Indian
group of youngsters. In this ceremony, ex-Minster
of Human Settlements Mr Tokyo Sixwale who was a
Robben Island prisoner for 15 years where Mandela
was jailed for 18 years, presented the ideas and
experiences of being with Madiba. He mimicked
Mandela and asked the people to grace the humour.
He said, for Madiba it was humour that took him
over the pains of those years in prison. Adding to
the knowledge of South Africans he embraced the
legacy of Mandela urging the South Africans to
continue with the spirits of Mandela. People took
this occasion as a celebration and not grief.
Audience were asked not to be in a sombre state,
rather acknowledge the great life of TATA Madiba.
His life was a celebration for South Africans with
traditional gestures, revolutionary songs and tribal
rituals followed accordingly.
In the same event, veteran freedom fighter and a
Robben Islander for 18 years Mr Ahmed Kathrada
of Indian origin was received with standing ovation.
He shared the views of racial equality and
solidarity. He referred to the unfortunate incident of
the South African Communist Party leader Chris
Hani’s murder in 1993. Chris Hani was a
revolutionary and a communist to his heart that
had a following all over South Africa. He was a
leading figure in the revolution, especially during
the late 1980s and early 1990s. Chris Hani was
shot dead by a right wing Polish immigrant Janusz
Walus to curb his growing influence. This incident
took place during the tough negotiation process to
end the apartheid. The entire nation was in chaos
which would have changed the picture of the South

African landscape. During this critical stage when
the nation was in turmoil and the white government
was
reluctant
in
offering
the
democratic
independence claiming, “Blacks are unsuitable to
run the government.” Mandela took over the
incident and immediately went on air to pacify the
outraged South Africans. He said that it was a
Polish man who cold-bloodedly shot Chris Hani but
it was a white woman of Afrikaner origin who
assisted the police in tracking the suspect. So he
urged the South Africans to keep peace and
maintain the solidarity. Then President of the South
Africa FW de Klerk did not know what to do in such
a chaotic situation. He requested Mandela to take
over the situation. This event indicated Mandela’s
leadership which culminated in him the charge of
his country as the President in 1994. “This event
made Mandela the president,” says Tokyo Sixwale
in an interview because this was the event when a
President (then unelected) spoke in the honour of
his country.
After sharing his memories, Ahmed Kathrada
appealed the South Africans to work in the glimpses
of such incidents with peace and respect amongst
one another, promoting humanity and nonracialism. The audience for this event comprised
people from all over the world that flocked
Mandela’s home to honour his legacy. However, in
Soweto, the appearance was different. People were
hanging out with beers in their hands and loud
music to cherish the great personality. It was the
crowd that manufactured the Mandela brand of
honour in their unique style. Crowds cheering in
their native language with praises to Mandela. One
thing was noticeable, among this crowd in Soweto,
only a few whites and Indians faces were visible
that were standing at a distance further away from
this crowd. This hostility was not known but
probably it was due to the language barrier and
also the embarrassing stature of being the tiny
minority in this crowd. As one of my South African
Indian friend whispered, “I feel so ashamed that I
cannot be the part of this crowd, since I do not
know the language.” This made me realise that the
unity was still in the coming, a process which has
yet to be achieved absolutely. Soweto was formed in
the outskirts of Johannesburg to keep the black
population away from integrating the main suburbs
of Johannesburg which were white only areas.
Soweto has a long legacy of establishment of an
enduring struggle and contributing great heroes to
the anti-apartheid movement. People born in this
area are still very different than the people from the
posh areas of Johannesburg. There is a different
vibe and stories that are shared on a humorous
tone and pacifist apprehension. Hanging out with
these people from separated townships made me
realise about the ‘communal culture’ of being in the
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slums of India. The jokes, the life, the clothing style,
food and community structure is something that is
shared with the segregated areas for the
marginalised communities in India.
On the Memorial Day, President Jacob Zuma was
“booed” numerous times by the crowd. Whereas,
former South African President Thabo Mbedki,
Robert Mugabe, Nigerian President Goodluck
Jonathan, and other dignitaries received warm
welcome with cheers from the audience. “It is such
an embarrassment in front of the world, and on this
particular event,” said one of my South African
friends. She called me immediately to express her
opinion, “I feel ashamed to be a South African” she
said. She added that the ANC led government
deserved this for turning blind eye towards the
promises. The ANC is often criticised for various
reasons, one being for employing the ANC loyalists
to occupy government posts. Hence, the antiagenda activists took to the stage.
Other side of the legacy
The Gandhi Issue
However, within the on-going debates and the
unpredictable scenarios’, there lies some in-depth
analyses which needs to be presented in an
overview.
This
section
analyses
Mandela’s
alignment to Gandhi’s ideology and what Gandhi
meant to the South African struggle – the
unfulfilled promises, testimonies of his death,
emergence of different parties, and Mandela’s image
in the Indian context.

defined the approaches of Mandela too. It was
Martin Luther King Jr. who was inspired by
Gandhi’s “non-violent” activism that commanded
the civil rights movement. Taking from this
perspective African Americans considered Gandhi
as an icon for the non-violent struggle. Obama is
the product of this intellectual standing. However,
one is struck to think what made Mandela think of
Gandhi as a founding father of the non-violent
movement and to Dr King as well. Going beyond the
debates of individual personalities, a rounded social
mass movement has to be taken into consideration.
It was not Mandela alone who fell to this ideology
but many revolutionaries took the apprehension of
Gandhi’s ideology. However, good it might sound
and be in action; there remains a huge gap in
addressing the lacunas. Taking from the historical
literatures and struggles against discriminatory
resistance of Indians, Gandhi came into limelight.
Mohandas Gandhi was deployed to South Africa by
an Indian law firm to manage the case of an Indian
businessman in the South African court. Having
trained in law as a barrister, he was sent in a first
class gesture. After arriving in South Africa he was
kicked out of the first class compartment by whites
at the Pietermaritzburg station. This incident
initiated the fight against injustice by Gandhi. From
that incident, Gandhi went on to fight against the
discriminatory laws passed by white minority rule
in Indian interest.
Gandhi was then an amateur politician but a clever
leader who knew the means to achieve the goals.
Coming from a bania lineage he identified the ways
to handle the people. He was a staunch Hindu who
believed in distinguishing the races. In 1903 he
once remarked,
“we believe as much in the purity of race as we think
they do, only we believe that they would best serve
the interest, which is as dear to us as it is to them,
by advocating the purity of all the races and not one
alone. We believe also that the white race of South
Africa should be the predominating race”

President of the United States of America Barack
Obama was the first to deliver his speech at the
memorial service along with five other speeches by
the heads of the states which included Cuba,
Brazil, China, India and Namibia. Obama in his
rhetoric speech addressed the issues of politics and
development revolving around the crisis of
racialism. During the speech he mentioned Gandhi,
and Dr Martin Luther King as one of the founding
personalities of the twentieth century, including
Lincoln for holding the nation together. Gandhi’s
appreciation in the united struggle against
colonialism and passive resistance campaign

This is how he advanced his interests lauding the
promotion of racism honouring the dominant cruel
white government. His struggle in South Africa was
mostly for the capital holders, the merchant class
was his favour. His famous movement against the
Asiatic Laws and other laws passed by the white
government was to favour the traders. It was
because during the start of the twentieth century it
was the struggle of capitalist class.
Indian capital owners were smart and clever in
handling the business that marginalised white
businesses; hence government always passed the
laws that kept Indian and other race’s business
interest to the minimum. Whenever such incident
occurred, Gandhi was approached by the traders of
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the area. Gandhi filed the cases and took the
matters to the court through his established M.K.
Attorney’s firm. He always stood firm to the cases
against bourgeoisie Indians that had enormous
capital interest. Indians along with other white
races forget to acknowledge that during the struggle
the majority impoverished black population was
kept to the minimum in many incidents. Historian
Maureen Swan in her book on Gandhi’s life titled
Gandhi: The South African Experience highlights the
activism of Gandhi and Indian congress of
Transvaal. Her record reveals that, Gandhi until his
last few resistance campaigns never took the
matters of working class labourers, and petty
businessmen to his priority. It was one of the
campaigns that required a strong representation of
mass; it is then only when Gandhi approached the
poor businessmen and labourers to be a part of it.
Until then it was beyond the imagination of labour
class’s interest. It might be counter argued that,
Gandhi’s life was to fight for the united Indian
struggle against the unjust laws. But the credibility
stays at stake when Gandhi whose sole purpose
was to gain the interests of Indian capital owners as
opposed to the labourers or majority lower class
Indians.
Majority dominant actors in the resistance
campaign mostly came from the trading class
backgrounds that were fairly well off, which does
not mean that all of them came with hard cash in
their hands, and few came with business ideas with
no or limited money. Kalpana Hiralal, in her study
on Indian family businesses in South Africa
accounts the arrival of Indian entrepreneurs who
came mostly from Gujarat to meet the needs of
indentured labourers. There was a distinct
classification with the indentured labourers and the
bourgeois Indians erstwhile known as, “passenger”
Indians who paid their own pass unlike indentures.
These traders engaged with variety of trade from
“money lending, banking, grain dealing to the
cotton merchants.” They strictly followed caste
divisions and class rule. An important point to note
is that they seldom engaged with the lower class
Indians. Padaychee and Morell’s land marking work
points that, Indian traders were rightfully accused
of maintaining “in-group” exclusiveness. The Indian
as a homogenous group was never in existence
until the late years of the struggle. There was
always division either on the base of caste, region,
religion and language. Whenever white government
passed laws discriminating the white traders,
Indian lobby took the matter to the court or
protested against the laws. The first Indian political
organisation
“Natal
Indian
Congress”
was
merchant-dominated which promoted objectives of
securing and protecting commercial interests at the
expense of the indentured and ex-indentured

Indians whose grievances were largely ignored,”
reports Hiralal in her historical work on the Indian
businesses. Merchant class Indian’s were solely
driven by profits at the expense of poorer sections of
Indian population. After gaining certain profit they
focussed on re-investing the capital to advance the
economic endeavours.
Frene Ginwala, former speaker of the South African
House of parliament in her remarkable report
reveals that “ ‘passenger’ Indians were guided by
economic concerns, and in order to maintain the
economic rights they were ready to renounce the
political rights.” During the negotiations with the
government, bourgeois Indians who were politically
dominant went to an extent of comprising with the
government on account of various laws that
prohibited the “penetration” of various races that
would have otherwise helped poor labour class
Indians. This act was for the sake of gaining
economic rights as opposed to the political rights.
These and other comprises were done without
considering the interest of poorer sections of
society. Indian merchant class interest vested in the
equal treatment of wealthy Indians like whites and
least concerned with fellow poor petty hawker
Indians. Fight against the Group Areas Act which
segregated Indian trading options and furthermore
prohibited from living in the desirable white areas
affected their lifestyle. Hence, the struggle here was
of the exploitative class interest and not only
against racial discrimination. It is revealed in the
research of Ginwala that, the discriminatory laws
passed on account of racial segregation did not
affected Indian merchant class who were well off in
their life. Many bought houses and properties in the
white areas by paying middle (white) man. Hence,
the struggle of Indians by Gandhi that has been
framed by many sympathisers including Fatima
Meer has undermined the real value of human
struggle. Protecting the well to do group of Indian
community and their leaders like Gandhi by the
scholars was an irrational attempt which would one
day in future be exposed to the truths of failures.
The majority working class Indians interest was
rarely taken into the campaigns. Fight against
racial discrimination and equality rights were often
taken for granted when it came to poor Indian
traders, hawkers, and petty business class as
opposed to the wealthy bourgeois entrepreneurs
who were driven by profit.
At the end the Indian group that stayed and fought
against the struggle had heroic figures like Yusuf
Cachalia, Yousuf Dadoo, Ahmed Kathrada, Billy
Nair,
and
many
alike.
Mandela
in
his
autobiographical
account
mentions
the
collaborative action of ANC with the South African
Indian National Congress leaders who fought in
cooperation against the apartheid government.
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There were a huge number of Indian revolutionaries
that took to the streets against the white rule.
Hence, the majority stock that was in the
mainstream struggle was a product of Gandhi’s and
other contemporaries struggle against the white
government. Gandhi after going to India led the
campaign against the British rule that made him
Mahatma (great soul) of the privileged. India’s
independence during the 1947 led a remarkable
inspiration to other colonised countries. In
particular decolonisation of Africa started in the
1950s; Ghana, Kenya, West and North Africa and
the Central Africa over the years got liberated to
gain
political
rights.
Indian
independence,
according to Mandela, brought hopes in the minds
of the colonised. Gandhi was a key figure to the
resistance campaign is mentioned by the rather
biased media. However, it was the passive
resistance defiance campaign and non-violet
protests that were experimented by Gandhi in
South Africa which had flamboyant success. This
strengthened Mandela to opt for such measures.
Gandhi became an icon, a Mahatma to fight against
the dominant rule. Gandhism was sold in the
market of revolution those days. This gave Indian
interests a different stand. Indian South Africans in
particular promoted this coin of struggle to advance
the overall interests. Then came the 1960s active
Civil Rights Movement in the USA that stood on the
determination of equality and non-violence which
was inspired by Gandhi. Martin Luther King Jr.
called for equality and brought justice to the
impoverished and discriminated African Americans.
This made Gandhi’s identity a strong entity in the
international political sphere in addition to the
Indian National Congress’s promotion of Gandhi
patronage. Indian government never lost a chance
to brag the finished goals of Gandhi’s activism in
the Indian struggle.
Gandhi, however, became well known as Mahatma,
a permanent prefix to his name. What Nelson
Mandela once said during the early years of 1990s
to an Indian delegation that, “you gave us
Mohandas and we gave you a Mahatma!” This had
created an indirect effect in the minds of South
Africans. Gandhi’s laudable praise by the political
leaders had mentioning of South Africa. The
identity politics became aligned with Gandhi. It is
noticeable that Gandhi who mentioned black race
as inferior to Indians calling them Kaffir on many
occasions. And asking for a separate recognition of
Indians from blacks because of the hierarchical
racial differences between these two races was
intrinsic to Gandhi’s activism. Apologetic writers
defend Gandhi’s stand because according to them
those days it seemed normal to Gandhi’s ideology
and struggle. However, defensive it might be, a
Mahatma and a world icon must not be rescued for

a grave amiss of the twentieth century’s greatest
struggle against racism and decolonisation. The
man who was prejudiced and believed in the utter
varna dharma had nothing more to contribute but
to laud with the perpetrator of such heinous acts.
The followers of Gandhi here in South Africa mostly
from the Gujarati origin had the regional bonding
and the crux of money holders. Businessmen all
over that constituted a few percentages to that of
indentured Indians discriminated amongst Indians
on various grounds, region, language, colour and
caste. Hence, expecting an egalitarian message from
the prophecy of Gandhi remains doubtful.
It is also under mentioned fact that Gandhi had a
rage of opposition from the Tamil ethnic Indians in
Durban. It is slightly touched but not elaborated in
Bill Freund and Jonathan Glassman’s book Insiders
and Outsiders: The Indian Working Class of Durban,
1910-90. Moreover, Gandhi’s successful famous
1895 campaign against the separate entrance of
Durban Post office lauded his victory in the spheres
of Indian constituency. In the famous speech given
in Bombay recorded in the Collected Works, details
Gandhi’s powerful speech that haunts the black as
an utterly disgraced race:
Ours is one continual struggle against a degradation
sought to be inflicted upon us by the Europeans, who
desire to degrade us to the level of the raw Kaffir
whose occupation is hunting, and whose sole
ambition is to collect a certain number of cattle to buy
a wife with and, then, pass his life in indolence and
nakedness.1
Even the children are taught to believe in that
manner, with the result that the Indian is being
dragged down to the position of a raw Kaffir.2

Gandhi became a prophet but his contribution is in
contradiction. According to Diakanyo, a South
African based journalist,
“Gandhi spent his 21 years in South Africa actively
promoting segregationist policies, agitating for war
against black natives and insisting “the white race of
South Africa should be the predominating race…
To continue to honour and celebrate this man is to
insult humanity!”
Although it is at the receiving end of millennia
where journalists and scholars are coming out and
providing a fertile ground to stabilise the issues of
racism. Where Gandhi is presented as the leading
figure to unite people from all across races,
especially Indians. But during my observation it

1
2

Collected Works of Mahatma Gandhi, Vol. 1, pp. 410.
Ibid. 193
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was found that many Indian South African youth
do not align with Gandhi’s interest. “I hate Gandhi,
he divided Hindus and Muslims” said one Indian
student. Gandhi’s alignment with Hindu ideologue
has always adorned the ideology of the subjugation
of human beings. Casteism is one such incident
that proves his shrewd attitude towards the
promotion of caste. When his approach towards
fellow Indians of the same religion attributes to
discrimination then expecting a rational attitude
towards a much “inferior” race according to him is
too distant to expect. Hence, Obama’s admiration of
Mandela along with Dr King and Gandhi endorsed
his uneducated glimpses towards reality. World
leader like Obama too is clouded with the
prejudiced thoughts and never seeks to apprehend
the
subalterns
and neglected marginalised
perspective. It is a rarity to see, but the incidents
like celebrating Mandela’s legacy should have
highlighted the promotion of marginalised neglected
masses of the world. The admirers of Gandhi all
over the world tend to approach Gandhi’s ideals as
the prophetic verses. But the charismatic
personality has led enormous flaws that are too
easy to note. Hence, Mandela who fought for the
masses would have never taken Gandhi seriously,
or I am sure has not taken seriously. Because,
Gandhi’s ideals encouraged the racial segregation
which Mandela is far distant from. On the other
hand some defenders sympathise Gandhi’s ideals
during the 1930s struggle. According to them, the
term Kaffir was used to refer to a particular race, it
was like Indians, coloured, similarly, Kaffirs. Those
days for Gandhi it was the struggle of reclaiming
the rights and dignity for Indians. However, at the
end of his term in South Africa he realised the
importance of black’s struggle, “This land is theirs
by birth”, but then this was too late to cover the
previous mistakes.
Critiques of Mandela
This section analyses the critiques over Mandela’s
legacy. Mandela is often criticised by the socialist
side and the mass of South Africa for his unfinished
goals of economic equality. The land reforms and
equal distribution of wealth remains a contested
topic. “This man sold us,” said one of the young
black South African standing in the queue during
the memorial service. He emphasised that the
majority population is still under-privileged. He has
to take grants and bursaries for the higher
education which are limited and contested. Hence,
getting into an elite institution is a matter of great
deal. One cannot miss noticing the emergence of
growing black student conscious movements. Black
students tend to be fiercer in the criticism of the
systems. Pictures of remote villages and regions in
South Africa are still the same with little or no
change in the economic advancements. The growing

protests by the workers and miners who run the
majority share of economy have to fight for the
basic increment in their pays. The mines owned by
private companies have enormous influence over
the country’s political leadership. This is to an
extent that the government uses police force and
bullets to kill the protestors.
Lack of subsistence in the nation’s wealth and
limited access to the sharing of resources has
implanted the thought of utter disgrace among the
emerging educated youth class. Majority of the
fertile land is still owned by minority white
population. Wealthy white farmers own the 80% of
the agricultural land with guaranteed property
rights. These are the same lands on which the black
Africans lived for centuries, were forced to evict
during the regime of Cecil Rhodes in the late
nineteenth century. It is estimated that about 5% of
the population controls 88% of the total South
Africa’s wealth. World Bank’s report published in
the year 2002 indicates the declining contribution
of African labour force in the agriculture sector
from 31% in 1970s to 14% in 1990s. This is the
same population which was heavily relied for the
production of crops. Decreasing interest of black
agricultural workforce in South Africa specifies that
agriculture or in other words ‘owning land’ has gone
beyond the interest and limits of labour class. On
asking about the land reform to few white South
African friends, they say, land reform is good but
black Africans do not have the capacity and ability
to produce as much as the white farmers. It is
because white farmers have been farming for many
generations and knows how to make the most of it.
If the land reform continues then South Africa will
see Zimbabwe like situation which was once a
‘bread basket’ of Africa, now struggling to feed its
own population. However, there is also counterargument to this contention that, even black
Africans have been toiling on the same land over
generations but the class relationship has remained
the same. It has never changed; generations of
blacks were toiling in the same field as the current
one. Hence, the fear of turning the South African
economy into mayhem after land distribution
remains contested. Taking from the examples of
Zimbabwe which is sanctioned heavily by the
Western and European world has advanced the
capitalist interest of few minorities that had
personal benefits. Although Mandela was aware of
these facts, he is criticised of being fearful to losing
the country’s future in the hands of unskilled
blacks. Mandela was cautious to take major steps;
one of his manifestos was to have equal economic
opportunities. Over the decades of commitments
this struggle remained unachieved. Young students
are mostly aware of this fact while the older
generation that has lived in the apartheid era,
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glorify Mandela. Youngsters are often taken aside
claiming they never lived in those days hence lack
the affection towards struggle. Youngsters on the
other hand want to leave the barriers of the past
that is gluing their present and future into confined
economic opportunities.
ANC’s call since mid-twentieth century was for
racial equality and non-exclusion of any races,
which was very egalitarian and pragmatic in this
context. But this seems to fade away the arguments
raised by few. For some, especially the African
youth, this is “farce and a sabotage!” Few told me,
“that old man (Mandela) has done enough and
contributed equally but he failed us, which is why
we are suffering now.” Another young economic
graduate student told me, “He died. Hope he
reaches heaven. Now let us not rely on his onesided approach and define our own history. Why
are people of this country still hungry and illiterate
while few minority groups have access to posh
private schools? There is a vast gap and economic
unequal distribution. Big mining companies and
other corporate entities are owned by minority
whites, this is an utter disgrace.” In response to the
wealth gap there is an emergence of political parties
like Economic Freedom Fighters (EFF) whose
agenda is to have economic freedom and stabilised
economy
for
all.
Its
primary
goals
are
nationalisation of mines and other financial entities
such as banks, lands, and other monopolised
industries. It is claimed that the EFF’s strategy is
driven from the African Freedom Charter that was
drafted and accepted in 1956 by the ANC. The
Freedom Charter clearly stated that the lands,
banks, businesses and other sectors should be the
property of the people. However, during 1992, the
ANC majority party vehemently dropped this very
aspect of nationalisation that mobilised millions
into the struggle. Hence to reclaim the dropped
plans and unattended issues by the ruling party
headed by Mandela, new political parties are
gaining their momentum among the
still
impoverished and poor masses who are fighting for
economic means of survival. The target voters are
the majority population voters who are in the
mayhem of economic deprivation and good life.
Education, health, food, is the basic right which
vary for different class and races. Depending on the
race, one gets an entry into private posh schools,
jobs, and areas. Essence of apartheid systems still
persists, socially and economically. Politically it has
achieved its status but there lies a huge gap in
addressing
the
challenges
faced
by
the
contemporary South African society. Growing
educational
awareness
among
youth
and
emergence of middle class still faces the problems
not unknown to the poor and landless mass in the
townships and villages. South Africa is decorated

with the pictures of Cape Town and bustling
business towers of Johannesburg with wide
stretched highways. People from all over the world
came and are still coming to these business
oriented areas to fulfil their dreams. This is how
white Europeans and other people from all over the
world entered the space, but the fundamental
aspect of local welfare remained unheard. In the
contemporary era, one wants to come to South
Africa to get a job and settle in the country while
keeping own country’s passport.
Many economically influential middle class white
South Africans are believed to have passports from
Europe and America’s that are staying since
generations. They are living in the fear of having to
leave the country, hence, they extract as much as
they can to empower self-interests. One British
origin South African friend of mine who is the third
generation still retains two passports, British and
the South African. While others do have European
passports, this clearly states that South Africa is a
stake of opportunistic vile for the extractors. South
African economy needs talent and human resource
to be in the race of world power; hence skilled
foreigners are encouraged to apply for a job. On the
job advertisements of government and nongovernment jobs, there is no requirement to be a
South African unlike other countries. Which means
foreign work force is still encouraged, which is not
bad in appearance but the attitude towards
economic advancement of the nation remains
limited to such actors. There is no sense of
attachment towards the land as native, if it does
exists then there is no reason to have dual
passports when you are in a country since
generations. Over the generations, the forefathers
were given opportunities and that passes on to the
new generation, but the fear of losing the identity
and expulsion still persists. This dilemma has
frequent reactions from the native community. Dual
passport holders are ready for any situation; they
do not want to dedicate their emotional bonding to
the growing resurgence of the rich country which
has been artificially made poor by few economic
players in the top. The passport issue raises the
doubt of commitment and honesty towards the
nation which is grazing the generations.
The fear of what if something happens and where
should be gone is something that comes from the
mass unsure of their identity. As one of the
foreigner working in South Africa since five years
cursed the EFF policies by asking me, “if Mandela
dies, will they expel foreigners?” her persistence
was to hold the economic authority in any case
whatsoever. There was no sense of responsibility
towards the nation building, but ensuring the
future in the land of opportunities remained to the
priority. Having selfish interest for the growth of
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individual economic capacity is dreamed by
someone who works in this country but detaches
itself with the nation building process. The first fear
was to escape the economic downturn, so she
ensured the safety. On the other hand people like
her have the tendency to grasp the argument of
paying huge taxes and cursing the government
policies. The irony here is, if you are raged with
enormous problems of government policies and
structure of society, then easy option is making the
use of original passport and getting back to where it
belonged. However, on a thoughtful note it must be
made cautious that this argument is not at all
encouraged in the idealism of xenophobia but
simply to reflect on the on-going situations. People
complaining on the government and societies’
problems rent a right only if they are sympathetic
towards the issues of inequality. Having to travel
with the dilemmas of passports raises the rage of
anger among the natives who say, “They are here
just to make money. They will go back to their own
country because this is still not their country and
that is what our problem is!” On the similar note,
this was and is still contested against Indian capital
owners in East and South Africa. Cultural and
political belonging is still a much discussed issue in
the South African political movements among the
youth class. “If one is here” as said by one of the
commentators “to make money and leave, then the
credibility and trust towards them can be
challenged.”
One lady that I came across at Johannesburg
International airport was on her way to the
Netherlands proudly said that she and her husband
came to South Africa during the emergence of
Apartheid era in the 1940s that invited thousands
of Europeans. She has no problem in going to
Netherlands every year because she has a Dutch
passport, and not a South African one. Having dual
passports and nationalities is never a problem, the
real issues is about the equal distribution of wealth.
Can these masses that are prepared to flee the
country in the midst of crisis be relied upon?
During the early years people with limited
credibility cannot vouch on their honesty. Gaining
enormous wealth is not unique to Europeans or
Indians or coloured but it crosses the elite ranking
of the black South Africans as well. The growing
middle class and elite black population is seen in
the outskirts of Johannesburg who are having their
mansions in their farm lands. The growing
hegemony of black economic players is visible. The
class struggle is still continuing over the dominance
of majority population. These new black elites
according to Mbeki are the beneficiaries of the
Black Economic Empowerment (BEE) policy which
aims to encourage the black bourgeoisie to be
participants in the economic advancement of the

country. Sadly these are very few in number who
could have access to the ANC political class. Mbeki
points out that these elites are the “crony
capitalists made up of ANC politicians some retired
and others not,” who have “replaced former white
colonial elites, where the exploitation of black
masses continues as it was during the colonial era.”
Hence the beneficiaries of political freedom has
meant to the dominance of black politicians over
marginalised black masses. Mandela in his famous
speech after releasing from the prison in Cape Town
thundered that, he is against the whites and black
domination. Whereas, in the growing neo-liberal
scenario it seems like his unfinished goal is still in
the process.
Some ignorant white collar employees were holding
black people as a common category for the failure of
handling the country’s economy. Poverty and
unemployment, according to them, is because of
the laziness and unwillingness to do the job among
the black population. “They are used to sit and eat,
and now when they’ve little they spend it all. There
is no realistic arrangement of life,” said one of the
health care employees. However, as ignorant and
naive this observation is, there is an element of
grave negligence in this observation. People like
them often survive their allegation on this
argument. Let us ask them the same question of
“laziness and unwillingness to do the job.” Are you
willing to work under thousands of meters down the
earth, in the life-risking work conditions where
rocks fall anytime and you’re buried underneath?
The heat and dust affecting the life and future
generation in mines is very harsh to work. These
mines are owned by the multinational corporations
that are in operation since the apartheid era. The
same miners who had no or limited responsibility
towards the helpless cheap African labour force
continue to operate with the same attitude. People
involved in the mining industry die on the daily
basis under the harsh circumstances. It is a grave
violation of human rights and dignity to life. It is
estimated that for every ton of gold there is more
than one life and about 13 serious injuries. Under
such dreading conditions a helpless mineworker
has to refute the human value on account of bread.
Ownership of mines into the hands of few has led to
the lack of responsibility towards workers. There is
no absolute government control to handle the
situation. Giant companies like Anglo American
which has the proud name of imperial
establishment works vehemently for the greed of
profit. Mines which are owned by few corporates
control the government’s interests because there
are few politicians that sit on the boards of such
companies. They lack serious moral and to an
extent legal responsibility to extract the resources
which lay under the nations soil. There is no equal
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distribution of the natural resource that naturally
belongs to the natives. “It is like a person digging
the basement of your home and keeping the gold for
himself,” says one observer. Lack of accountability
on effective grounds had led to the continuous
organised murders of miners working under the
earth. There is no actual recording device to
measure the everyday actions of miner’s violation of
human rights. These all problems come when the
capitalist’s interests lay to the lives of working
class. Government being an active felicitator of the
capitalism becomes equally responsible entity for
the murders of people in the name of creating jobs.
Apart from job sector, health and education
remains a hot topic. Unequal health services
divided between private and government hospitals
fail to give equal treatment to the majority South
Africans. Emergence of private hospitals and
insurance companies do not reach the shanty
townships and areas where majority South Africa
lives. Ideally the education system has created huge
gap in the job market. There is a multi-racial
visibility in private schools but it’s for those
fortunate blacks, Indians, Asians and coloured
population who could access to the benefits of
corporate entitlements. But majority are part of the
education system that has high failure rates in the
international
education
standards.
Hence,
education remains key aspect to the productive job
market. One blatantly blames a black employee
who has come from the rural, the Bantu education
system for being non-productive and dull.3
Ironically, it is never perceived that the quality
between the deliverance of ability remains not in
the personality but it is overall composition of the
educational background that caters the one who
has been trained in specific educational system.
Hence, the productive labour and the ability to
work remains in the hands of few educated that
determines the future of country, which is still a
tough job to achieve.
Mandela is criticised by the black South Africans
for his abandonment of the Reconstruction and
Development Programme (RDP). This programme
was initiated by the ANC which was intended to
address the socio-economic problems. Its main
policy was to “alleviate poverty and addressing the
massive shortfalls in the social services across the
country.”
However,
the
achievements
are
exhilarated
but
its
permanence
remained
unaddressed. On the other hand, Mandela’s
generosity and forgiveness to the brutal culprits of
apartheid regime in the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission (TRC) attracts criticisms from his close
3

For more on Bantu Education system please refer to “Bantu
Education Policy,” at http://www.sahistory.org.za/topic/bantueducation-policy

aides, including his wife Winnie Mandela. Getting
away with the horrible acts that counted thousands
of lives for the liberation was a very brave step.
Mandela’s and South African Society’s appreciation
towards nation building and recovering the
mistakes of past was envisioned for the nation
building. The culprits who attended the TRC
acknowledged their crime and were given amnesty.
After serving the brutal massacres of the past, few
sections of societies question the idea of
reconciliation. The idea of reconciliation is
questioned as to who was it serving, and for whose
welfare. The people that get away with the amnesty
have no remorse to their acts. It is also arguably
petitioned that very few have shown the public
apology, rest just escaped the attitude of
generational favour. Owners of giant companies like
De Beers and the politicians from the then ruling
National Party have never publicly apologised to the
people of South Africa which retains a doubt
towards the seriousness of the TRC. These “Historic
compromises” are still a matter of discussion and
debate on most of the public seminars and
workshops.
The enormous gap between the rich and poor has
led to the crisis of everyday lives. Growing crime
rates is in response to the unequal employment
opportunity. Most wealthy whites fear their lives
living in South Africa. They risk themselves so
much so that, every house in the highland areas is
fenced with electronic gates and 24 hour armed
security response. Security industry in South Africa
is one of the most profitable sectors with an annual
turnover of 30 Billion Rands comprising around
9300 registered companies.4 Sarcastically, the
South African Police Service which is employed to
ensure the safety and security of the citizens
outsources the safety to the private security
companies. During the year 2006 the Ministry of
Safety and Security forked out 100 Million Rands
which is approximately 9 million US dollars to
protect its citizens and police themselves.5 As
laughable as it sounds, incidents like this have
proved the failure of the State in ensuring the safety
of its citizens. Moreover, it has strengthened the
argument of the other side that the State is a
corrupt regime that is sold out to the companies for
personal benefit. Ironically, some of the owners of
these private security companies have the past of

4

‘The
Security
market
in
2013,’
http://www.securitysa.com/7654a accessed 10 January, 2014
5

Costa W, ‘South Africa: R100m - That's the Latest Bill for

Guarding the Police’
http://allafrica.com/stories/200703100132.html
January, 2014
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murdering thousands of black Africans during the
apartheid regime by way of military (South African
Defence Force) and Police (South African Police
Service) services. These ex-defence personnel’s have
not changed the loyalty of service. Initially, it was
for the white government they offered their service
and now too they offer their service to majority
white population. South African crime record is one
of the world’s worst scenarios. Criminals and gangs
mostly populated by youth are responsible for
creating the mayhem in society. Fears and
uncertainties have held particular race as a
responsible factor for the growth in crime rate. It is
always Black Africans who are centre to the
discussion of crime rate among White African.
Although crime should not be judged neither
defended on account of race but the black visibility
is on the high tide. It is argued that one of the
reasons for the growing crime rate is due to the
unemployment and lack of accessibility to social
security. Having no opportunities to equal life as
other South Africans, the victim element of society
takes to the crime. Crime rate is harsh and one of
the brutal acts in the post-apartheid era. But it is
also equally true that, post-1994 there have been
more deaths on account of malnutrition and
poverty which was yet to be Mandela’s unfinished
dreams to be achieved.
In the regular discussions of posh parties White
Africans often loud the complaints on the
corruption and crime, which is undoubtedly true.
The country’s system has been plagued with these
happenings. These discussions are even part of the
social media commentaries. After the death of
Mandela, social media was abuzz with Mandela’s
videos
on
YouTube.
Surprisingly,
in
the
commentary section of Mandela videos, pity
comments were posted accusing Mandela of brutal
massacre of innocent whites calling him with
disrespect as “the old negro.” One of the comments
expressed the disgrace as
“What a load of CRAP. Where are the 1,000 victims
of NECKLACING by the ANC? Where are all of the
RAPES (and those infected with HIV as a result)?
Where is the disarming of citizens so they can be
RAPED and KILLED in a country that is now the
capital nation of MURDER?
People WAKE UP. You are brainwashed with this
CRAP. Orwellianism at it's WORST Burn in HELL
Mandela”
Such and many more heinous comments reveal the
true nature of apartheid sympathises – like minded
racists and economic disbelievers of the country of
South Africa.

Conclusion and unattended goals
Mandela’s reformation and participation in the
change of South African scenario is incredible. His
engagements with major stakeholders and sound
compromises for the people of South Africa have
definitely shaped the South African society.
Everyday observations of South Africa bring the
picture of high tide prosperity and growing equal
richness which is thankfully Mandela’s pivotal
endowment. Indeed, it was Mandela’s realistic
future visioning dream which involved the sharing
of wealth. He was well aware that it would take slow
and steady steps to achieve the goal which is in
underway. Although taking into consideration the
other side of the debate which risks the unequal
formation of divided society there needs an
anticipatory change which according to Mandela’s
fore vision is in “progress.” Hence, the situation of
expecting the change as dreamed by the people of
South Africa can be said to be in process but to
what extent is the progress working remains distant
to guarantees. Mandela is being honoured for the
political freedom and democratic gift but the goal of
complete economic freedom is making the people of
South Africa restless. Mandela alone cannot be held
liable, he was a man of pragmatic idealism and
what he did during the negotiations must be
understood in the context of economic freedom on
the one hand and political freedom on the other.
Economic freedom is in its long way, because the
corporations who agreed to work with Mandela’s
government had billions of stakes on hand as
opposed to the helpless majority population. It is
also argued that the giant corporations like
SANLAM and National Party bought the politics of
ANC so that they never mention the nationalisation
policy in their mandates. To the other side of the
argument, it must be acknowledged that, perhaps it
was then during the 1990s what Mandela did was
ideal to the situation. And his legacy is surmounted
with less criticism but a grandeur glory of the
million hearts of South Africans. Hence, he will
continue to guide the principles of South African
idealism for years to come, with a light hearted
critical analogy on the other side of the struggle.
The struggle as they say in South Africa is yet in
the process and that every South African must
unite to achieve “Madiba’s dream.”
Emergence of black elites and adoption of Black
Economic Empowerment (BEE) policies is seen as
an alternative suggestion to the nationalisation
policies by the corporations and National Party.
Mbeki writes in his chapter ‘South Africa’s Elites’
that, creating native capitalists was in the interest
of the colonial regime. As this served the interest of
both to enjoy the benefits and extract the benefits of
the
colonial
capitalist
system.
After
the
decolonisation project colonised elites in Asia and
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in Africa took over the charge of capitalist system,
which little contributed to the overall development.
Citing examples of India’s Brahmin class, and
Chinese Mandarin class, Mbeki refers to the
reproduction of capitalist system which was copied
in the South African scenario as well. The class of
few members that were in front of the independence
struggle gained enormous benefits of the revolution.
They literally controlled the resources and
economics of their new country on account of their
masses. Same happened in South Africa as it did in
the rest of Africa and Asia with a few exceptions.
Leaders of the South African struggle recognised
the adage of being in the flow of capitalists system
and hence promoted the well-being of citizens in
African development.
Mandela has been a father figure of the revolution
and will still be the part of future. His dreams of
seeing the equal South Africa and promises to his
people still retain in their mind which strengthens
the “hope” on which South African history and
future is built upon. As said elsewhere, Mandela’s
greatness remains unchallenged and his wise
pragmatic engagements are the greatest gifts of one
racial group to the other. But on the other hand his
legacy opens some doors of challenges which gives
the opportunity for current leaders and people of
the country to work hard and demonstrate the
excellence in delivering the realism for the people of
South Africa, rich-poor, black-white. Apart from the
partial achievement in the housing, water,
electrification, there remains a long walk to hike
before complete goals are achieved in the years to
come.
One of the columnist Roger Cohen in the New York
Times managed to club “Gandhi and Mandela” into
one article. It seemed a bit of struggle for the
columnist to finalise the revealing similarities
between these personalities. As vague it was, the
paragraphs referring to Gandhi were contradicting
to some extent with the ideals of Mandela’s and
ANC’s activism. Hence, the fractured legacies of
great personalities still tend to find its way ahead.
Be it Gandhi, Mandela or the contemporaries that
tend to invite attention on the aspect of mass
emancipation without critical eyes. As Mandela
once said to John Pilger in an interview that,
“millions of South Africans will mourn his passing
but not his legacy.” However, contradictory it might
be, it sustains the flow of political wind.
Note: The author thanks Ms Nompumlelo Melpahi
of the Young Economists for Africa and Mbali Madwe
of
the
University
of
the
Witwatersrand,
Johannesburg for their insightful and critical
remarks.
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Tribute
Mahatma Jyotirao Govindrao Phule
(11th April, 1827 -28th November 1890)
Mahatma Jyotirao Govindrao Phule occupies a unique position among the
social reformers of Maharashtra in the nineteenth century. While other
reformers concentrated more on reforming the social institutions of family and
marriage with special emphasis on the status and rights of women, Jyotirao
Phule revolted against the unjust caste system under which millions of people
had suffered for centuries. In particular, he courageously upheld the cause of
the untouchables and took up the cudgels for the poorer peasants. He was a
militant advocate of their rights. The story of his stormy life is an inspiring saga
of a continuous struggle, which he waged relentlessly against the forces of
reaction. What was remarkable was his ability to stand up against all kinds of
pressure without faltering even once and act always according to his
convictions. In 1868, Jyotirao decided to give access to the untouchables to a
small bathing tank near his house. In his controversial book called Slavery
published in June, 1873, Jyotirao included a manifesto which declared that he was willing to dine with all
regardless of their caste, creed or country of origin. It is significant that several newspapers refused to give
publicity to the manifesto because of its contents. His book ‘Slavery’ was severely criticised for its
'venomous propaganda' against the Brahmins. Jyotirao dedicated this book 'to the good people of the
Unites States as a token of admiration for their sublime, disinterested and self-sacrificing devotion in the
cause of Negro Slavery'.

Tribute
Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela (TATA Madiba)
(July 18, 1918 – December 5, 2013
Rolihlahla Mandela was a South African anti-apartheid revolutionary, politician,
and philanthropist, was the greatest personality of 20th Century. He attended
primary school in Qunu where his teacher Miss Mdingane gave him the name
Nelson, in accordance with the then custom to give all school children “Christian”
names. Towards the end of his life he became a universally beloved almost cuddly,
icon of peace and reconciliation. Towards the end of his life Mr. Nelson Mandela
mellowed down and that can be concluded by looking at his photograph. However,
the fire in him never died. A fighter to the core, he is a symbol of persistence in
achieving his goal, a social freedom. Mandela never allowed anybody to call him a saint.
Nelson Mandela never wavered in his devotion to democracy, equality and learning. Despite terrible
provocation, he never answered racism with racism. His life has been an inspiration to all who are
oppressed and deprived; to all who are opposed to oppression and deprivation.
During 1950s in South Africa, there was a kind of segregation between Whites and non-whites. Apartheid
was a kind of segregation and it was a way of life. There were separated schools, buses, hospitals and so
on. Year by year many other laws were introduced. All power was given to Whites. Because of this, he
joined to African National Congress (ANC). ANC was founded in 1912 by black lawyers. The ANC had 3
goals: an end to discrimination, the right for black people to buy land and full citizenship for all Africans;
the ANC wanted to abolish apartheid.
Nelson Mandela felt that the organization could do more for the non-whites. In this organization, he
organized non-violence protest action, like demonstration and strike. In 1960 the White government
banned the ANC, but the members didn't take it seriously; Mandela and the other ANC members went
underground and continued their work.
In 1962, Mandela was caught by the police, because the police raided a secret ANC office. He was
sentenced to the life imprisonment in the prison on Robben Island. Finally in 1990, Mandela was released
from prison and he immediately got back to work (the ban of ANC, was lifted too). At the end of 1993
Mandela and the president F.W. de Klerk were given the Nobel Peace Prize for their work for peace in South
Africa.
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Two Greatest Personalities of the World
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Tribute
Mahapandit Rahul Sankrityayan
April 9, 1893 – April 14, 1963
On 9th April 2014 we are celebrating 51st birth anniversary of Legendary Rahul
Sankrityayan, a traveller par excellence and among very few intellectuals of the country who
had the courage to speak with great courage and conviction. Today, when India is on the
verge of a fascist assault and that too through 'democratic' means, Rahulji has become more
relevant. A Marxist who became Buddhist and brought important documents related to
Buddhism from Tibet, Rahul Sankrityayan remains unparalleled in Hindi literature. We wish
if we had a few more like him, the entire literature would have been saved from brahmanical
tyranny. It is time to understand his warnings and his advice to Indians.

Tribute
Om Prakash Valmiki

(30th June 1950 – 17th November 2013)
Mr. Om Prakash Valmiki was an Indian Dalit writer
and poet, well known for his autobiography,
Joothan, considered a milestone in Dalit literature.
He was born at village Barla, Muzzafarnagar district,
Uttar Pradesh. After retirement from Government
Ordnance Factory he lived in Dehradun where he
died of complications arising out of stomach cancer
on 17 November, 2013.
Being a Dalit child, he was tortured and abused
everywhere
in
society.
The
support
and
encouragement he gained from the family enabled
him to face the dangers of being a Dalit. Right from
the early stages of his life, Valmiki was conscious of
the importance of studies and hence he was always
a bright student. Reading and writing made him an
enlightened human being.
In his novel ‘Joothan’ he talked about the discrimination he had to face in the school at different points.
He says: “During the examinations we could not drink water from the glass when thirsty. To drink water,
we had to cup our hands. The peon would pour water from way high up, to ensure that our hands do not
touch the glass”. Om Prakash Valmiki describes his life as an untouchable, or Dalit, in the newly
independent India of the 1950s. "Joothan" refers to scraps of food left on a plate, destined for the garbage
or animals. India's untouchables have been forced to accept and eat joothan for centuries, and the word
encapsulates the pain, humiliation, and poverty of a community forced to live at the bottom of India's
social pyramid. Although untouchability was abolished in 1950, Dalits continued to face discrimination,
economic deprivation, violence, and ridicule. Valmiki shares his heroic struggle to survive a preordained
life of perpetual physical and mental persecution and his transformation into a speaking subject under the
influence of the great political leader, Dr Babasaheb Ambedkar. A document of the long-silenced and longdenied sufferings of the Dalits, Joothan is a major contribution to the archives of Dalit history and a
manifesto for the revolutionary transformation of society and human consciousness.
Besides his autobiography Joothan (1997) Valmiki published three collections of poetry Sadiyon Ka
Santaap (1989) Bas! Bahut Ho Chuka (1997), and Ab Aur Nahin (2009); and two collections of short
stories Salaam (2000), and Ghuspethiye (2004). He also wrote Dalit Saahity Ka Saundaryshaastr
(2001), and a history of the Valmiki community, Safai Devata (2009), Do Chera(Play), etc.
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Tribute
Padama Shri Namdeo Laxman Dhasal
(15th February 1949 – 15th January 2014)
Over last four decades, struggle of Dalit was presented to the
world in the form of poem by Mr. Namdeo Dhasal (a Marathi
Poet). Born in a village near Pune, Namdeo Dhasal shifted to
Mumbai when his father decided to migrate. His first exposure
to Mumbai was “Golpitha” a red light area in Mumbai.
Following the example of the American Black Panther
movement, he founded the Dalit Panther with friends in 1972.
This militant organization supported its radical political activism
with provocative pamphlets. Dhasal was one of the famous and
outspoken members of this group. Dhasal was a staunch
Ambedkarite.
In 1972, he published his collection of poetry, Golpitha followed
by Moorkh Mhataryane (By a Foolish Old Man), Tujhi Iyatta
Kanchi? (How Educated Are You?); erotic Khel; and Priya
Darshini (about the former Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi). Most of his writings are in Marathi
Language.
Dhasal wrote two novels, and also published books such as Andhale Shatak (Century of Blindness) and
Ambedkari Chalwal (Ambedkarite Movement), which was a reflection on the socialist and communist
concepts of modernist movement founder.
Later, he published two more collections of his poetry: Mi Marale
Suryachya Rathache Sat Ghode (I Killed the Seven Horses of the
Sun), and Tujhe Boat Dharoon Mi Chalalo Ahe (I'm Walking,
Holding Your Finger).
Dhasal wrote columns for the Marathi daily Saamana regularly
after he teamed with Shiv Sena. Earlier, he had worked as an
editor for the weekly Satyata.
Dhasal’s incisive poetry and equally sharp prose was his
strength. He was awarded “Padam Shri” by Government of India
in Year 1999 and he also received Sahitya Akademi’s Lifetime
Achievement Award in year 2004.
Besides these awards, other prestigious awards received by
Namdeo Dhasal include Soviet Land Nehru Award for his Poetry
Book “Golpitha” in 1974. Dhasal lost his long battle to illness including colorectal Cancer. He will always
remain an inspiration to entire literature world for Centuries together. The void created in Dalit
Literature due to his untimely departure will remain unfilled forever.
I had privilege of meeting Mr. Namdeo Dhasal and his wife, Ms. Malika Amar Sheikh (the daughter of
poet Late Amar Sheikh) at their residence in Andheri (Mumbai). It was a memorable moment of my life.
During my one hour with him, we had discussions on various social issues being faced by Buddhist and
Ambedkarites in India. He also gifted me his poetry book “Mi Marale Suryachya Rathache Sat Ghode!”
with his autograph. He also received the Maharashtra State Awards for Literature for years 1973, 1974,
1982, 1983. Some of this significant Poetry Books are:Poetry Books
9. Tuze Boat Dharoon Mi Chalalo Ahe
1. Golpitha (1973)
Prose
2. Tuhi Iyatta Kanchi(1981)
1. Ambedkari Chalwal (1981)
2. Andhale Shatak (1997)
3. Khel(1983)
4. Moorkh Mhataryane dongar halvle
3. Hadki Hadavala
5. Amchya itihasatil ek aprihary patra : Priya
4. Ujedachi Kali Dunia
Darshini(1976)
5. Sarva Kahi Samashtisathi
6. Ya Sattet Jiv Ramat Nahi(1995)
10. Buddha Dharma: Kahi Shesh Prashna
7. Gandu Bagichha(1986)
8. Mi Marale Suryachya Rathache Sat Ghode
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We Can Make You A Crorepati!
Contact us for Free Investment Advise &
Personal Financial Planning

Mitali Finance & Investments
Contact
D-307, Shanti Shopping Centre
Opp. Mira Road Station, Mira Road(East),
Mumbai – 401107, India
Email
aygaikwad@gmail.com / Phone Nos. +91-9320141819
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News

Launch of Quarterly “BO Tree News”
The BO Tree News is a Quarterly Journal being published from Bodh Gaya, Bihar, India. The quarterly has
been re-launched with main objective to unite the Global Buddhist Communities.

The first issue for January – March 2014 (after re-launched) quarter was released in January 2014. The
Bodhi Tree News periodically was originally launched in summer of 1989 by Ven. Anagarika Dhamma
Priya. The last issue was released in 1995 and after a gap of about 18 years the periodical has been relaunched as quarterly with new name as “BO Tree News”. The Chief Editor, Ven. Anagarika Dhamma
Priya, has written many books on Buddhism and on important Buddhist Places. Ven. Anagarika Dhamma
Priya has even written book on the Mahabodi Temple covering various historical aspects and present
status of the Temple. For more news on BO Tree News can be read at its facebook page https://
www.facebook.com/ pages/ Bo-Tree-News /460599547395852 #. The original name of the periodical was
“Bodhi Tree News” It was more appropriate name but now it appears that the editor and publishers have
decided to change name to “BO Tree News” reasons best known to them. The quarterly mainly deals with
the religious issues, teachings of Eminent Buddhist Monks / Teachers, review and information on
Buddhist Pilgrimage Sites, Information on various Viharas all over India, etc.
Hope an electronic version of the quarterly will be circulated at free of cost by the management committee
to Buddhist all over the world so that it reaches world-wide. You can send your articles and poems to email
address editor.botreenews@gmail.com We, the team at “Buddhist Voice” wish a big success to the
quarterly, viz. “Bo Tree News”
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Buddhist Chamber of Commerce and Industry (BCCI)

After launch of Buddhist Business Network, India (BBN) during 2013, another organisation viz. BCCI has
been established with for building a network of Indian Buddhist Businessmen. BCCI was officially
launched on the 19th February 2014 at inaugural function held at Hotel Capitol, Thane, Maharashtra
State, India. The function was attended by about 100 invited guests from Buddhist business fraternity.
The main objectives of BCCI, inter alia, are to facilitate and promote networking within the Buddhist
Business Community, to provide a platform for business people in the community, to create a positive
business environment and to improve the economic conditions of the Buddhist Community in India. BCCI
proposes to undertake the following activities:i. To organise events which facilitate networking amongst the Buddhist Business Community.
ii. To refer potential customers to its members.
iii. To provide businesses with sponsorship and marketing opportunities aimed at increasing the
visibility.
iv. To interact with the governments regarding policies and legislations affecting the Buddhist
Community.
v. To assist and mentor new and budding entrepreneurs
vi. To grant and authenticate “Certificate of Origin”
vii. To authenticates guarantees and certificates of financial solvency of guarantors
viii.To intervene any dispute amongst the members of BCCI and to extend such services to third
parties.
BCCI offers the four type of membership:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Primary: For professionals, Entrepreneurs, Businessman, Private sector employees.
Corporate : For a body registered under the Companies Act
Institutional: For a body registered with the Charity Commissioner.
Associated Members: For Government Employees.

The readers who want to become members of BCCI can write to BCCI at its email address:
buddhistchamberci@gmail.com.
In India the other known organisations which are operational with similar objectives are as follows:I.
II.
III.
IV.

Dalit Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industries (DICCI)
Buddhist Chamber of Commerce and Industry India (BCCII)
Buddhist Business Network, India (BBN)
Buddha SME Chamber of Commerce & Industry ( Buddha SME Chamber)

We also have news that another two such organisations are being incorporated and those will be
operational during current year. It is becoming an overcrowded space as the target members are small in
numbers. Most of these organisations are concentrating in organising the businesspersons who are already
in business but very little efforts are being made to motivate the young member of the community to
motivate to start their own businesses. www.indianbusinessman.com is one group working for motivating
and guiding the young budding entrepreneurs in India.
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Dalit Mahila Swabhiman Yatra
(Dalit Women’s Self- Respect Long March)
17th February 2014 to13th March, 2014
Dalit1 Mahila Swabhiman Yatra (DMSY) was organised by All India Dalit Mahila Adhikar Manch, a
movement initiated by National Campaign on Dalit Human Rights (NCDHR) (www.ncdhr.org.in). NCDHR is
a forum committed to the elimination of discrimination based on caste. A democratic secular platform led
by Dalit women and men activists, with support and solidarity from movements and organizations,
academics, individuals, people’s organizations and institutions throughout the country who are committed
to work to protect and promote human rights of Dalits focusing on women and children.

DMSY is yet a significant step in the independent assertions of Dalit Women in India. It is a step forward
for dignity. A step forward for self respect!
……. ours is a battle not for wealth or for power. It is a battle for freedom. It is a battle for the reclamation of
the human personality."
- Dr Babasaheb Ambedkar
Dalit women across villages, towns and cities across India have been resisting discrimination and violence
for centuries. At every step, Dalit women have faced severe and multiple forms of exclusion and violence.
The onslaught of Brahmanical and caste Hindu forces has trampled mercilessly over the bodies and lives of
Dalit women. Inflicting violence has been the key instrument in this conspiracy. A kind of violence that
takes away not just lives and limbs, but kills the core of the human being. Strips her of dignity and self
respect.
It is the same history that also gives rise to several Dalit women activists who have risen to build the
struggle for self respect and dignity. The fierce young women are the force behind the assertions and the
struggles. They are the spark. They are the true revolution.
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The impact of this Yatra has been far reaching. Scores of volunteers, new Dalit women leaders in every
district, involvement of university students and committed young men and women from the community are
surging ahead with great energy and conviction.
Dalit Mahila Swabhiman Yatra was about a month long journey of Dalit activists who carried the burning
flames and reached out to the community. This journey allowed Dalit women to delve into the insights of
the community, dip into the strength of the elders, learn, teach and grow into a stronger force.
The Dalit Mahila Swabhiman Yatra commenced on 17th February 2014 from Kurukshetra and ended on
12th March, 2014 at New Delhi. The DMSY covered Utter Pradesh, Bihar, Orissa and Maharashtra during
24 days yatra.

1. Dalit is a designation for a group of people traditionally regarded as untouchable. Dalits are a mixed
population, consisting of numerous social groups from all over India; they speak a variety of languages.
Majority of Dalits have converted to Buddhism after mass conversion held in October 1956 at Nagpur,
Maharashtra, India under the leadership of Dr Babasaheb Ambedkar.
2. http://www.ncdhr.org.in/latestinterventions/dalit-mahila-swabhiman-yatra
3. http://roundtableindia.co.in/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=7230%3Adalit-mahilaswabhiman-yatra&catid=119&Itemid=132
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Democratic Debate on Appropriation of Dr. Ambedkar Writings
Dr. Ambedkar’s writings are not patented to any one
caste, community or individual. Every thinker and
scholar has every right to write about Dr. Ambedkar
and interpret his ideas and express their own views.
When the Brahmanical society suppressed Dr.
Babasaheb Ambedkar’s thoughts for several decades, it
is the Ambedkarite intellectual and activist community
that kept the memory of Dr. Ambedkar alive and made
Dr. Ambedkar’s thoughts available to Indian society.
Recently, Dr. B. R. Ambedkar’s Annihilation of Caste
has been published by Navayana Publications with an
introduction of Ms. Arundhati Roy and annotations by
S. Anand of Navayana. The media has reported the
discussions on this issue in various electronic and print
media.
The Committee Against Appropriation of Dr. Ambedkar Writings (CAAAW) had taken an initiative to have a
democratized debate on the issue of publication of Annihilations of Caste in a manner that undermined its
historical significance. CAAAW wants to ask the publisher and Ms. Arundhati Roy whether they are
genuine supporters of the Dalit cause or its only agenda is to be in limelight?. If Arundhati Roy is genuine
supporter of Dr. Ambedkar, then will they consider detaching the introduction “The Doctor and The Saint”
from Annihilation of Caste and publish it as a separate book?” and “Will you stop distribution of the book
in the present form”
Democratic Debate on Appropriation of Ambedkar Writings was held on 10th April 2014, in Hyderabad,
addressed by Dalit Bahujan Intellectuals, Bojja Tharakam, Professor Kancha Ilaiah, U Sambashivarao,
Joopaka Subhadra, Gogu Shyamala and other participants who have thoroughly discussed the intentions
of the publisher and author, and the content of the critical edition of Dr. B R Ambedkar’s Annihilation of
Caste published by Navayana.
At the end of the debate, the participants and speakers together have resolved the following to direct the
Author of “The Doctor and The Saint” and the Publisher:
1. The introduction to Annihilation of Caste written by Arundhati Roy titled as “The Doctor and The
Saint” should be detached and may republished as separate book as the introduction is not about
Annihilation of caste.
2. The annotations and footnotes should be removed from the Annihilation of Caste, it is an attempt to
establish savarna scholarship as the only relevant scholarship on anti caste and dalit literature, as
most of the referenced books and article were written savarnas.

3. The image of Dr. BR Ambedkar on the cover page of this book should be removed.
4. The publisher shall withdraw this book and may republish incorporating the above-mentioned
resolutions.
About 100 participants including, Dr G V Ratnakar, Battula Ramprasad, Ganumala Gnaneshwar,
Madhavarao, Prem Kumar, Kuffir Nalagundwar, Karthik Navayan, Kasukurty Ramalingam, and other
scholars, activists and thinkers expressed this opinion.
Two participants, Surepally Sujatha and Babu Gogineni, expressed no objections on the book in its current
form.
References
1.
http://karthiknavayan.wordpress.com/2014/04/04/democratic -debate -on-appropriation-ofambedkar-writings-on-10th-april-2014/
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Awareness and Self Defense Program to Empower Women and Children against Sexual Violence
Women volunteers of Ambedkar International Mission (AIM) and Ambedkar Association of North America
(AANA), based in USA, successfully conducted two interactive workshops on “Empower women and
children against sexual violence” at two different locations in Nagpur, India in past two months.

The purpose of such workshop is to :


Explain what is sexual violence & abuse



Reasons behind sexual violence & abuse,



Create sensitivity towards the victim,



Information on related laws,



Possible indicators to identify abuse, how
to respond & support the victim



Self-defense techniques to prevent assault
/ attack.



And most importantly mitigate sexual
violence against women and children

EmPower also want to create support groups for victims, by forming network of Police or IAS/IPS
officers.(Network of Police to help women to want to register a complaint in case the police station refuses
to register a complaint or police is misbehaving), Network of Lawyers (who can help them fight case, with
some concession or free of cost), Network of Media (to help generate awareness about issues), Network of
Doctors, Network of social workers.
Workshop participants are encouraged to interact by asking questions, doubts as well as provide feedback
to improve.
In November 2013, first workshop was conducted for students & parents of Buddhist International School
(BIS) located in Rameshwari, Nagpur. Second workshop was conducted at Ambedkar Bhawan, Nagpur in
December 2013 for diverse group of people. Both were well received and many people volunteered to help
in future workshops. Few victims of abuse also approached for help/advise.
EmPower is planning to conduct these workshops every month in schools, colleges, women’s hostels &
various other locations. If you would like more information about these workshops or the organizations
involved, please contact at mm_usa@googlegroups.com.
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National Conference on Democratic Decentralisation
National Conference on Democratic Decentralisation & Inclusive Development: Issues and Challenges for
the third decade of Panchanyati Raj Institutions, was concluded with resolutions and recommendations
from more than 70 elected representatives, activists, academicians, research scholars and NGOs, from all
over India, in Mumbai, on 21st March, 2014.

Rajiv Gandhi Centre for Contemporary Studies (RGCCS), an autonomous Centre of Mumbai University,
under the guidance of Dr. Chandrakant Puri, Chair Professor for RGCCS, had organised a National
Conference on "Democratic Decentralisation & Inclusive Development: Issues and Challenges for the third
decade of Panchanyati Raj Institutions", on 20th and 21st March, 2014, at the Rajiv Gandhi Bhawan,
Mumbai University, Kalina Campus.
The main aim of the conference was to critically review the achievements and deficiencies of the democratic
decentralisation in India and also to highlight best practices of the same, suggesting resolutions and
recommendations thereof.
Prof. Bhalchandra Mungekar, Member of Parliament - Rajya Sabha, Ex-Vice Chancellor of Mumbai
University and Ex,-Member of Planning Commission of GOI, inaugurated the conference. In his keynote
address, he categorically stressed on the need for overcoming challenges relating to Caste system and
gender discrimination in the PRI system. Prof. Mungekar also said that success of any country depends on
proper decentralisation which promotes equality of its subjects. The plenary session was addressed by
renowned activists and academicians like Mr. Bhim Raskar, Advocate Surekha Dalvi, Prof. R. Sivaprasad,
Dr. Jagdish Jadhav and Mr. Jawed Alam Khan.
35 papers on thematic areas like Inclusion, Women's issues, Evaluation, Impact and Governance of PRI
were presented by elected representatives, Women Sarpanch, activists, academicians, research scholars
and NGOs. The prominent research scholars include Dr. Th Bharat Singh from Manipur, Dr Ranjana
Vaishnav from Rajasthan, Mr. Anil Yadavrao Gaikwad from Maharashtra, Dr Sanhita Joshi, Dr Ramesh
Jare, etc.
This was the first of its kind of conference which was organised by Mumbai University under the banner of
RGCCS. At the end of the conference, elected representatives (Women Sarpanch), activists, academicians,
research scholars and NGOs drafted resolutions and recommendations to strengthen the decentralisation
process in India and submitted to Dr. Chandrakant Puri, Chair Professor of RCGS, Mumbai University.
The conference was concluded on 21st March, 2014, with valedictory speech by Mr. Balkrishna Renke, ExChairperson, National Commission for Denotified, Nomadic and Semi -Nomadic Tribes.
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International Conference on Dharma -Dhamma
The Centre for Study of Religion and Society (CSRS), India Foundation, New Delhi in collaboration with
Sanchi University of Buddhist-Indic Studies, Sanchi, Madhya Pradesh had organised a 3 day conference at
Bhopal between 28th February to 2nd March, 2014. The aim of the Conference was to undertake intra and
inter cultural study of the different Buddhist traditions and their textual sources vis-à-vis the Vedic
traditions by way of revisiting them, focusing on their basic framework and the superstructures erected on
them. Both the Vedic and the Buddhist traditions are dharma/dhamma-centric aiming at cultivation of
dharmic individual, state and society. The central theme of this Conference was “Nature, Source and
Relevance of Dharma-Dhamma Traditions.”

The organising committee for the Conference was, inter alia, comprised of:
1. Ven. Samdhong Rinpoche, Chancellor, Sanchi University of Buddhist – Indic Studies, Sanchi,
2. Ven. Bangala Upatissa Nayaka Thero, President, Mahabodhi Society of Sri Lanka,
3. Ven. Lama Lobzang, President Ashok Mission, New Delhi,
4.

Ven. Geshe Ngawang Samten, Vice Chancellor, Central University of Tibetan Studies, Samath,
Uttar Pradesh,

Some of the people who attended the conference felt that there was no scope for true Buddhist Intellectuals
and the conference was dominated by Hindu fundamentalists. During the First Conference held in
September 2012, Ex-Minister, Mr Arun Shourie, had addressed the conference. It is needless to say that
the person who took special efforts to write a book against Dr Babasaheb Ambedkar, how much he has
respect for Buddhism.
More details are available at http://www.indiafoundation.in/conference/
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Orientation Programme for Monks and Samaneras
(From 24th October to 1st November 2013

A workshop on “Orientation & Training Programme for Monks and Samaneras” was held from 24th
October to 1st November 2013 at Dhamma Dipa Monastic Institute, Manu Bankul, Sabroom, South
Tripura, INDIA. The Workshop was inaugurated by unfurling of Buddhist Flag and Chanting of Mangala
Gatha by Venerable monks which was followed by 24 hours non-stop chanting of Patthana Pali that began
at 7.00 P.M. on the 24th October 2013. This orientation & training workshop for Buddhist Monks and
Samaneras was held for the first time of this kind in the North East, may be in India where several
resource persons both monks and lay persons from varying areas of expertise had given deliberations on
various subjects concerning the Bhikkhu Sangha, Monasteries, Community Service, etc. in the light of the
need of 21st Century.
The Orientation and Training Workshop was jointly organised by Bahujana Hitaya Education Trust,
Sabroom, Tripura and Nava Nalanda Mahavihara, Nalanda, Bihar. It was aimed to re-orient the Buddhist
Monks and Samaneras to get trained and be equipped for community service through Dhamma service.
The present Buddhist Monks in India need to undergo rigorous training in all forms of arts and capacity
building, that is, training in Buddhist education, Vinaya Rules, Sekhiya Dhamma, behavioural training,
mind training etc.
The Buddhist Monks as teachers of the community or society will have to undertake programmes for
community development and overall development of human society. Therefore, exchanges of experiences
and resources between different Buddhist organisations and institutions or monasteries are very much
needed. Interactions between Buddhist monasteries and institutions and between the Bhikkhu Sangha
and lay people will help to unite and cooperate amongst Buddhist organisations and institutions for a
common goal to serve community through the spread of the teachings of the Buddha.
The Bhikkhu orientation and training workshop was path breaking where over 145 monks and samaneras
have participated. Venerable Dr. Khemadhammo of Mulawa, Maharashtra, Ashin Vannita and Ashin
Kavidhajja of Myanmar, Venerable Khemachara of Secunderabad, Andhra Pradesh, Venerable Dr.
Dhammajyoti of Nalanda, Mr. Gautam Nikkam of Mumbai, Mr. Raj Basu of Siliguri and Mr. Ramakrishna
Das of Kolkata were among those who have given valuable suggestions as resource persons at the
orientation and training workshop.
Bahujana Hitaya Education Trust runs a Buddhist Monastic Institute and a CBSE affiliated Secondary
School in Tripura where over 120 monks and Samaneras and 530 students are studying both in Dhamma
and general education. The Trust, under the leadership of Venerable Dr. Dhammapiya, organises several
workshops, training programmes, meditation camps for monks, samaneras, nuns, and lay people every
year. All interested people may contact him at E-mail: dr_dhammapiya@yahoo.com
/
khemacara@yahoo.com (Venerable Khemachara – 09177370888/ 09849973017).
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Your Voice

Social Media Voice
Sukhada Tatke @ASuitableGirl Mar 29, 2014
Dalit parties are moving far from the ideals of Babasaheb Ambedkar. How does it affect the election?
Dilip D'Souza @DeathEndsFun Feb 23, 2014
Dear Udit Raj, a reminder of your own words: "An amalgamation of Ambedkar with Hindutva is a
dishonour of Babasaheb.
Rajdeep Sardesai @sardesairajdeep Dec 11, 2013
Constitutional morality needs to be cultivated: Babasaheb Ambedkar. Maybe some judges should read
Ambedkar.
Jiten Gajaria @jitengajaria Feb 9, 2014
Sardar Patel, Bose now Babasaheb Ambedkar, @narendramodi ensuring that all greats wronged by NehruGandhi clan get their respectful due
Mishti on Acid @Romaanchakk Jan 19, 2014
You know that a person knows neither music nor history when he sees a photo of Mohammad Rafi and
says, Is that Babasaheb Ambedkar?
Raju Parulekar @rajuparulekar Jan 18, 2014
We will change constitution when we get in parliament!-ARVIND KEJRIWAL to PR RAJDEEP SARDESAI!
GOOD BYE Dr.Babasaheb Ambedkar!
ArmchairAK49 @punditmusings April 3, 2014
Ambedkar dealt a blow to the Hindu elite order , but it appears Narendra Modi will perform its last rites if
he can get RSS off his back.
sivabarik @sivabarik April 3, 2014
@krsnakhandelwal India's pen is alwys in hands of a dalit, VALMIKI wrote constitution prior to
independence after independence Ambedkar
Anil Panchbhai @anil_panchbhai Apr 3, 2014
If Dalai Lama becomes Dr.Ambedkar, then Tibet will become a Independant Country.
Padhega India @piiIndia Apr 2, 2014
@shwetzonly According to us, Ambedkar's biggest contribution to India would be a book that he wrote.The
Problem of the Rupee, Its origin 1/2
Saumya Kulshreshtha @Saumyakul Apr 2, 2014
#WantToRead - Annihilation of Caste by B. R. Ambedkar. #BirthdayWishlist #1
SHWETA JHA @shwetzonly Apr 1, 2014
Apart from drafting constitution what is Ambedkar's Contribution to Indian society or India as a country?
#genuine query @fdi_r
Sanjeet Kumar @sanjeetkumarit Mar 31, 2014
@UdayakumarMR Because of indian caste system only,Bhim Rao Ambedkar converted to Buddhism, we
should abolish caste system,then no quota reqd
ArmchairAK49 @punditmusings Apr 2, 2014
Not Patel. Not Nehru. Not Gandhi ... Dr Ambedkar is the most iconic Indian leader for all times to come.
Can BJP ever adopt him?
Mario da Penha @mlechchha Mar 30, 2014
#Samvidhaan: Interesting idea from Ambedkar - electoral candidates should poll a minimum number of
votes from minorities to be elected.
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News of Karachi @NewsofKarachi Mar 26, 2014
Let’s read Ambedkar http://bit.ly/1iZNkD2 #Karachi #Pakistan
StrongerMarriage.org @StrongrMarriage Mar 20, 2014
The relationship between husband and wife should be one of closest friends. ~B. R. Ambedkar
Anthony Costello @globalhlthtwit Mar 19, 2014
Reading Ambedkar's Annihilation of Caste, annotated by Arundhati Roy. But some dalit intellectuals are
not pleased with her analysis.
Lama Yeshe Wisdom @LYWA Apr 3, 2014
Buddhism never says there’s just one solution to every problem, that “This is the only way.” -Lama Yeshe
Thai Buddhism @Thai_Buddhism Apr 3, 2014
"Whatever words we utter should be chosen with care for people will hear them and be influenced by them
for good or ill.” - Gautama Buddha
Rain @Buddha_Insights Mar 28, 2014
Buddhism is not escapism. It is taking back your destiny from blind faith and fate.
Tavleen Singh @tavleen_singh Mar 22, 2014
Tibetan Buddhism is of the Nalanda tradition, the Dalai Lama reminded us yesterday. Will the secularists
of the new Nalanda remember?
Facts @Solid_Facts April 3, 2014
Despite buddhism being associated with india less than 1% of the country follow the buddhism religion.
Buddhism Now @Buddhism_Now Mar 27, 2014
@keefe The caste system existed in India during the Buddha's time, but he had followers from all.
Nowadays, not much talk of stratification
G.Kishan Reddy @kishanreddybjp Apr 9, 2014
India is birth place of great faiths like Buddhism, Jainism, Sikhism... They all came up from Hindu faith.
That shows how tolerant we are.
Javed Akhtar @Javedakhtarjadu 3 Jan 2014
Equally surprising is the fact that before the mass conversion in 20th century there were no Buddhist in
India the birth place of buddhism
From Facebook
Babasaheb Ambedkar
DISGUSTING FACT:
Most of the Political Parties only using the name of Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar like a 'BRAND' to Sell Own
Agenda & Encash the once in a 5 Year opportunity i.e. Getting somehow into POWER or Retaining it. But
what do these Political Parties do to the highest valued 'BRAND' name once they get into POWER and the
elections are over?
Do they even follow the values & ideologies of Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar as their Political philosophy?
---- READERS TAKE ----
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Your Voice

Readers Voice
I must congratulate everyone involved with E magazine Buddhist voice. This is an excellent resource for
our community to learn about Buddhism, Dr. Ambedkar's thoughts and his vision and other relevant
matter to our community. It’s a commendable effort.
I read Oct 2013 issue and I was very impressed. So many valuable things I got to read. I am thankful to
you for forwarding it to us as I didn't know about it before. I would recommend it to everyone.
I would like to suggest something. Baba Saheb always believed that without women's participation in our
cause we wouldn't progress as a community. As Dr. Ambedkar hoped for, so many women from our
community are highly educated now and many are also into high earning jobs. Only few are volunteering
but majority of them are not volunteering in any way to help out in any way help fulfill Dr. Ambedkar's
dream. They are content in their self centered existence. So my suggestion to you is you should write on
this problem about educated women failing Dr. Ambedkar and also write about his thoughts and efforts to
provide equal rights to women.
Keep up the good work.
Rita Badge
Comments on “Aspects of Psychology in Persistence of Castes in India” by Dr Anand Teltumbde”
I read this very interesting article written by Dr. Anand Teltumbde; in the Buddhistvoice E magazine October
issue.
In this article Dr. Teltumbde has attempted to analyse the psychology of Caste system in India, he has
attempted to explain how and why the System could not be abolished and how in the present century Dalit
people are paying the psychological cost for being in the Scheduled Caste group of the Indian society.
In his article he illustrates how in ancient times the doctrine of Karma was used to explain away the lowly
birth and associated wretchedness of the Untouchables. Then it becomes very intriguing to find him
shifting the blame back on the Dalit people again in the present century; as was done for many thousands
of years by Indian society. In the later part of his article he holds Dalit people responsible for being
stigmatised by rest of the society because they are the recipients of Reservation Policy.
I will try and dispel the above myth. There are numerous castes that are benefiting from this policy. I will
short list here some of them; Mali(Gardeners), Sonar(Goldsmiths), Shimpi( tailors), Kasar(bangle makers),
Teli (oil makers), Koshti( weavers), Sutar(carpenters), Sali, Tamboli and many more. I did my best to give
English translation of some of the castes, I don't even know what the last two or many others did or do. My
point is that all those above mentioned castes and many more do take advantage of the reservation policy
when and where it matters and rest of the time these same people strut about calling themselves
Marathas. Nay they might be on the forefront to attack a poor, illiterate Dalit family in some village. Will
you please Dr. Teltumbde tell me why are they not stigmatised? Why do they not feel inferior?
Dr. Teltumbde also wants us to relinquish the Reservation Policy. No I will not relinquish this policy. This
right was wrestled for us by Dr. Babasaheb and if THEY want to remove this right from us then THEY will
have to remove it in a Democratic way. THEY will have to win a 2/3 majority in the Parliament and then
amend the Constitution. That provision is there made by the Only One Architect of the Indian
Constitution.
Then somewhere in his article he accuses lower caste people of flaunting their lowliness! In UK on
numerous occasions I have come across with people telling me without any prompting from my side, that
they are Brahmins or Kshatriyas. Why?
The answer of Indian Caste system is in the minds of upper caste people. Even Indian Muslims and Indian
Christians can not escape that reality or the snobbishness.
Vasundhara Kamble
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Caste based reservations should continue until annihilation of caste system. It is the aggressive caste’s
responsibility to annihilate the caste system. They do not have any moral or legal right to speak against
reservations while enjoying the caste privileges, being upper caste within the Brahmanical paradigm.
Until the time the aggressive castes enjoy the caste privileges, the defensive castes should have every right
for reservation
I have seen Dr. Anand speaking for the demand of reservations in private sector. What is this change and
why?
Karthik Navayan

I am totally agree with Kartik Sir, as I have also observed that Brahmins are still consider themselves
superior and they don’t want reservations in the name of merit and efficiency. In the following mail I have
pasted one article written by Prashant Mishra against reservation in promotion. Though some of his
arguments are good and seems to be well manipulated facts which generally brahmins do. In that article I
have not seen any single word regarding merits of Schedule Castes and their efficiency in the services after
they enter into the field. There are plenty of examples where they are at top brass places and holding a
good position because of their merit.
So, the argument of merit doesn't suit against reservation. now coming to the point psychological factor is
very much present in all sectors of society and till the annihilation of caste reservation should be there
though it may have some pros n cons.
We cannot sacrifice the all for the cost of one there is still need of reservation till the abolition of castes
because caste is the genesis of all roots.
I think brahmins should first relinquish the caste hierarchy then come forward to say that no reservation. I
am fed up with this hypo-critic arguments what is good for you may not be good for all. Why can’t they
understand the feeling of depressed class?
Jagdish Khobragade

I have not yet read the article by Teltumbde and if he asks us to relinquish reservation, I don't get him. If
he is asking Dalits to relinquish reservation in jobs, education, et al, it is to be known that we never asked
for it in the first place.
Teltumbde is asking us something to relinquish, which we never asked for. Yes, whatever reservations we
have presently, except the political representation, was never demanded by us. Babasaheb sought for us
political representation and it is the output of that political share that the govts across the country and the
federal govt was compelled to give that share in the areas of non-political interests as cited above. That was
the power of political representation.
OBC reservations in jobs and other non-political areas was also the output of the Mandal Commission
which was again the battle for political share for the OBCs.
Amol Ragade
Dr. Anand Teltumbde is one of the revolutionary thinkers in India. His contribution to progressive
movements by giving new philosophical approach is really admirable. But do you know he is totally against
of OBC's Mandal Movement? Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar firmly stated that 'without co-operation of OBC
movement, we can't achieve the goal of annihilating the caste system. This point should be taken for
discussion with Dr. Teltumbde.
Shravan Deore
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Is reservations to OBCs in anyway related to annihilation of castes? Now Marathas also wants to be OBCs.
Is this in anyway going to move ahead with annihilation of castes or rather strengthen castes?
Kolis who in fact are OBCs are enjoying the status of STs by producing false ST (Mahadeo Koli) caste
certificates and getting reservations but no leader of OBCs is daring enough to say a word against these
fake OBCs. Is this the way for eradication of castes as resorted by Dr Babasaheb Ambedkar.
Anyways the discussion that started with Dr. Anand's article is going it's routine way of diverting from the
subject topic. This happens when our people don't want to read the article in origin and engage themselves
in fruitful discussion but want to jump to conclusions showing their intellectual bankruptcy.
It will be good if we stick to the discussion and do not divert the subject.
Milind Bhawar
Thanks for sending Buddhist Voice. Looks very interesting and enriching the knowledge and information.
Subhash Mendhapurkar
Thanks for sending me information.
It's indeed good efforts & introduction of Buddhist Voice online.
For first time, I came across with such informative website on Buddhism and Ambedkar. I hope, the
Buddhist voice is neutral & non affiliated/non political.
Harshal Tirpude
Thanks for sharing such wonderful and marvellous magazine in e-form. I have not read entire magazine
but article on 22 vows is noted. Its very informative. Buddhist People are even frightful to write on 22 vows.
I congrats you & your team for agreeing to publishing 22 vows.
Is it possible to print all the times 22 vows in your magazine?
Kindly let me know your consent to publish 22 vows all the times in your magazine.
All Buddhist & Ambedkarite are urged to inspire people around them to print 22 Pratigya/ Pratidnya
/Vows on all types of Invitation Cards such as Marriage cards, Birthday cards, New home entering
ceremony, Jayanti functions, Dhamma Parishad and Boudha Dhamma Adhiveshan etc. Be Courageous to
inspire. Be innovative to inspire. Be authentic to inspire. Be first to inspire all around you to print 22
Pratidnya / Pratigya /Vows on all cards.
Your Dhammabandhu,
Arvind Sontakke

If monks and lay Buddhists had not preserved and propagated you would have know nothing about
Buddha himself. In fact living the path of Buddha is implementing the same propagation which you are
degrading; clearly understand Dr. Babasaheb, why he is a bodhisattva. Nothing will be in any body's
memory if not propagated or implemented. Jai Bheem, honor to the Buddha, Dhamma and Sangha.
Mohan
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